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Abstract
For reusable software components program modules designed for black-box
usage in arbitrary, a priori unknown contextsquality assurance is particularly important and easily justied. Although this is widely agreed upon,
the industry standard is still far removed from a perfect world, in which
components are unambiguously documented and their correctness is established with certainty. This thesis aims at providing programmers with practical tools and techniques for assessing and improving the quality of reusable
components at various stages of the software development process.
Formal specications play a central role in quality assurance, documenting the interface between a component and its clients and acting as oracles
for verication. Writing good interface specicationsthose that include all
relevant details and none of the irrelevantis challenging in the absence of
precise guidelines and formal assessment criteria. The present work addresses
this challenge with model-based contracts : a specication methodology that
enhances Design by Contract with mathematical models, and supports strong
yet abstract specications. The thesis assesses feasibility and costs of deploying such strong specications, and demonstrates their benets, which include
boosting automated testing, preventing inconsistent library designs, and decreasing the density of implementation defects.
Achieving high condence in the quality of component implementations
requires formal correctness proofs. Although static program verication has
made signicant progress in recent years, existing methods and tools provide
insucient support for model-based contracts, and for the design patterns
often found in object-oriented component libraries. This thesis advances the
state of the art in program verication with two contributions. First, it
proposes semantic collaboration : a new methodology to reason about class
invariants in the presence of inter-object dependencies; the methodology is
exible enough to accommodate advanced design patters, but comprises useful default annotations, which reduce the specication overhead in common
scenarios. Second, the thesis details a practical verication methodology for
model-based contracts, featuring advanced support for model classes, and
vii

an approach to frame specications that works well for complex inheritance
hierarchies. Both proposed methodologies have been implemented in the
AutoProof program verier for the Eiel programming language.
Another contribution of this thesis facilitates understanding and debugging failed verication attemptsone of the biggest remaining obstacles to
usable program verication.
Practical solutions targeting reusable components must be evaluated on
real software libraries. Two Eiel data structure libraries, EielBase and its
successor EielBase2, serve as case studies throughout the thesis. In particular, EielBase2the rst example of a data structure library developed
from the start with strong specications and veried (to a signicant extent)
for full functional correctnessembodies the vision of high-quality reusable
components promoted in this work.

viii

Zusammenfassung
Für wiederverwendbare Software-Komponenten Programmmodule, die zur
Black-Box-Nutzung in verschiedenen, im Voraus unbekannten Kontexten entwickelt werdenist Qualitätssicherung besonders wichtig und der damit verbundene Aufwand gerechtfertigt. Obwohl diese Ansicht weitläug akzeptiert
wird, bleibt der Industriestandard weit von dem Idealfall entfernt, in dem alle Komponenten eine eindeutige Dokumentation haben und ihre Richtigkeit
zweifellos sichergestellt ist. Ziel dieser Dissertation ist es, Programmierern
anwendbare Werkzeuge und Techniken zur Verfügung zu stellen, die eine
Bewertung und Verbesserung der Qualität von wiederverwendbaren Komponenten erlauben.
Formale Spezikationen spielen bei der Qualitätssicherung eine zentrale
Rolle, da sie die Schnittstelle zwischen Komponenten und ihre Kunden dokumentieren, und zur Verikation von Implementierungen verwendet werden.
Gute Schnittstellenspezikationen zu schreibensolche, die alle relevanten
aber keine irrelevanten Details beinhaltenist ohne genaue Richtlinien und
formalen Bewertungskriterien schwierig. Die vorliegende Arbeit beschreibt
einen Ansatz zur Überwindung dieser Schwierigkeiten mit Hilfe von Modellbasierten Verträgen : eine Spezikationsmethode, die Design by Contract um
mathematische Modelle ergänzt, und damit starke aber zugleich abstrakte
Spezikationen erlaubt. Die Dissertation evaluiert Durfürbarkeit und Kosten
solch starker Spezikationen, und zeigt ihren Nutzen auf, einschliesslich der
Vorteile für automatische Testverfahren, der Vermeidung von inkonsistenten
Bibliothek-Entwürfen, und der Abnahme der Häugkeit von Implementierungsfehlern.
Um eine hohe Implementierungsqualität von Komponenten zu garantieren, benötigt man Richtigkeitsbeweise. Trotz bedeutenden Fortschritten,
die statische Programmverikation in den letzten Jahren gemacht hat, bieten existierende Methoden und Werkzeuge ungenügende Unterstützung für
Modell-basierte Verträge, sowie für einige Entwurfsmuster, die häug in den
objektorientierten Komponenten-Bibliotheken zu nden sind. Diese Dissertation trägt zum Fortschritt der Programmverikation in zweierlei Hinsicht
ix

bei. Erstens führt sie eine neuartige Methode, Semantische Kollaboration genannt, ein, um über Klasseninvarianten in Gegenwart von Abhängigkeiten
zwischen Objekten schlussfolgern zu können; die Methode ist exibel genug
sich komplexen Entwurfsmustern anzupassen, enthält aber zugleich nützliche Standardwerte, die die Kosten einer Spezikation in Normalfall gering
halten. Zweitens stellt die Dissertation eine praktische Verikationsmethode
für Modell-basierte Verträge vor, die eine fortgeschrittene Unterstützung von
Modell-Klassen bietet und einen Ansatz für Frame-Spezikationen umfasst,
der gut mit komplexen Vererbung-Hierarchien funktioniert. Beide Methoden
wurden in AutoProof, einem Programmverizierer für die Eiel Programmiersprache, implementiert.
Ein weiterer Beitrag der vorliegenden Arbeit erleichtert das Verstehen
und die Fehlerbehebung im Fall von misslungenen Beweisversucheneines
der grössten verbleibenden Hindernisse für nutzbare Programmverikation.
Praktische Lösungen, die auf wiederverwendbare Software-Komponenten
zielen, müssen anhand echter Software-Bibliotheken evaluiert werden. Zwei
Eiel Datenstruktur-Bibliotheken, EielBase und ihr Nachfolger EielBase2,
dienen in der gesamten Dissertation als Fallstudien. Insbesondere, EielBase2das erste Beispiel einer Datenstruktur-Bibliothek, die von Anfang
an mit starken Spezikationen entwickelt wurde und deren volle funktionelle Richtigkeit grösstenteils bewiesen wurdeverkörpert die in dieser Arbeit
verfolgte Vision von hochwertigen wiederverwendbaren Komponenten.
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Being abstract is something profoundly dierent
from being vague. . . The purpose of abstraction
is not to be vague, but to create a new semantic
level in which one can be absolutely precise.
Edsger W. Dijkstra

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Goal
Correctness is one of the most fundamental aspects of software quality [84].
Since one can only judge whether a software system is correct relative to a
specication, ensuring correctness comprises two principal activities: specifying the system by formalizing informal (often implicit) requirements, and
verifying that the implementation satises the specication.
The degree to which these activities are carried out in practice is a matter
of cost-to-benet ratio. Dierent verication techniques oer dierent tradeos between the amount of eort they require and the level of assurance
they provide. For example, fully automatic static and dynamic analyses
support an inexpensive way of revealing simple errors. Code review and
testing (manual or automated) provide a medium level of assurance: both
are capable of revealing deeper errors than fully automatic analyses, but
can never show their absence. At the high end of the assurance spectrum,
formal proofs of full functional correctness can guarantee deep properties of
the system, but require highly-trained experts and heroic eort [63, 71].
This motivates two important research goals in the area of software correctness: (i) reducing the amount of eort required by existing families of
verication techniques, and (ii) increasing the diversity of techniques, so
that the most appropriate solution can be chosen for a required assurance
level. The present work contributes to both of those goals.
While in most areas of software industry high-assurance techniques are
considered prohibitively expensive, several factors can justify their use. One
example is extremely high cost of software errors, common for safety- and
mission-critical systems. Another example is software reuse: reusable soft-
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ware components,1 are developed once and reused as a black box in a large

number of systems, thus minimizing the amortized cost of quality assurance.
Practitioners recognize that quality is particularly important for reusable
components (e.g. [14]), which makes such components attractive for verication in two ways: ensuring their correctness is not only more important than
for system-specic code, but also more realistic, since the starting point is a
module with well-dened interface and functionality, as well as high-quality
implementation and documentation.
At the same time, verifying reusable components poses challenges that
do not arise in whole-system verication, since the author of a component is
not aware of the context in which it will be used. For specications it raises
the question of what properties they should express, since it is unknown
which aspects of a component's behavior will be relevant in the client's context. For verication it limits the range of applicable techniques to modular
approaches, where verifying each module of a system in isolation implies
correctness of the system as a whole. In addition, unlike safety-critical systems, which might give up powerful programming constructs in the name of
correctness [7], general-purpose libraries have to be written in an expressive
programming language within a mainstream paradigm, and cannot be limited
to using the most basic language features, data structures and algorithms.
The goal of this thesis is to advance the state the art towards making
high-quality reusable componentswith coherent design, detailed documentation, and provably correct implementationsan accepted software engineering practice. To this end, the thesis proposes practical approaches to
specication and verication of reusable components at several levels of assurance.

1.2 Challenges and Contributions
The starting point for this work is Design by Contract [83]: a practical approach to specication, originally implemented for the Eiel programming
language, and more recently supported by other environments [28, 2]. Design by Contract enables programmers to write specications in the form
of contracts, using expressions from the programming language. Empirical
studies show [20, 26, 106, 41] that Eiel programmers indeed write contracts,
but those contracts are sometimes incorrect and generally incomplete. We
set out to nd a way of improving these partial specications, and making
1 The term

component

is used in a broad sense, as a synonym of

module ; in an object-

object oriented system, a component is typically a class or a library of classes.

1.2. CHALLENGES AND CONTRIBUTIONS
use of better contracts to ensure software correctness by means of testing and
proofs.

EielBase2. The present work aims for stronger specications, while
retaining the practical nature of Design by Contract; thus all proposed techniques have to be evaluated on a realistic software system of a substantial
size. As the central case study of the thesis we have developed EielBase2 :
an Eiel container library, which serves both as a motivation for the solutions
proposed throughout the thesis, and as evidence of their feasibility. Containers are an archetype of reusable components, since a basic container library
is a part of every programming language, and it is reused virtually in every
program written in that language. In addition to serving as a testbed for
techniques proposed in the present work, EielBase2 is a valuable artifact
per se, oering high-quality reusable components to the Eiel community,
and contributing to the Veried Software Initiative [54].
Better specications.

We rst investigate how to turn partial contracts
into strong specications, which would include everything a client might want
to know about the behavior of a component. To express strong specications, we adopt the model-based approach [58, 49, 98, 134], which uses wellunderstood mathematical concepts (sets, bags, relations, sequences, etc.) to
dene the semantics of program operations. The main challenge is giving
developers precise guidelines and tools for constructing strong specications
and assessing their quality, which serves the purpose of both improving specications and reducing their cost. To this end, we develop a specication
methodology called model-based contracts, underpinned by four formally dened quality criteria, which guarantee that a specication is both as strong
and as abstract as possible, for a given component interface. We evaluate
practical feasibility of the methodology by specifying EielBase2.

Better testing.

Strong model-based contracts only describe the interface of a software component, and are in general insucient for a program
verier to carry out a correctness proof (which normally requires signicant
additional eort in the form of supplying auxiliary annotations ). We suggest,
however, that strong specications can also benet software quality with no
additional eort; in particular they can play an important role in design and
testing. Intuitively, checking stronger contracts at runtime should discover
more (and deeper) faults. The question is whether this eect is signicant
in practice, and whether the runtime overhead of checking more complex
specications neutralizes the benet of strong contracts given a xed testing
budget. As a result of an extensive empirical study we discovered that strong
model-based contracts make very eective test oracles, while incurring only
moderate specication overhead, which puts testing against such specica-
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tions in an attractive spot on the landscape of verication techniques. At
the same time, through EielBase2 we observed that software developed with
strong specications from the start exhibits signicantly fewer faults and architectural inconsistencies that software developed with traditional Design
by Contract, which conrms the eectiveness of model-based contracts as a
design methodology.
Better proofs. Next, we investigate full functional correctness proofs
of reusable components. More precisely, we are interested in building an
auto-active program verier [76] that can prove, given appropriate auxiliary annotations, the kind of complete model-based contracts found in EiffelBase2. One central challenge we encountered is related to class invariants 2 a notion that is inherent in object-oriented programming and thus a
desirable feature to support in a verier [121]. Existing invariant methodologies [9, 77, 11, 92, 80, 88, 120, 30] are either not directly applicable to
automatic reasoning or provide insucient support for non-hierarchical object structures, which arise in common design patters3 . To tackle this problem we propose semantic collaboration : a new methodology to specify and
reason about invariants of arbitrary object structures, which models interobject dependencies by semantic means. To evaluate semantic collaboration
we compiled a set of six benchmark problems, each of which contains a unique
challenge for an invariant methodology.
The second set of challenges has to do specically with model-based contracts. Supporting this style of specication in a verier requires relating the
concrete state of a class to its model in a way that is sound, practical, and
concise (in terms of auxiliary annotations). We extend an existing program
verier for Eiel, AutoProof [5], with support for models, as well as our new
invariant methodology, and use it to verify the core of EielBase2.
Debugging verication. The nal part of this work is devoted to making the verication process more incremental. When a program proof fails, it
is often hard to understand what went wrong due to false positives and the
absence of concrete executions that expose parts of the program responsible
for the failure. To alleviate this issue, we propose a technique to automatically generate executions of programs annotated with complex specications
(such as those used in full functional correctness proofs). Our approach combines symbolic execution and SMT constraint solving to generate small tests
that are easy to read and understand. We implement the technique for the
Boogie intermediate verication language [73], which is used as a back-end in
AutoProof. Our implementation is available as a tool called Boogaloo [15].
2 Also known as object invariants or representation invariants.
3 For example, the Iterator pattern, used extensively in EielBase2.
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Summary of Contribution.

The following list summarizes the main
contributions of this thesis, along with the publications where they initially
appeared.
1.

Model-based contracts : a methodology for constructing strong specications and assessing their quality.
[Polikarpova N., Furia C., Meyer B., Specifying Reusable Components, VSTTE'10]

2. An empirical study showing that testing against strong specications
discovers signicantly more faults than testing against traditional contracts, with reasonable annotation overhead.
[Polikarpova N., Furia C., Pei Y., Wei Y., Meyer B., What Good Are Strong Specications?, ICSE'13]
3.

Semantic collaboration : a methodology to specify and reason about
class invariants of arbitrary object structures, implemented in an autoactive verier.
[Polikarpova N., Tschannen J., Furia C., Meyer B., Flexible Invariants through
Semantic Collaboration, FM'14]

4. A practical verication methodology
mented in an auto-active verier.

for model-based contracts, imple-

5.

EielBase2 : a specied and partially veried container library, used in

6.

Boogaloo : a tool for debugging failed verication attempts.

practice.

[Polikarpova N., Furia C., West S.,

To Run What No One Has Run Before, RV'13]

1.3 Terminology
In the rest of this thesis, we refer to common object-oriented programming
constructs using the following terminology, which is established in the Eiel
community. A program is a collection of classes. Each class is composed of
attributes (data) and routines (operations), collectively known as features.
Routines with a return value are called functions, and otherwise procedures.
Procedures intended for initialization of newly created objects are called creation procedures (analogous to constructors in Java and C#). The term query
encompasses functions and attributes, while command is a non-creation procedure. The rst (implicit) argument of a feature call is known as the target ;
a routine body can refer to its target though a built-in entity Current (this
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in Java and C#). A function can refer to its return value through a built-in
variable Result.
A class C is eective if it supplies implementations of all of its features,
otherwise it is deferred (abstract). C can directly inherit from zero or more
parents ; classes that directly inherit from C are called its children. Ancestors
of C include C itself and, recursively, the ancestors of all its parents; symmetrically, its descendants include C and the descendants of all its children.
The built-in entity Void (null in Java and C#) denotes a reference that is
not attached to any object.

1.4 Outline
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces
the EielBase2 library, which is used to evaluate the techniques proposed
in the following chapters. Chapter 3 details the specication and design
methodology based on model-based contracts; in particular, it formalizes the
notion of strong specications. Chapter 4 describes our experiments with
using model-based contracts in testing. Chapters 5 and 6 are devoted to correctness proofs, with the former focusing on class invariants, and the latter
targeting model-based abstraction techniques and describing the verication
of EielBase2. Chapter 7 introduces Boogaloo: a technique and tool for debugging verication, based on symbolic execution. Finally, Chapter 8 draws
conclusions and discusses directions for future research.

Chapter 2
The EiffelBase2 Library
This chapter introduces the EielBase2 library, which serves to motivate and
evaluate the techniques proposed in the rest of the thesis. Specication and
verication of EielBase2 are presented in the following chapters, together
with the corresponding techniques; here we only give a brief overview of the
library design, scope, and scale.

2.1 Overview
EielBase2 is a general-purpose data structure library for Eiel. It provides containers such as arrays, lists, sets, tables, stacks, queues, and binary trees; iterators to traverse these containers; and comparator objects to
parametrize containers with respect to arbitrary equivalence and order relations on their elements. The current version of EielBase2 includes 72 classes
totaling about 11'500 lines of code; these gures make EielBase2 a library
of substantial size with realistic functionalities, comparable to those of .NET
collections and java.util collections.
Since April 2012, EielBase2 is distributed together with EielStudio, the
main Eiel IDE. For three years, the library has been successfully employed
in teaching introductory programming at ETH Zurich, each time used extensively by over 200 students. We have also relied on EielBase2 ourselves for
the development of Trac 4: a graphical library that models and visualizes
public transportation in the city, also used in the introductory programming
course [125]. These experiences conrm that EielBase2 is usable in practice.
The latest version of the library source code is available from the repository [40].
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2.2 Design Goals
EielBase2 is intended as a replacement for the EielBase library, which has
played a central role in Eiel development for over twenty years. EielBase is
representative of mature Eiel code, extensively exploiting traditional Design
by Contract, and widely used in Eiel applications. This makes it an excellent
reference point for comparative studies of new approaches in the areas of
design, contracts, or implementation quality.
EielBase2 aims at providing the same general set of functionalities as
EielBase; its ultimate goal, however, is specifying and proving full functional
correctnessbackward compatibility is not one of our primary concerns. This
implies that EielBase2 revisits and solves any deciency and inconsistency
in the design of EielBase that impedes achieving full functional correctness
or hinders the full-edged application of formal techniques. In particular,
we simplify the inheritance hierarchy of EielBase, which, as demonstrated
in the following chapters, prevents strong specications at high levels of abstraction and causes multiple instances of unexpected behavior.
Another design choice reconsidered in EielBase2 concerns the use of internal cursors : each EielBase container stores an additional piece of state
the cursor position, which enables iteration though the container without
creating a separate iterator object. While convenient in simple cases, internal cursors do not support multiple simultaneous iterations, complicate the
container abstraction, and impose a cumbersome save-restore policy in order
to avoid side eects in functions.

2.3 The EielBase2 Architecture
EielBase2 consists of two (mutually dependent) libraries: the container library, which includes data structures proper, and the Mathematical Model
Library (MML), which provides immutable classes used to express modelbased contracts. In the following we concentrate on the container library,
and present MML in Sect. 2.3.2.
The container part of EielBase2 is split into two class hierarchies: containers and streams. A container is a nite storage of values, while a stream
provides linear access to a set of values. A stream is not necessarily bound
to a container, e.g. a RANDOM stream observes an innite sequence of pseudorandom numbers. Streams that traverse containers are called iterators.
Fig. 2.1 and 2.2 depict the class diagram of the two hierarchies. All EielBase2 class names start with V_ (for Veried), but the prex is omitted from
the diagrams for brevity. The names of deferred (abstract) class are written
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CONTAINER [G]
BINARY_TREE [G]

SET [G]

GENERAL_
SORTED_SET [G]

GENERAL_
HASH_SET [G]

SORTED_SET [G

HASH_SET [G

→COMPARABLE]

→HASHABLE]

MAP [K, V]

TABLE [K, V]

SET_TABLE [K, V]

DISPENSER [G]

SEQUENCE [G]

STACK [G]

QUEUE [G]

MUTABLE_
SEQUENCE [G]

LINKED_STACK [G]

LINKED_QUEUE [G]

ARRAY [G]

GENERAL_
SORTED_TABLE [G]

GENERAL_
HASH_TABLE [G]

SORTED_TABLE [G
→COMPARABLE]

HASH_TABLE [G
→HASHABLE]

ARRAYED_LIST [G]

ARRAY2 [G]

LIST [G]

LINKED_LIST [G]

DOUBLY_LINKED_
LIST [G]

Figure 2.1: Container class hierarchy.

in ITALICS; lighter ll color indicates that a class provides an immutable interface to the underlying data; in particular, it is impossible to change the
content of a container through an immutable iterator.
The following table gives brief descriptions of EielBase2 container classes:

class

description

CONTAINER

Containers for a nite number of values.

SET

Container where all elements are unique with respect to some
equivalence relation. Elements can be added and removed.

GENERAL_SORTED_SET

Sets implemented as binary search trees with arbitrary order
relation and equivalence relation derived from order.

SORTED_SET

Sorted sets with order relation on keys provided by COMPARABLE.

GENERAL_HASH_SET

Hash set with arbitrary equivalence relation on keys and hash
function. Implementation uses chaining.

HASH_SET

Hash sets with hash function provided by HASHABLE and with

MAP

Containers where values are associated with keys.

reference or object equality as equivalence relation on keys.
Keys are

unique with respect to some equivalence relation.
SEQUENCE

Containers where values are associated with integer indexes
from a continuous interval.

MUTABLE_SEQUENCE

Sequences where the value at a given index can be updated.
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ARRAY

Indexable containers, whose elements are stored in a continuous
memory area.

ARRAY2

Two-dimensional arrays.

LIST

Indexable containers, where elements can be inserted and removed at any position.

ARRAYED_LIST

Lists implemented as arrays.

LINKED_LIST

Singly linked lists.

DOUBLY_LINKED_LIST

Doubly linked lists.

TABLE

Maps where key-value pairs can be updated, added, and removed.

SET_TABLE

Tables implemented as sets of key-value pairs.

GENERAL_SORTED_TABLE

Tables implemented as binary search trees with arbitrary order
relation on keys and equivalence relation on keys derived from
order.

SORTED_TABLE

Sorted tables with order relation on keys provided by COMPARABLE.

GENERAL_HASH_TABLE

Hash tables with arbitrary equivalence relation on keys and
hash function. Implementation uses chaining.

HASH_TABLE

Hash tables with hash function provided by HASHABLE and with

DISPENSER

Containers that can be extended with values and make only

reference or object equality as equivalence relation on keys.
one element accessible at a time.
STACK

Dispensers where the latest added element is accessible.

LINKED_STACK

Linked implementation of stacks.

QUEUE

Dispensers where the earliest added element is accessible.

LINKED_QUEUE

Linked implementation of queues.

BINARY_TREE

Binary trees (doubly linked implementation).

2.3.1 Specication and Verication Challenges
The semantics of data structures oered by EielBase2 is, in general, wellunderstood, and their implementations are rather straightforward. Nevertheless, these textbook data structures present commonly acknowledged challenges when it comes to specication and verication [56, 70]
First, the library creates and maintains complex object structures in the
heap. Some of those structures are hierarchical (also called aggregate objects ),
where one object contains another as part of its internal representation; others are collaborative, where multiple objects at the same level of abstraction
work together to achieve a common goal. The most prominent example of
the latter is the collaboration between a container and its iterators.
Reasoning about complex object structures is complicated by aliasing,
and describing their shapes (e.g. in routine footprints) requires powerful abstraction mechanisms. One particular challenge is specifying the consistency
of object structures while preserving information hiding. For example, in order for an iterator to function properly, its state needs to be consistent with
the state of the target container. Modifying the container can invalidate its

SORTED_SET_
ITERATOR [G]

SET_TABLE_
ITERATOR [G]

TABLE_
ITERATOR [K, V]

ITERATOR [G]

INPUT_
STREAM [G]

ARRAYED_LIST_
ITERATOR [G]

LINKED_LIST_
ITERATOR [G]

LIST_
ITERATOR [G]

MUTABLE_SEQUENCE_
ITERATOR [G]

IO_ITERATOR [G]

OUTPUT_
STREAM [G]

DOUBLY_LINKED_LIST_
ITERATOR [G]

CELL_CURSOR [G]

STRING_OUTPUT

STANDARD_OUTPUT

Figure 2.2: Stream and iterator class hierarchy.
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SET_ ITERATOR [G]
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INPUT [G]
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ITERATOR [G]
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ITERATOR [G]
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MODEL

SET [G]

MAP [K, V]

BAG [G]

RELATION [G, H]

SEQUENCE [G]

INTERVAL

Figure 2.3: Class diagram of the Mathematical Model Library.

iterators, and lead to unexpected behavior. The challenge is to ensure that
this never happens, while still allowing an unbounded number of iterators to
be attached to a container at the same time.
Second, EielBase2 makes substantial use of inheritance. At the design
and interface specication stages, one challenge is developing abstract components, such as CONTAINER or DISPENSER. On the one hand, they need to be
general enough to naturally encompass several more specialized components;
on the other hand, they need to be suciently self-contained and precise to
be useful for clients and allow for strong specications. For verication, inheritance poses additional challenges in terms of modularity and information
hiding: most importantly, when the dynamic type of an object is unknown,
precise denitions of its state and operations are unavailable, which aggravates the issues posed by aliasing and inter-object dependencies.
Finally, EielBase2 uses functional objects (called agents in Eiel) to implement higher-order operations and to parametrize containers with various
relations and functions on their elements. A practical and exible way of
reason about functional objects is still an open problem in verication.

2.3.2 The Mathematical Model Library
The Mathematical Model Library is a collection of immutable classes that
serve as programming-language counterparts of the mathematical concepts
used in model-based contracts. Similar libraries exist in other languages
that support model-based specication style, e.g. JML [69]; the rst version
of MML in Eiel was implemented by Schoeller [111].
Fig. 2.3 depicts the class diagram of MML (as in Fig. 2.1 and 2.2, the
prex MML_ is omitted for brevity). The library consists of 7 classes, totaling
1'960 lines of code. Their features correspond to widely used mathematical
operations, such as set union and sequence concatenation. The library provides implementations of those operations, which can be used for runtime
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checking of model-based contracts. The semantics given to the model classes
by the program verier is discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 3
Specifying Reusable
Components
The rst step towards ensuring correctness is creating a formal specication.
In this chapter, we explore what constitutes a good specication for a
reusable component, and oer guidelines for constructing such specications
in the context of an object-oriented programming language.

3.1 Introduction
The case for precise software specications involves several well-known arguments; in particular, specications help understand the problem before
building a solution, and they are necessary for verifying implementations. In
the case of a library of reusable software components, precise specications
have another application: providing client programmers with a detailed description of the component interface (the API); such descriptions are called
behavioral interface specications [50].
The main purpose of an interface specication for a reusable component
is to enable practical reasoning about programs that use the component
without having access to its implementation. This entails two important
and somewhat conicting quality objectives: on the one hand, an interface
specication has to be strong enough to fully describe the relevant eects
of component operations; on the other hand, it has to be abstract enough
to allow several concrete implementations and to shield the clients from any
complexity associated with a particular implementation (in other words, one
should avoid implementation bias [58]). Creating high-quality specications
satisfying these objectives is hard in the absence of detailed guidelines and
formal assessment criteria.
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One of the most practical approaches to interface specications is based
on Design by Contract [83, 84]; it allows authors of reusable modules to equip
them with contracts, usually in the form of routine pre- and postconditions,
and class invariants. As one of its key features, Design by Contract relies
on an assertion language embedded in the programming language to express
contracts. This approach has two important advantages: specications expressed in a programming language are more easily taught to programmers,
and they can be checked at runtime, thus playing a major role in testing
and debugging. Another aspect that contributed to the practical success of
Design by Contract is incrementality: unlike most all-or-nothing formal development methods (e.g. [1]), Design by Contract takes the anything goes
view: it embraces partial specications, and provides incremental benets
starting with very few, very simple assertions.
This traditional focus on partial specications, combined with insucient expressiveness of the assertion language in comparison with more exible mathematical notations, in practice results in weak contracts. As an
example, the postcondition of a push operation on a stack in the existing
standard Eiel library species what the new top of the stack will be, and
that the number of items will increase by one, but it does not state that
the existing stack elements are unaected. This example is typical: several
empirical studies [20, 26, 106, 41] indicate that in practice Eiel classes contain many contracts, but they cover only part of the programmer's informal
understanding of the behavior. Thus, building high-quality behavioral interface specication on top of Design by Contract requires both increasing the
expressiveness of the assertion language, and establishing more strict rules
about what should actually go into contracts.
One of the rst formal treatments of the quality aspect of interface specications was developed for algebraic specications of abstract data types
(ADTs) [47, 48, 138]. Arguably the most inuential work is by Guttag and
Horning [48], which denes the notion of sucient completeness of a set of
axioms dening an ADT.
Algebraic specications are very general, but hard to understand and
construct [132]; an alternative model-based approach [58, 49, 98, 134], aims
to simplify understanding and writing specications by expressing them in
terms of a xed collection of well-understood and highly reusable mathematical theories. For the construction of a model-based specication, one of
the most important design decisions is the choice of the mathematical model
(also called conceptual model or mental model [96]) for a component; this
choice largely determines the quality of a specication, and thus the quality
of the component itself [133].
Integrating the model-based approach into Design by Contract led to the
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concept of model classes in Eiel [112, 111] and a similar mechanism in the
Java Modeling Language (JML) [69, 24]1 . Model classes represent mathematical theories in the programming language, and thus enable model-based
specications within the standard assertion language of Design by Contract.
We will refer to such specications as model-based contracts. The goal of this
chapter is to explore and formalize quality criteria for model-based contracts,
and to turn these criteria into concrete practices and tools.
Sect. 3.2 starts with some real-world examples of weak contracts in Eiel
libraries, which fail to prevent incorrect implementations and poor designs;
it then demonstrates how strong model-based contracts address these issues.
Sect. 3.3 formalizes high-quality model-based specications in the language
of abstract data types: it shows how an ADT denes unambiguously a notion of abstract state space, which in turn determines the model of the ADT;
it also outlines the process of constructing model-based specications, and
nally proposes formal denitions of four quality criteriacompleteness, observability, closure, and controllability which underpin the intuitive notions
of strong and abstract specications. Sect. 3.4 applies these theoretical
concepts in the context of Eielan imperative, object-oriented language
resulting in a practical specication methodology for strong model-based contracts; it also discusses tool support for checking quality criteria, formalized
in the previous section.
Sect. 3.5 describes two case studies that use the proposed specication
methodology to develop libraries of data structures with strong contracts.
The results show that the methodology is feasible and successful in delivering
well-designed components with expressiveusually completespecications.
Most advantages of standard Design by Contract are retained, while pushing
a more accurate evaluation of design choices and an impeccable denition of
interfaces.

3.2 Motivating Examples
3.2.1 Some limitations of Design by Contract
Let us demonstrate the shortcomings of traditional contracts on a couple of
examples from the EielBase library [39] (see also Chapter 2).
Fig. 3.1a shows a portion of class LINKED_LIST, implementing a singly linked
list. Features count and index record respectively the number of elements
stored in the list and the current position of the internal cursor. Routine
put_right inserts an element v to the right of the current position of the
1 JML uses the terms

modeling types

or

immutable types.
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class LINKED_LIST [G]
count: INTEGER
-- Number of elements
index: INTEGER
-- Current cursor position
item: G
-- Value at cursor position
require 1 ≤ index ≤ count
do . . . end

deferred class TABLE [G, K]
put (v: G ; k: K)
-- Associate value ‘v’ with key ‘k’
require valid_key (k)
deferred
end
end

class ARRAY [G]
inherit TABLE [G, INTEGER]
put_right (v: G)
put (v: G ; i: INTEGER)
-- Add ‘v’ to the right of cursor
-- Replace ‘i’-th entry,
require 0 ≤ index ≤ count
-- if in index interval, by ‘v’
do . . .
do . . .
ensure
end
count = old count + 1
end
index = old index
end
class HASH_TABLE [G, K →HASHABLE]
_
duplicate (n: INTEGER): LINKED LIST
inherit TABLE [G, K]
-- Copy of sublist of length ‘n’
put (v: G ; k: K)
-- beginning at current position
-- Insert ‘v’ with key ‘k’
require n ≥ 0
-- if there is no other item
do . . .
-- associated with ‘k’
ensure Result.index = 0
do . . .
end
end
end
end

(a) Class LINKED_LIST.

(b) Class TABLE with two descendants.

Figure 3.1: Snippets from EielBase classes.
cursor, without moving it. The postcondition of the routine (clause ensure)
asserts that inserting an element increments count by one but does not change
index. This is correct, but it does not capture the gist of the semantics of
insertion: the list after insertion is obtained by all the elements that were in
the list up to position index, followed by element v and then by all elements
to the right of index.
Expressing such complex facts is tedious with the standard assertion language; as a result most specications are incomplete in the sense that they
fail to capture precisely the functional semantics of routines. Weak specications hinder formal verication in two ways. First, establishing weak
postconditions is simple, but condence in the full functional correctness of
a veried routine will be low: the quality of specications limits the value
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of verication. For example, the above postcondition of put_right permits an
implementation that replaces all existing list elements with v. Second, weak
contracts impede client reasoning: it is impossible to establish what a routine
r achieves, if r calls another routine s whose contract is not strong enough
to document its eect within r precisely. This is particularly problematic if
s is part of a reusable component, since the set of its potential clients is a
priori unknown.
Weak assertions limit the potential of many other applications of Design
by Contract. Specications, for example, should document the abstract semantics of operations in deferred classes. Weak contracts cannot fully do
so; as a result, programmers have fewer safeguards to prevent inconsistencies
in the design and fewer chances to make deferred classes useful to clients
through polymorphism and dynamic dispatching.
Feature put in class TABLE (Fig. 3.1b) is an example of this phenomenon.
It is unclear how to express the abstract semantics of put with standard
contracts. In particular, the absence of a postcondition leaves it undened
what should happen when an element is inserted with a key that is already
in the table: should put replace the previous element with the new one or
cancel the insertion? Indeed, some descendants of TABLE implement put with
a replacement semantics (such as class ARRAY), while others disallow put to
override preexisting mappings (such as class HASH_TABLE). Some classes (including HASH_TABLE) even introduce another feature force that implements the
replacement semantics. This obscures the behavior of routines to clients and
makes it questionable whether put has been introduced at the right point in
the inheritance hierarchy.

3.2.2 Enhancing Design by Contract with models
To address the aforementioned problems we propose model-based contracts :
a specication discipline enabled by the use of model classes [69, 111] (immutable classes representing mathematical concepts). Model-based contracts
are a conservative extension of Design by Contract, aiming at providing
strong specications without the need to extend the notation, which remains
the one familiar to programmers.
Fig. 3.2 and 3.3 show extensions of the examples in Fig. 3.1 with modelbased contracts. LINKED_LIST (Fig. 3.2) is augmented with a query sequence
that returns an instance of class MML_SEQUENCE, a model class representing a
mathematical sequence of elements of homogeneous type. The query can be
implemented either as an attribute, or as a function that builds sequence according to the actual content of the list; this choice is discussed in some more
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class LINKED_LIST [G]
model sequence, index
put_right (v: G)

count: INTEGER
-- Number of elements

-- Add ‘v’ to the right of cursor
require 0 ≤ index ≤ sequence.count
modify [sequence] Current

index: INTEGER
-- Current cursor position

do . . .
ensure
sequence = old (sequence.front (index)
.extended (v) +
sequence.tail (index + 1))
end

item: G
-- Value at cursor position
require
sequence.domain [index]
ensure
Result = sequence [index]
end

duplicate (n: INTEGER): LINKED_LIST [G]
-- A copy of at most ‘n’ elements
-- starting at cursor position
require n ≥ 0
do . . .
ensure
Result.sequence = sequence
.interval (index, index + n − 1)
Result.index = 0
end

Figure 3.2: A snippet from class

sequence: MML_SEQUENCE [G]
-- Sequence of elements

...
invariant
0 ≤ index ≤ sequence.count + 1
count = sequence.count
end

LINKED_LIST

with model-based contracts.

detail below. The model clause2 declares the two features sequence and index as
the model of the class; every contract will rely on the abstraction they provide. In particular, the postcondition of put_right can precisely describe the
eect of the routine: the new sequence is the concatenation of the old sequence
up to index, extended with element v, with the tail of the old sequence starting
after index. The keyword modify introduces a routine's frame specication: a
list of all model queries whose value is allowed to change after executing the
routine. For example, routine put_right in Fig. 3.2 may only change the value
of Current.sequence, but not Current.index and not any model query of an object
dierent from Current3 We can assert that the new postconditionincluding
2 Here and in the rest of the thesis, newly introduced language constructs are

underlined. In practice we express these elements using Eiel's note meta-annotation
to avoid changing the syntax.

3 In fact, put_right can also modify the abstract state of objects that constitute the

internal representation of

Current, as well as any newly allocated objects, but those changes
put_right. The semantics of modify clauses used in this

do not concern the clients of
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deferred class TABLE [G, K]
model map
map: MML_MAP [G, K]
-- Map of keys to values

put (v: G ; k: K)
-- Associate value ‘v’ with key ‘k’
require map.domain [k]
modify [map] Current

...

deferred
ensure map
end

= old map.replaced_at (k, v)

end

Figure 3.3: A snippet from class

TABLE

with model-based contracts.

the frame specicationis complete with respect to the model of the class,
because it denes the eect of put_right on the model fully and deterministically. At the same time, the specication of LINKED_LIST is abstract, since
the model does not reveal any representation details, beyond the information available through the public interface. These complementary notions
of completeness and abstraction are a powerful guide to writing accurate
specications that makes for well-dened interfaces and veriable classes.
A mathematical maprepresented by the model class MML_MAPis the natural model for the class TABLE (Fig. 3.3). Even though TABLE is deferred and
does dene a concrete data representation, the availability of a model supports complex specications already at this abstract level. In particular,
writing a complete postcondition for routine put requires committing to a
specic semantics for insertion. The example in Fig. 3.3 chooses the replacement semantics; correspondingly, all descendants of TABLE will have to
conform to this semantics, guaranteeing a coherent reuse of TABLE throughout
the class hierarchy.

3.3 Foundations of Model-Based Contracts
This section formalizes the notions of complete and abstract model-based
specications using the mathematical language of abstract data types (ADT).
Sect. 3.3.1 briey reviews traditional algebraic ADT specications and the
notion of sucient completeness of such specications, as proposed in [48];
Sect. 3.3.2 introduces the concepts of abstract equality and abstract state
space of an ADT; nally Sect. 3.3.3 shows the benets of model-based ADT
specications over arbitrary algebraic specications and presents sucient
chapter is a simplication; formal details are presented in Chapters 5 and 6.
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conditions to achieve consistency, sucient completeness and abstraction.

3.3.1 Abstract Data Types
Following the classical work of Guttag and Horning [48], an abstract data
type is a type algebra T = hI + {T }, F i, where I is the set of supporting
phyla, T ∈/ I is a distinguished phylum called the type of interest (TOI), and
F is a nite set of nitary partial operations f : V1 × . . . × Vn →7 V0 , where
each Vi ∈ I + {T } and at least one Vi = T .
A type algebra is a special case of a heterogeneous algebra; unlike a generic
heterogeneous algebra, which denes multiple phyla by mutual recursion, a
type algebra denes a single phylumthe type of interestin terms of the
supporting phyla. As a consequence, every V ∈ I is assumed to have a xed
structure, including an equality relation =V (we omit the subscript when
the type of the operands is clear). The equality relation =T of the type of
interest, on the other hand, is not predened, but rather axiomatized, just
like the operations F (the semantics of =T is discussed in more detail below).
The set of operations F can be split into creators (N ), queries (Q) and
commands (C ), depending on whether T occurs in their signature only on
the right, only on the left, or on both sides, respectively. The sets I and
the operations F together dene a set of terms LI,F , which contains all
strings f (x1 , . . . , xn ), where f ∈ F , each xi ∈ V ∈ I or xi ∈ LI,F , and
hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ dom(F ). The set of terms can be naturally extended to a
term algebra LI,F = hI + {LI,F }, F i.
The meaning of operations in F is given by a set of axioms A, each of
which is of the form ∀x1 , . . . , xn • lhs = rhs. Here x1 , . . . , xn are variables;
lhs is a well-typed term over those variables, built using only operations
in F with the nesting level of one or two; rhs is a well-typed term (of the
same types as lhs) over x1 , . . . , xn , built using operations in F or predened
operations of I , including the built-in operation if then else of the phylum
B (Booleans). The meaning of = in each axiom depends on the type of lhs.
Since all free variables of lhs and rhs are always universally qualied, the
quantier can be omitted.

Example 3.1. We dene an ADT QUEUE for queues of integers.

Its supporting
phyla are Booleans and integers (I = {B, Z}), and its operations consist of
a creator new, two queries: is_empty and item, and two commands: put and
4
remove with the following signatures :
new :

→ QUEUE

4 Here we use the same symbol QUEUE to denote both the ADT and its type of interest.
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→B
item : QUEUE →
7 Z
put : QUEUE × Z → QUEUE
remove : QUEUE →
7 QUEUE

is_empty : QUEUE

The domains of partial operations item and remove can be specied using
precondition predicates: Pitem (q) ≡ Premove (q) ≡ ¬is_empty(q). The following axioms A give the meaning of queue operations:

=>
is_empty(put(q, v)) = ⊥
item(put(q, v)) = if
remove(put(q, v)) = if
is_empty(new)

is_empty(q) then
is_empty(q) then

v
q

else item(q)
else put(remove(q), v)

Denition 3.1 ([48]). The set of axioms A is a suciently complete axiom-

atization of T = hI + {T }, N + Q + Ci, if for every term f (t1 , . . . , tn ) ∈ LI,F ,
such that (f : V1 × . . . × Vn →
7 V0 ) ∈ Q, there exists a value u ∈ V0 such that

A

|=

f (t1 , . . . , tn ) = u

A is consistent if such a u is unique.
The problem of establishing whether a given set of axioms is suciently
complete is, in general, undecidable. Moreover, experience shows that constructing suciently complete axiomatizations is often nontrivial in practice;
[48] gives a set of guidelines, which signicantly restrict the shape of potential axioms, however some of those axioms are still rather non-obvious.
Intuitively, the goal of an ADT specication is to express the eect of each
command on the value of each query; however, axioms constructed according
to the guidelines of [48] often involve multiple commands, and sometimes in
a such a way that one side of the identity does not seem simpler than the
other. An example is the last axiom of QUEUE, where the term remove(put(q, v))
is related to put(remove(q), v), which does not immediately seem useful.
In the model-based approach, detailed below, axioms are more structured:
the meaning of each ADT operation is expressed in terms of a single query
m (called the model query ), which makes the specication of the operations
more independent, and thus more intuitive and easier to write.

3.3.2 Abstract equality and abstract state space
Associating the type of interest of an ADT with a concrete set would defeat
its purpose of being abstract; instead T is usually dened as T = LI,F / =T :
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a quotient set of LI,F by some congruence relation. In general, there can
be multiple congruence relations compatible with a given axiomatization,
and thus multiple ways to dene the type of interest. Some early work on
ADTs [47, 138] makes the assumption that the values of T must be considered dierent unless provably equal, thus choosing =T to be the smallest
congruence compatible with the axioms. Guttag and Horning [48] take the
opposite view: they note that the signicance of values in T rests solely upon
the dierence they makein terms of the predened =V for V ∈ I for the
results of queries Q; thus it makes sense to regard elements of T as equal
unless demonstrably distinct.

Example 3.2.

Consider an ADT SET for sets of integers, with three operations: new : → SET, has : SET × Z → B, and put : SET × Z → SET. A suciently
complete (and intuitively pleasing) axiomatization of SET is given by the following two identities:

=⊥
has(put(s, y), x) = if x = y
has(new, x)

then

>

else has(s, x)

The axioms make no mention of =SET , thus the smallest possible congruence
on SET is the (term) identity. With this approach the terms put(put(new, 0), 1)
and put(put(new, 1), 0) are considered dierent, since there is no way to prove
otherwise using the axioms. Taking the view of [48], however, those two
termsand in general, any two sets that agree on the value of has for all
integersare considered equal, which is consistent with our intuitive understanding of sets.
In the present work, we formalize this view of [48] through the following

distinguishability relation5 .

Denition 3.2. Two terms x, y ∈ LI,F are distinguishable by the set of
axioms A (written x 6≈A y ), if there exists a nonempty sequence of appropriately typed operations f1 , . . . , fn ∈ F with (f1 : T →
7 V ) ∈ Q, and two values
u, v ∈ V with u 6= v , such that
A
A
Otherwise x and y are

|=
|=

(f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn )(x) = u ∧
(f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn )(y) = v

indistinguishable by A: x ≈A y.

5 For clarity of presentation, hereafter we restrict all ADT operations to take exactly
one argument; an extension to multiple arguments is straightforward.
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We will omit the subscript A whenever the set of axioms is unambiguous. Note that in an ADT with no queries (Q = ∅), all terms are indistinguishable. Another important observation concerns suciently complete
axiomatizations:

Proposition 3.1.

If A is consistent and suciently complete by Denition 3.1, then x ≈A y is equivalent to ∀f1 , . . . , fn ∈ F with f1 ∈ Q:

A

|=

(f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn )(x) = (f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn )(y).

Example 3.3.

Consider two terms from LQUEUE : x ≡ put(put(new, 0), 0) and
y ≡ put(put(new, 0), 1). Given the axiomatization of Example 3.1, x 6≈ y , since
we can prove that item(remove(x)) = 0 and item(remove(y)) = 1.
Now imagine the QUEUE ADT without the remove operation (and the corresponding axiom). In this new type x ≈ y , since there is no way to observe
any of the queue elements beyond the rst one. In this example the distinguishability relation contradicts our intuition about the ADT, providing a
clue that some operations might be missing, even though the axiomatization
of the existing operations is suciently complete.

Lemma 3.1.

If an axiomatization A of an ADT T = hI + {T }, F i is consistent and suciently complete, then ≈A is a congruence relation on T,
compatible with A.

Proof. Since A is consistent and suciently complete, for ≈A we can use

the formula from Proposition 3.1. This relation is reexive, since all f ∈ F
are functions over terms; it is also symmetric and transitive, since =V for all
V ∈ I is symmetric and transitive. Hence ≈A is an equivalence relation.
This relation is compatible with queries Q and commands C . For arbitrary terms x and y such that x ≈A y , and an arbitrary query q ∈ Q, we
have ∀f1 , . . . , fn ∈ F with f1 ∈ Q, A |= (f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn )(x) = (f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn )(y);
instantiating n = 1, f1 = q , we get q(x) = q(y). Similarly, for an arbitrary
command c ∈ C , instantiating fn with c we get A |= (f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn−1 )(c(x)) =
(f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn−1 )(c(y)) for any f1 , . . . , fn−1 ∈ F , thus c(x) ≈A c(y). Hence ≈A
is a congruence.
Finally, if A |= x =T y and A |= (f1 ◦. . .◦fn )(x) = u, then by equational
reasoning we get A |= (f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn )(y) = u, which means x ≈A y . Thus
≈A is compatible with A.

Indistinguishability has another useful property: it is bigger than all congruences compatible with the structure of the supporting phyla. Consider a
congruence ∼, such that (∼) 6⊆ (≈); then there exist x, y ∈ LI,F such that
x ∼ y but x 6≈ y . Hence ∃f1 , . . . , fn ∈ F with (f1 : T →7 V ) ∈ Q such that
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A |= (f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn )(x) 6=V (f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn )(y), even though x ∼ y ; in other
words, ∼ is not compatible with =V and thus is not a congruence on T.
From the above discussion and Lemma 3.1 it follows, that given a consistent and suciently complete axiomatization, indistinguishability is the
biggest (most abstract) congruence relation on T. For that reason we also
refer to ≈ as abstract equality, and to the quotient set LI,F / ≈ as the abstract
state space of an ADT. Given the goal to achieve maximum abstraction, it
makes sense to dene =T as ≈, and the type of interest T as the abstract
state space. This turns T into a quotient algebra of the term algebra LI,F
by ≈: T = LI,F / ≈.
For incomplete axiomatizations A, ≈A is not necessarily transitive, and
thus not an equivalence relation. For example, without the last axiom of the
QUEUE ADT in Example 3.1, one cannot distinguish remove(put(new, 0)) from
any other term, including, for instance put(new, 0) and put(new, 1), which are
distinguishable from each other.

3.3.3 Model-Based Specications
The goal of model-based approaches to specication [58, 49, 98, 134] is to
simplify reasoning about an ADT by mapping it to a concrete set, called
its model, and expressing the semantics of operations in a more structured
manner, in terms of the model.

Denition 3.3.

Given an ADT T = hI + {T }, N + Q + Ci, let us augment
the set of supporting phyla I with the model phylum M , and the set of
queries Q with the model query m : T → M . The set of axioms AM is called
a functional model-based specication of T if it has the following form (where
each φi is a composition of operations dened in I + {M }):
 for each q ∈ Q, AM contains an axiom ∀x • q(x) = φq (m(x));
 for each c ∈ C , AM contains an axiom ∀x • m(c(x)) = φc (m(x));
 for each n ∈ N , AM contains an axiom ∀i • m(n(i)) = φn (i);
 those are the only axioms in AM .
It is easy to show that a functional model-based specication is always
consistent and suciently complete: by induction on the term structure one
can prove that any term f (t1 , . . . , tn ) where ti ∈ LI,F and f ∈ Q is reducible
to a term containing only φq , φc and φn .
We say that a model-based specication AM is compatible with the set
of axioms A of a general form, if they agree on all terms f (t) ∈ LI,F with
(f : T →7 V ) ∈ Q, that is, if ∃u ∈ V • A |= f (t) = u, then AM |= f (t) = u.

3.3. FOUNDATIONS OF MODEL-BASED CONTRACTS

Choosing a Model
Finding a good model for a component is the central problem of all modelbased specication methodologies. In our case, given an ADT T with a
consistent and suciently complete axiomatization A, how does one pick the
phylum M and construct AM compatible with the initial axioms? Informally to make a functional model-based specication possible, M must have
enough values to dierentiate between the distinguishable elements of T ;
on the other hand, it should not contain too many values, since that would
defy the pursuit of abstraction. Fortunately, the notion of abstract state
space, introduced above, provides exactly the right level of detail. Thus, M
is a good model if there exists a set of operations Φ, such that the model
algebra hI + {M }, Φi is isomorphic to the quotient algebra LI,F / ≈; the
operations Φ can then be used in the specication AM as φq , φc and φn . This
condition on M is captured more accurately by the following denition.

Denition 3.4.

Given an ADT T = hI + {T }, F i with a consistent and
suciently complete axiomatization A, a surjective function µ : LI,F → M
is a model function for hT, Ai if

∀x, y ∈ LI,F • x ≈A y ⇔ µ(x) = µ(y).
We can show that whenever such µ exists, it is possible to dene a set
of operations Φ and produce a functional model-based specication AM , in
the sense that those operations are indeed functional (univalent). The latter
can be expressed as ∀q ∈ Q, x, y ∈ LI,F • µ(x) = µ(y) ⇒ q(x) = q(y)
and ∀c ∈ C, x, y ∈ LI,F • µ(x) = µ(y) ⇒ µ(c(x)) = µ(c(y)), and follows
immediately from ≈A being a congruence. Of course, the fact that operations
in Φ are functional does not formally guarantee that they can be expressed as
a composition of the predened operations of M and I , but since the premise
of model-based specications is the existence of suciently expressive model
types, these operations are likely available.
Given a functional model-based specication AM based on operations Φ,
and an interpretation µ : LI,F → M of the model query m, it follows directly
from the shape of the axioms that µ is a homomorphism from LI,F to the
model algebra hI +{M }, Φi. Thus, by the rst isomorphism theorem [18], the
image of µ (im(µ)) is isomorphic to the quotient algebra LI,F / ∼µ (where
x ∼µ y means µ(x) = µ(y)). If in addition µ is a model function, that
is, (∼µ ) = (≈) and im(µ) = M , then the model algebra hI + {M }, Φi is
isomorphic to LI,F / ≈, which corresponds to our intuitive denition of a
good model. In conclusion, choosing a good model for a given hT, Ai boils
down to nding a model function.
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In Denition 3.4, the ⇐ direction (terms with the same model are indistinguishable) intuitively means that the model is expressive enough or not
too coarse. Failure to comply with this constraint results in the inability to
express the operations φf for some f ∈ Q + C , and thus to complete AM .
The ⇒ direction (terms with dierent models are distinguishable) guarantees
that the model is abstract enough or not too ne-grained. This property
is also known as observability [133]; failure to establish it leads to models
with too much detail. Finally, the requirement that the model function be
surjective entails that the model phylum M does not contain any garbage
values, that do not correspond to abstract values of the ADT; this property
is also known as controllability [133].
Since it is unreasonable to expect that the predened collection of model
types contains precisely the image of every useful model function µ, in practice it is convenient to represent the model phylum M as {z ∈ Z | IM (z)},
where Z is a predened type and IM is an invariant predicate, which restricts
the possible values of the model to im(µ).

Example 3.4.

Recall the QUEUE ADT dened in Example 3.1. As the model
phylum for queues we choose integer sequences, Z∗ , with a standard set of
operations, including index-based access (s[i]), slicing (s[i..j]), construction
of empty ([]) and singleton ([v]) sequences, and concatenation (s1 + s2 ). We
can argue that Z∗ is a suitable model by providing an informal denition of
the model function µ(q) as the sequence of elements stored in q in the order
of their insertion. According to our intuition, the operations of QUEUE cannot
distinguish two queues with the same sequence of elements, and conversely,
two queues with dierent element sequences can be distinguished; in addition,
for any sequence of values, we can build a queue storing those values; this
makes µ a valid model function.
After ensuring that the model is chosen properly, constructing a functional model-based specication for QUEUE is straightforward:

m(new) = []
is_empty(q) = (m(q) = [])
item(q) = m(q)[1]
m(put(q, v)) = m(q) + [v]
m(remove(q)) = m(q)[2..]
This specication is guaranteed to be consistent and suciently complete
independently of our choice of the model. In addition, if our reasoning about µ
was sound, this specication is also abstract and consistent with the intended
semantics.
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Now consider QUEUE without remove (see Example 3.3). The model Z∗ is too
ne-grained for this ADT, since any two queues with the same rst element
cannot be distinguished. One appropriate model for such a queue is a set,
which is empty for an empty queue, and contains its rst element otherwise;
this model can be specied through an invariant predicate IM ≡ |m(q)| ≤ 1.
At the same time, for the original QUEUE ADT, this new model is obviously
too coarse, and as a result the operation φremove cannot be dened.

Assessing Quality
After the specication AM has been constructed, one can emancipate it from
the original axioms A and dene the following internal quality criteria :

Denition 3.5.

A model-based specication AM of an ADT T = hI +
{T }, N + Q + Ci with M = {z ∈ Z | IM (z)} and a model query m is:
1.

complete if ∀x, y ∈ LI,F • x ≈AM y ⇐ m(x) = m(y);

2.

observable if ∀x, y ∈ LI,F • x ≈AM y ⇒ m(x) = m(y);

3.

closed if ∀(n : V →7 T ) ∈ N, i ∈ V • Pn (i) ⇒ IM (φn (i)) and ∀c ∈ C, z ∈

4.

Z • Pc (z) ∧ IM (z) ⇒ IM (φc (z)), where Pf is the precondition of f ;

controllable if ∀z ∈ Z • IM (z) ⇒ ∃x ∈ LI,F • (AM |= m(x) = z).

Completeness always holds for functional model-based specications. Verifying observability requires providing, for any two terms x, y ∈ LI,F such
that m(x) 6= m(y), a witness sequence of operations that distinguishes them.
Closure and controllability together express that the invariant IM describes
precisely the range of m. Closure always holds for models with a trivial invariant. Checking controllability requires providing a witness term that has
a given model.
The fact that AM satises the criteria of Denition 3.5 does not tell
us anything about its relation to the initial specication A; on the other
hand, it does guarantee that AM is consistent and suciently complete, and
that M is abstract and minimal. Such internal quality criteria are important in practice, since normally the specication process starts with A as
the developer's informal understanding of the ADT semantics. Guided by
this understanding, the developer chooses a model phylum M and a model
function µ that maps intuitively distinguishable objects to dierent values,
and indistinguishable objects to the same value. With the model at hand,
the developer constructs a formal model-based specication AM , following a
rather strict format of Denition 3.3. At this point, the quality of AM can
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be checked formally, according to Denition 3.5. A failure to verify one of
the criteria calls for strengthening the specication, changing the model, or
even adding or removing some ADT operations.

Example 3.5.
of the

QUEUE

Let us evaluate the quality of the model-based specication
ADT from Example 3.4.

1.

Completeness holds trivially since the specication is functional.

2.

Observability: Given queues q1 , q2 with m(q1 ) = s1 , m(q2 ) = s2 and

3.

Closure holds trivially since IM ⇔ >.

4.

Controllability : Given an empty sequence s, by the specication of new

s1 6= s2 , either exactly one of the sequences is empty (hence, from the
specication of is_empty, is_empty(q1 ) 6= is_empty(q2 )) or both sequences
are nonempty. In that case, either s1 [1] 6= s2 [1] (and hence, from the
specication of item, item(q1 ) 6= item(q2 )), or s1 [2..] 6= s2 [2..]. In the
latter case, we can apply the same reasoning recursively to the queues
remove(q1 ), remove(q2 ) and sequences s1 [2..], s2 [2..]

we have m(new) = s. Now suppose that for any sequence of length
k we can construct the corresponding queue; given a sequence s of
length k + 1, we use the induction hypothesis to produce a q such
that m(s) = s[..k], and then use the specication of put to verify that
m(put(q, s[k + 1])) = s.

Relational Model-Based Specications
When the model phylum M (together with the supporting phyla I ) does not
provide enough operations to represent some φ ∈ Φ as their composition,
the solution is to axiomatize φ, which leads to specications syntactically
dierent from functional model-based specications.

Denition 3.6.

For an ADT T = hI + {T }, N + Q + Ci, augmented with
M and m : T → M , the set of axioms AM is called a relational model-based
specication if it has the following form (where each ρi is a composition of
operations dened in I + {M }):
 for each q ∈ Q, AM contains an axiom ∀x • ρq (m(x), q(x));
 for each c ∈ C , AM contains an axiom ∀x • ρc (m(x), m(c(x)));
 for each n ∈ N , AM contains an axiom ∀i • ρn (i, m(n(i)));
 those are the only axioms in AM .

3.4. MODEL-BASED CONTRACTS IN PRACTICE
Although syntactically dierent, relational model-based specications can
be semantically equivalent to functional specications discussed above, if
every ρf for f ∈ N + Q + C is functional (univalent, right-unique). It is easy
to show that under this condition, a relational model-based specication is
complete as per Denition 3.5.

Example 3.6. Suppose that our specication language does not oer sequence slicing, but instead provides a sequence length operation (|s|) and
quantication over integer intervals (all i ∈ n..m : p(i)). We have to replace the specication of remove in the QUEUE ADT with a relational equivalent
ρremove (m(q), m(remove(q))), where
ρremove (s1 , s2 ) ≡ |s1 | = |s2 | + 1 ∧

all

i ∈ 1..|s2 | : s2 [i] = s1 [i + 1].

We can show that ρremove is univalent, since it denes uniquely the length
of s2 and xes its elements at positions from 1 to |s2 |. Hence, this new,
relational model-based specication of QUEUE still satises the internal quality
criteria of Denition 3.5.

3.4 Model-Based Contracts in Practice
This section demonstrates how the specication process and quality criteria
dened in Sect. 3.3 can be applied to imperative object-oriented programs.

3.4.1 From Abstract Data Types to Classes
The notion of class in object-oriented programming shares many similarities
with abstract data types: the purpose of both is to dene a type in terms of
operations that can be performed on it, and both rely on existing types to do
so. Similarly to the ADT operations, the features of a class can be separated
into creators (which initialize new objects), commands (which transform the
object state), and queries (which relate objects to values of other types).
These similarities prompt the reuse of ADT specication techniques for describing the meaning of classes.
The established approach to reasoning about routines in imperative programs is based on pre- and postconditions [52]. Algebraic specications of
ADTs, as proposed in [48], cannot be directly rewritten in this form, since
they often relate multiple commands to each other; for instance, it is unclear
how to express the axiom remove(put(q, v)) = . . . from Example 3.1 as a postcondition of either remove or put6 . On the other hand, the restricted form of
6 An entirely dierent view on algebraic specications in an imperative context is out-
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model-based specications, where each operation is dened by an independent axiom in terms of the model query, makes them easily applicable to
imperative programs, in particular, in the context of Design by Contract.
There are, however, some dierences between ADTs and classes (as present in modern object-oriented languages), which aect the way clients reason about the behavior of a reusable component. Most importantly, since
the ADT notation is stateless, the signature of an ADT operation denes
precisely its input and output, as a tuple of abstract values. Classes have
state, which is stored on the heap; an abstract value of an object is a function of the heap, and each feature includes the heap as a hidden input and
output. The programming language usually imposes no restrictions on the
set of heap locations a feature may modify, and as a result it may change the
abstract value of virtually any object in the system. Since the goal of interface specications is to simplify client reasoning, we would like to encapsulate
the complexity associated with the heap and express the semantics of a feature as a function from abstract values to abstract values (just like an ADT
operation). For reasons explained above, however, dening the output of a
feature in terms of abstract values is challenging. Our technique for relating
the heap to abstract values is detailed in Chapters 5 and 6, devoted to verication. What matters from the interface specication standpoint, is that
in addition to pre- and postconditions, a feature has to be equipped with
a modify clause, which essentially restricts the abstract values the feature
outputs.
Fig. 3.4 shows how one can turn a model-based specication of the QUEUE
ADT, dened in Example 3.4, into model-based contracts for class QUEUE. The
rest of the section explains various aspects of model-based contracts in more
detail, using class QUEUE, as well as LINKED_LIST (Fig. 3.2) and TABLE (Fig. 3.3),
as illustrative examples.

Model classes
In practice it is convenient to express the model of a class C using a tuple
MC = hMC1 , MC2 , . . . , MCn i of model types. Model types include elementary
sorts (such as Booleans, integers, and object references), functions over other
model types (encoded in Eiel as agents [95]), and model classes : immutable
classes designed for specication purposes, which wrap rigorously dened
mathematical structures, such as sets, bags, relations, maps, and sequences.
The MML library presented in Chapter 2 provides a variety of such model
classes, equipped with features that correspond to common operations on
lined in [132]: one can dene an immutable type that corresponds directly to an ADT and
then use functions of this type to specify the class features.

3.4. MODEL-BASED CONTRACTS IN PRACTICE

class QUEUE
create new
model sequence

new
-- Create an empty queue
modify [sequence] Current
ensure sequence.is_empty
end

sequence: MML_SEQUENCE [INTEGER]
-- Sequence of elements
is_empty: BOOLEAN
-- Is the queue empty?
ensure Result =
sequence.is_empty
end
item: INTEGER
-- Head of the queue
require not sequence.is_empty
ensure Result = sequence [1]
end

put (v: INTEGER)
-- Add ‘v’ to the tail
modify [sequence] Current
ensure sequence =
old sequence.extended (v)
end
remove
-- Remove the head of the queue
require not sequence.is_empty
modify [sequence] Current
ensure sequence
end

= old sequence.but_first

end

Figure 3.4: Class QUEUE annotated with model-based contracts, equivalent to
the model-based specication of a QUEUE ADT in Example 3.4.
the mathematical structure they represent. For example, class MML_SET models nite sets; it includes features for operations such as membership test,
union, intersection, dierence, etc. MML_SET also supports a restricted form of
quantication through Eiel's loop expressions : one can write all x ∈ s : B(x)
for universal and some x ∈ s : B(x) for existential quantication, where s is a
set expression and B(x) is a Boolean expression over x.
In Fig. 3.4 the model of a queue is expressed using a single model class
_
MML SEQUENCE (for nite sequences). To represent the model of a linked list
with internal cursor (see Fig. 3.2), we can combine MML_SEQUENCE with the
elementary sort INTEGER (to encode the cursor position); this assumes that no
information about the pointer structure of the list in the heap is accessible
through the interface of the class.

Model Queries
Every class C denes a tuple of public model queries hm1C , m2C , . . . , mnC i, one
for each component of the model MCi . Like in the ADT case, each model
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query has exactly one argumentthe target objectand is total. The clause
model m1C , m2C , . . . lists all model queries of the class (see Fig. 3.2 and 3.4 for
examples).
It is likely that some model queries are equally suitable for use in the implementation; for example LINKED_LIST.index in Fig. 3.2. Other model queries,
such as LINKED_LIST.sequence, are added solely for specication purposes and
are not meant to be used in executable code.
Specication-only model queries can be implemented either as attributes
or as functions, both with their own pros and cons. The former approach
requires augmenting routine bodies with bookkeeping instructions that update model attributes. Attributes are also more dicult to erase from the
system when contract checking is disabled: they always occupy memory at
run time, unless the programming language provides a ghost construct that
tells the compiler to omit given declarations and instructions during code
generation. Implementing models as functions enforces a cleaner division between implementation and specication, but can incur performance overhead
for runtime checking (when a model is calculated multiple times in the same
concrete state), and impede verication in several ways (see Chapter 6). Note
that the choice of implementation is immaterial from the interface specication standpoint, and will only become important in later chapters.

Routine contracts
Just like preconditions and axioms dene the meaning of operations in an
ADT, routine contracts (preconditions, postconditions, and frame specications) express the semantics of class routines. The rest of the section contains
guidelines for creating these specication elements, assuming all involved
classes are equipped with model queries.
Similarly to the ADT case, the precondition of a feature is a constraint
on the abstract values of its arguments. If an argument is of a model type,
its abstract and concrete values coincide; otherwise the abstract value of an
argument is given by its model (the tuple of values of its model queries). For
example, the precondition not sequence.is_empty of feature item in Fig. 3.4 is a
predicate over the model of the feature's sole argument (the target object).
Note that an argument x of a (non-model) reference type actually stands
for two dierent abstract values: the model of the object that x is attached
to, and the reference x itself. Depending on developer's intention, either one
or even both may appear in contracts. Consider the precondition map.domain [k]
of feature put in class TABLE (Fig. 3.3): it refers to the model of the target
object (through the model query map), and to the actual reference k.
It is good practice to partition features into queries and commands;
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queries are functions of the object state, whereas commands modify the object state but do not return any value. This command-query separation [84]
is not enforced by object-oriented programming languages, most importantly,
because completely preventing functions from modifying the heap is too restrictive. The desired property is known as abstract purity (also called observational purity ): executing a query should leave unchanged the abstract
state of all objects accessible to the client. This is a methodological principle, which can be expressed more precisely through specication guidelines.
In particular, the model-based contracts methodology prescribes dierent
postconditions and frame specications for queries and commands.
The postcondition of a command denes a relation between the abstract
pre-state and the abstract post-state of its arguments (i.e. the state before and after executing the command). For example the postcondition
sequence = old sequence.extended (v) of put in Fig. 3.4 relates the new abstract
state of the target object (sequence) to its old abstract state (old sequence) and
the value of the reference v. This postcondition is a direct equivalent of the
axiom m(put(q, v)) = m(q) + [v] from Example 3.4.
Since the programming language allows a command r to modify the abstract state of any object in the system, completing the specication of r necessitates providing a modify clause. A clause of the form modify [m1C , m2C , . . .] o
in the specication of a command r gives it permission to modify model
queries m1C , m2C , . . . of the object o and nothing else (instead of a single object o, one can specify an arbitrary set of objects, encoded as an instance
of MML_SET). For example, the modify clause modify [sequence] Current restricts
the eect of put in Fig. 3.4 to the abstract state of the target object. In the
corresponding ADT operation of Example 3.4, this property is encoded in
the signature, QUEUE × INTEGER → QUEUE, which means that the operation only
produces a queue and nothing else.
The postcondition of a query denes the abstract state of its result in
terms of the abstract state of its arguments. Once again, if the result y of
a query is of a reference type, its abstract value is a pair of a reference y
and the model of the object that y is attached to. For example, compare the
postcondition of query item from class LINKED_LIST (Fig. 3.2), which denes
a reference to the returned list element, with the postcondition of query
duplicate in the same class, which species the model of the returned list.
Models assign a precise meaning to the notion of abstract value of an
object, whereby giving a formal interpretation to the concept of abstract
purity. In the model-based contracts methodology, a feature is (abstractly)
pure if it does not have a modify clause, which implies that it does not alter
the model of any object accessible to the client; this is the recommended
default for queries.
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Apart form queries and commands, there is a third kind of features, which
corresponds to creators in an ADT. Creation procedures are used to initialize
newly created objects, and are designated in the class interface using a create
clause (see Fig. 3.4 for an example). Contracts of creation procedures are
similar to those of commands, except that they cannot mention the abstract
pre-state of the target object.

Class Invariants
Model-based contracts prescribe three types of class invariant clauses.
Model constraints restrict the values of model queries to match precisely
the abstract state space of the class; they correspond to the invariant predicate IM dened for ADTs in Sect. 3.3.3. For example, model queries sequence
and index of LINKED_LIST in Fig. 3.2 are constrained by an invariant clause
0 ≤ index ≤ sequence.count + 1.
Attribute denitions play the same role for public attributes as modelbased postconditions do for functions. Public attributes, from the class interface standpoint, are indistinguishable from public functions, and thus their
values should be dened in terms of model queries. Syntactically, Eiel allows attributes to have postconditions; they are, however, ignored during
runtime checking and their semantics for verication is unclear, since the responsibility to maintain those properties lies on the routines of the class and
not on the attributes themselves. Hence our methodology prescribes placing
public attribute denitions in the class invariant. For example, in Fig. 3.2
the attribute count of LINKED_LIST is given a denition count = sequence.count.
Finally, linking invariants are related to inheritance and are detailed in
the next section.

Inheritance and model-based contracts
A class C 0 that inherits from a parent class C may or may not re-use C 's
model queries to represent its own abstract state. It is often desirable to
replace a parent's model query with another one, for example, because the
richer interface of C 0 gives rise to an extended abstract state space. It is
also possible to abandon a parent's model query entirely, when the child
class imposes additional constraints, making some dimensions of the abstract
space obsolete. Naturally, C 0 can also add new model queries, orthogonal to
the parent's model.
For every model query mC of the parent class that is not among the child's
model queries, C 0 should provide a linking invariant to guarantee consistency
in the inheritance hierarchy. The linking invariant is a formula that denes
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deferred class COLLECTION [G]
model bag
bag: MML_BAG [G]

deferred class DISPENSER [G]
inherit COLLECTION [G]
model sequence

is_empty: BOOLEAN
ensure Result = bag.is_empty end

sequence: MML_SEQUENCE [G]
invariant
-- Linking invariant:
bag.domain = sequence.range
all x ∈ bag.domain :
bag [x] =
sequence.occurrences (x)
end

wipe_out
modify [bag] Current
ensure bag.is_empty end
put (v: G)
modify [bag] Current
ensure bag
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= old bag.extended (v) end

end

Figure 3.5: Snippets of classes
model-based contracts.

COLLECTION

(left) and

DISPENSER

(right) with

the value of mC in terms of the model queries of the C 0 . This guarantees that
the new model is indeed a specialization of the previous model, in accordance
with the notion of sub-typing inheritance.
A properly dened linking invariant ensures that every inherited feature
has a denite semantics in terms of the new model. However, the new semantics may be weaker in that a command whose contract in the parent class
was deterministic becomes underspecied in the child class. In general, the
quality criteria of Sect. 3.3.3, whose application to model-based contracts is
discussed in more detail in the next section, might not be preserved in this
case and have to be re-veried.
Consider class COLLECTION in Fig. 3.5, a generic container of elements whose
model is a bag. Class DISPENSER inherits from COLLECTION and specializes it
by introducing a notion of insertion order; correspondingly, it replaces the
parent's model with a sequence. The linking invariant of DISPENSER denes
the value of the inherited feature bag in terms of the new feature sequence:
the domain of bag coincides with the range of sequence, and the number of
occurrences of any element x in bag corresponds to the number of occurrences
of the same element in sequence.
The linking invariant ensures that the semantics of features is_empty and
wipe_out is unambiguously dened also in DISPENSER. On the other hand, the
model-based contract of put in COLLECTION and the linking invariant are insuf-
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cient to characterize the eects of put in DISPENSER, as the position within
the sequence where the new element is inserted is irrelevant for the bag.

3.4.2 Assessing Quality in Practice
The internal quality criteria for model-based ADT specications formulated
in Denition 3.5, carry over rather straightforwardly to model-based contracts, and can be encoded in a program verier in order to enable formal
checks. Such checks provide feedback on consistency and usefulness of interface specications early in the development process (before constructing
an implementation and attempting a correctness proof), and may point to
poorly chosen conceptual models, missing contract elements and even missing
features. For each of the four quality criteria, this section shows a possible
encoding in a verier, using the examples of QUEUE (Fig. 3.4) and LINKED_LIST
(Fig. 3.2); it then discusses the implications of checking the criterion for the
development process. Implementing the proposed encoding and evaluating
the feasibility and usefulness of formal quality checks is part of future work.
The four criteria can be split into two groups according to the way they
are checked. Completeness and closure are proved individually for each feature (the latter only for commands and creation procedures), which reduces
to showing correctness of an automatically generated routine.7 Observability
and controllability are instead checked once per class; since the properties
involve an existential quantier over programs, these checks amount to providing a provably correct implementation for a given specication.

Completeness
Consider command put_right of class LINKED_LIST; we can show that its postcondition is complete by verifying the correctness of put_right_complete procedure in Fig. 3.6. Indeed, if the code is correct, executing put_right on
two arbitrary lists with the same model produces lists whose model is again
the same. Since modular verication only relies on the contract of put_right
to complete the proof, we have shown that the postcondition of put_right
is univalentthat is, denes the new model of the list as a mathematical
function of its old model and the argument vwhich corresponds to the definition of completeness given above. Similarly, for queries, we have to show
that their result is dened as a mathematical function of the arguments; an
example for query item is shown in Fig. 3.6.
7 In auto-active veriers [76], this is an established way of checking properties that do
not directly correspond to user-written specications elements, such as well-formedness of
expressions or admissibility of class invariants.
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put_right_complete
(l1, l2: LINKED_LIST [G]; v: G)
require
l1.sequence = l2.sequence
l1.index = l2.index
0 ≤ l1.index ≤ l1.sequence.count
do
l1.put_right (v)
l2.put_right (v)
ensure
l1.sequence = l2.sequence
l1.index = l2.index
end

item_complete (l1, l2: LINKED_LIST [G]):
(v1, v2: G)
require
l1.sequence = l2.sequence
l1.index = l2.index
l1.sequence.domain [l1.index]
do
v1 := l1.item
v2 := l2.item
ensure
v1 = v2
end

Figure 3.6: Encoding completeness checks in a verier: correctness of procedures put_right_complete and item_complete implies that postconditions of
put_right and item in Fig. 3.2, respectively, are complete.
Query postconditions in the form Result = exp (m, a) or Result.m = exp (m, a)
and command postconditions in the form m = exp (old m, a)where exp is a sideeect free expression, m denotes a generic model query, and a is an argument
correspond to functional model-based specications for ADTs and are trivially complete. Even when postconditions are written in a dierent form,
verifying completeness only relies on the background theories that encode
model types in the verier; thus, given rich enough theories, it should be
possible in most cases to verify completeness fully automatically.
How useful is completeness in practice? As a norm, it is a valuable yardstick to evaluate whether the contracts are suciently detailed for any inference a client might want to make, given the chosen mathematical model.
Incompleteness calls for strengthening the postcondition, and the impossibility of systematically writing complete contracts is a strong indication that
the model is chosen poorly.
While complete postconditions should be the norm, there are recurring
cases where incomplete postconditions are unavoidable or even preferable.
Three major sources of benign incompleteness are the following.
 Inherently nondeterministic abstractions, including those that accept
input from the outside world; for example, a random number generator
or a network socket.


Partial abstractions, resulting from the use of inheritance to factor out
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put_right_closed (s1, s2: MML_SEQUENCE [G]; i1, i2: INTEGER; v: G)
require
0 ≤ i1 ≤ s1.count + 1 -- Invariant (of ‘LINKED_LIST’)
0 ≤ i1 ≤ s1.count -- Precondition (of ‘put_right’)
s2 = s1.front (i1).extended (v) + s1.tail (i1 + 1)) -- Postcondition
i2 = i1 -- Modify clause
do
ensure
0 ≤ i2 ≤ s2.count + 1 -- Invariant
end

Figure 3.7: Encoding a closure check in a verier: correctness of procedure
put_right_closed implies that the invariant of LINKED_LIST in Fig. 3.2 is closed
under the postcondition of put_right.
common parts of (complete) specications. For example, class DISPENSER
in Fig. 3.5 is a common ancestor of STACK and QUEUE. If its interface includes features item, put and remove, its model must be isomorphic to a
sequence. Then, it becomes impossible to write a complete postcondition for put in DISPENSER: the specication of put cannot dene precisely
where an element is added to the sequence; a choice compatible with
the semantics of STACK will be incompatible with QUEUE and vice versa.
 Imperfections in information hiding. For example, class ARRAYED_LIST is
an array-based implementation of lists which exports a query capacity
returning the size of the underlying array; this piece of information is
then part of the model of the class. Default constructors set capacity to
an initial xed value. Their postconditions, however, do not mention
this default value, hence they are incomplete. The rationale behind not
revealing this information is that clients should not rely on the exact
size of the array when they invoke the constructor.
In all these cases, reasoning about completeness is still likely to improve the
understanding of the classes and to question constructively the choices made
for interfaces and inheritance hierarchies. A benign incompleteness can be
indicated through user annotations in order to suppress the verier warning.

Closure
For the same command put_right of LINKED_LIST checking closure amount to
proving procedure put_right_closed in Fig. 3.7. The procedure takes as arguments two copies of a list model, hs1, i1i and hs2, i2i; it assumes that the
rst copy satises the precondition of put_right and the model constraint IM
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distinguish (q1, q2: QUEUE)
require
q1.sequence 6= q2.sequence
modify [sequence] q1, q2
do

...
ensure
q1.is_empty 6= q2.is_empty or else
(not q1.is_empty and
q1.item 6= q2.item)
end

...
do
if not q1.is_empty and not q2.is_empty
and q1.item = q2.item then
q1.remove
q2.remove
distinguish (q1, q2)
end
ensure

...

Figure 3.8: Encoding an observability check in a verier: existence of a
provably correct implementation of procedure distinguish implies that the
specication of class QUEUE in Fig. 3.4 is observable; one example of such an
implementation is shown on the right.
extracted from the invariant of LINKED_LIST, and moreover, it is related to the
second copy through the postcondition of put_right. We aim to prove that
the second copy hs2, i2i also satises IM . Similarly to completeness, showing
closure in most cases need not require user interaction.
For routines with incomplete postconditions, a failing closure check is
of limited value. If, however, the postcondition has been proven complete,
failure to verify closure most likely indicates a missing precondition clause,
or an incorrect (or missing) invariant clause.

Observability
Let us check observability of the QUEUE interface specication, given in Fig. 3.4.
We can reason that this check amounts to constructing a provably correct
implementation of routine distinguish (shown in Fig. 3.8 on the left) that
always executes the same sequence of commands on its two arguments. Recall
that the model of a queue is given by sequence, and its only two (non-model)
queries are is_empty and item. Given two arbitrary queues with dierent
models, the body of distinguish must drive them into a state where at least
one of the queries q is applicable to both queues and returns a dierent
result. Thus, for each concrete input, the executed sequence of commands,
together with the query q , is precisely the sequence of operations required for
observability in Denition 3.5. In general, the implementation of distinguish
must be provided by the developer, but it might be possible to nd heuristics
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build (s: MML_SEQUENCE [INTEGER]): QUEUE
require
True -- Invariant of QUEUE
do

...
ensure
Result.sequence
end

=s

do
if s.is_empty then
create Result.new
else
Result := build (s.but_last)
Result.put (s.last)
end
ensure

...

Figure 3.9: Encoding a controllability check in a verier: existence of a provably correct implementation of procedure build implies that the specication
of class QUEUE in Fig. 3.4 is controllable; one example of such an implementation is shown on the right.
for generating such programs automatically in common cases. A syntactic
check can make sure that any command call on one of the arguments is
immediately followed by a call to the same command on the other argument.
The importance of observability for understandable specications is discussed in detail in [133]; most importantly, non-observable specications are
confusing for clients, because they make irrelevant distinctions in the mental model. When an observability check fails, the course of action depends
on whether the developer can provide an implementation of distinguish that
is intuitively correct. If yes, the postconditions of the features involved in
distinguish should be strengthened; otherwise, the developer should reconsider his choice of model, or add more features to the class interface. Lack of
observability can be justied for nondeterministic and partial abstractions,
described above in connection with completeness.

Controllability
Showing that the interface specication of class QUEUE is controllable amounts
to providing an implementation of routine build that conforms to the contract
given in Fig. 3.9 on the left. For every valid value of the model sequence (in
the case of QUEUE, a model is trivially valid), such program must construct a
QUEUE object with the given model.
Most observations about distinguish also apply to build. In particular,
a failed verication can be attributed either to weak postconditions, or to
missing commands or model constraints. Apart from nondeterministic and
partial abstractions, lack of controllability can be justied for immutable in-
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terfaces, which do not provide any commands, but nevertheless are commonly
considered useful. Additionally, deferred classes are deemed uncontrollable
according to the denition of build given above, because an object of a deferred class normally cannot be created. An alternative denition of build
could take an extra argument q: QUEUE and ensure q.sequnce = s.

3.5 Experimental Evaluation
This section describes experiments in developing model-based contracts for
real object-oriented software written in Eiel. The experiments target two
non-trivial case studies based on data-structure libraries with the goal of
demonstrating that deploying high-quality model-based contracts is feasible,
practical, and useful.

3.5.1 Case studies
The rst case study targeted EielBase: a mature Eiel data structure library, extensively exploiting traditional Design by Contract. We selected 7
classes from EielBase, for a total of 304 features (254 of them are public)
over more than 5700 lines of code. The 7 classes include 3 widely used container data structures (ARRAY, ARRAYED_LIST, and LINKED_LIST) and 4 auxiliary
classes used by the containers (INTEGER_INTERVAL, LINKABLE, ARRAYED_LIST_CURSOR,
and LINKED_LIST_CURSOR). Our experiments systematically introduced models
and conservatively augmented the contracts of all public features in these 7
classes with model-based specications.
The second case study developed EielBase2, a new general-purpose data
structure library, designed from the start with expressive model-based specications. The container part of EielBase2 consists of 61 classes with a total
of 689 features (558 of them public). For more detail on EielBase2, see
Chapter 2.

3.5.2 Results and discussion
This section addresses the following two research questions based on the
experience with EielBase and EielBase2:
1. How many dierent model classes are needed to write model-based
contracts?
2. Are the four criteria of model-based contract quality applicable in practice?
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class SET [G]
model set, eq
has (v: G): BOOLEAN
-- Does this set contain ‘v’?
ensure
Result = some x ∈ set : eq (x, v)
end
set: MML_SET [G]
-- The set of elements
eq: PREDICATE [G, G]
-- Equivalence relation on elements
end

(a) Class SET.

class BINARY_TREE [G]
model: map
add_root (v: G)
-- Add a root with value ‘v’
-- to an empty tree
require
map.is_empty
ensure
map.count = 1
map [Empty] = v
end
map: MML_MAP [MML_SEQUENCE[BOOLEAN], G]
-- Map of paths to elements
end

(b) Class BINARY_TREE.

Figure 3.10: Examples of nonobvious models in EielBase2.

How many model classes?
One of the biggest objections to the model-based approach to specication
is that its reliance on a xed collection of predened mathematical theories
severely limits the domain where the approach is applicable. Our experiments
suggest that a moderate number of well-understood mathematical models
suces to specify a general-purpose library of data structures. In particular,
model-based contracts for EielBase used elementary model types such as
Booleans, integers, and references, as well as model classes for (nite) sets,
relations, and sequences. EielBase2 additionally required (nite) maps and
bags, as well agents for modeling (innite) equivalence and order relations.
Determining to what extent this is generalizable to software other than
data-structure libraries is an open question which belongs to future work.
Domain-specic software may indeed require complex domain-specic model
classes (e.g., real-valued functions, stochastic variables, nite-state machines),
and application software that interacts with a complex environment may be
less prone to accurate documentation with models.
Another interesting observation is that the correspondence between the
limited number of model classes needed in our experiments and the classes
using these model classes is far from trivial: data structures are often more
complex than the mathematical structures they implement. Consider, for
example, class SET in Fig. 3.10a: EielBase2 sets are parameterized with
respect to an equivalence relation, hence the model of SET is a pair of a
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mathematical set and a predicate. Another signicant example is BINARY_TREE
(Fig. 3.10b): instead of introducing a new model class for trees or graphs,
BINARY_TREE concisely represents a tree as a map of paths to values; the model
of a path is in turn a sequence of Booleans.

Are quality criteria applicable?
To determine if model-based contracts in EielBase and EielBase2 satisfy
the quality criteria of completeness, observability, closure, and controllability, we reasoned informally, but rigorously, guided by the check procedures
outlined in Sect. 3.4.2.
The experiment mostly focused on assessing completeness, since it is the
main indicator of strong specications, and also the precursor to precise evaluation of the other three criteria. Only 7% of public features in EielBase
with model-based contracts and 4% of public features in EielBase2 have
incomplete postconditions. All of them are examples of benign incompleteness mentioned in Sect. 3.4.2. EielBase2, in particular, was designed trying
to minimize the number of incomplete postconditions, and does not exhibit
incompleteness due to imperfections in information hiding.
These results indicate that model-based contracts make it feasible to write
systematically complete contracts; in most cases this was even relatively
straightforward to achieve. Unsurprisingly, using model-based contracts dramatically increases the completeness of contracts in comparison with standard Design by Contract. For example, 66% of public features of class LIST
in the original version of EielBase (without model-based contracts) have
incomplete postconditions, including 31% without any postcondition.
For other quality criteria our analysis was limited to the EielBase2 library. We only found two examples of closure and observability violations:
classes INPUT_STREAM and RANDOM, both of which are highly nondeterministic abstractions. Informal reasoning about closure revealed 6 cases of missing class
invariant clauses. For some container classes, two objects with dierent models can only be distinguished using an iterator; intuitively such classes should
be deemed observable, since the container and its iterator are really parts of
the same reusable component. As part of future work, the observability check
proposed in Sect. 3.4.2 should be adapted for this case.
On the other hand, only about 57% of EielBase2 classes are controllable
as per the encoding in Sect. 3.4.2. Another 15% are uncontrollable only
due to their deferred status, which can be xed by adopting an alternative
denition of controllability discussed at the end of Sect. 3.4.2. The rest of
the classes provide immutable and partially mutable interfaces.
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3.6 Related Work
The ultimate goal of this chapter is to help developers design better interfaces
and write better interface specications for reusable components. Literature
in various areas, within and outside software engineering, oers plenty of informal advice on good interface design: [96, 14, 84] to name just a few. In
the present work, we are interested in formal principles, expressed in terms
of formal behavioral specications and amenable to mechanized (ideally, automatic) reasoning.
Consistency and completeness of interface specications were rst formally explored for algebraic specications of ADTs [48, 47, 138]; these results
were discussed in Sect. 3.3.1. [59] introduces a denition of expressiveness
of the operation set of an ADT, which captures whether an ADT denes
enough operations for a client to implement all computable functions on its
values. A notion similar to our indistinguishability relation is dened in [13].
All these lines of work share the primary goal with the present chapter, but
since their specications are algebraic, the results are not directly applicable
to imperative object-oriented programs.
A more practical approach to strong specications of reusable components
is provided by the model-based style, pioneered in specication languages
such as Larch [49], Z [134], VDM [58], and RESOLVE [98]. Central to quality
of model-based specications is the problem of choosing an appropriate model
for specifying a given interface. For example, [58] introduces a semi-formal
notion of an unbiased or suciently abstract model.
The most detailed and formal treatment of quality criteria for modelbased specications can be found in the context of the RESOLVE framework [132, 114, 133]. The latter is probably the work most related to ours; it
discusses denitions of observability and controllability for components implemented in an imperative programming language. The given denitions
are very similar to the checks we propose in Sect. 3.4.2, but there are two
major dierences in terms of method and scope. First, [133] directly encodes the informal intuition behind observability and controllability in the
programming language, and then explores subtle dierences between various
encodings; the present work rst denes the quality criteria at a more abstract level, in terms of ADTs, which promotes better understanding of the
principles before introducing the full complexity of an imperative programming language. With this approach, we managed to recast some well-known
properties of algebraic specications for model-based specications, and to
come up with a precise mathematical characterization of a good model (as
a homomorphic image of an ADT with a uniquely dened kernel), which
encompasses and unies both observability and controllability, as well as two
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complementary quality criteria of closure and completeness.8 The second
dierence is that we assume a mainstream object-oriented programming language, with dynamic memory and aliasing, while in RESOLVE aliasing does
not arise, which simplies the mapping between program objects and their
abstract values. In particular, RESOLVE specications do not need modify
clauses.
The specication notation of this chapter is a direct extension of the
work by Schoeller on model-based contracts [112, 111]. In terms of scope,
our approach strives to be more methodological and systematic, with the
primary target of fully contracting a complete library of data structures.
Outside of Eiel, the Java Modeling Language (JML) [69, 68] is likely the
notation that shares the most similarities with ours: JML annotations are
based on a subset of the Java programming language and the JML framework
provides a library of model classes mapping mathematical concepts. Previous
research on models in JML [17, 24, 33] focuses mostly on their role in runtime
checking and verication, and does not discuss guidelines for writing modelbased specications or criteria for assessing their quality.

3.7 Summary and Future Work
This chapter introduced a methodology to write strong behavioral interface
specications for reusable object-oriented components. The methodology is
based on the idea of expressing abstract states of objects though models,
and features formal denitions of four complementary quality criteria, which
together guarantee that a specication is both as strong and as abstract as
possible, for a given component interface. The application of the methodology to two libraries of general-purpose data structures demonstrates its
practical feasibility and usefulness.
One important direction for future work is implementing the proposed
quality checks in an auto-active verier, such as AutoProof [5], and evaluating whether these checks capture our intuitive understanding of the quality
criteria for real software components. A technical challenge is to automate
the checks as much as possible: in particular, propose heuristics for generating witness programs, required in observability and controllability proofs.
Another direction of future work is exploring feasibility of strong modelbased contracts beyond libraries of general-purpose data structures.

8 We should remark that [133] does not consider completeness desirable.
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Chapter 4
Testing against Strong
Specifications
In the previous chapter, we have presented a methodology for equipping
object-oriented components with strong contracts. Whether such contracts
can be adopted in practice depends on their cost-to-benet ratio. This chapter explores the benets of strong contracts for automated testing and estimates their cost in terms of annotation overhead.

4.1 Introduction
Many years of progress in the theory and practice of formal methods notwithstanding, writing software specications still seems to be disliked by almost
everyone [104]. In many cases, this aversion is a consequence of a high
cost/benet ratioperceived or realof writing and maintaining accurate
specications on top of the code. After all, developers will write specications as long as they are simple, and help them write and debug code
better and faster. One example is Design by Contract, discussed in detail in
the previous chapter, where simple executable specications support design,
incremental development, and testing and debugging. Another one is testdriven development [12], where rigorously dened test cases play the role of
specications in dening correct and incorrect behavior. Experiences with
these techniques show that providing lightweight specications is an accepted
practice when it brings tangible benets and integrates well with the overall
development process.
But what about strong specicationslike the ones proposed in the previous chapterwhich attempt to capture the entire (functional) behavior of
the software? Should they be deemed impractical on the grounds that the
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eort required to write them is not justied against the benets they bring in
the majority of mundane software projects? This chapter studies the impact
of deploying strong behavioral interface specications, for detecting errors in
software by means of automatic testing.
Using strong contracts involves costs and possible benets. Among the
former, we have the programming eort necessary to write such strong specications and the runtime overhead of checking them during execution. The
benets may include nding more errors, nding more subtle errors, nding
errors more quickly, and exposing errors in ways that are easier to understand
and correct. Our contributions address the cost factorsby measuring and
trying to mitigate themand assess the benets:
 Sect. 4.3 proposes an extension to the specication methodology presented in Chapter 3, which enables runtime checking of model-based
contracts using standard Eiel mechanisms and tools; the extension is
supported by a contract pre-processor we implemented.
 Sect. 4.4 and 4.5 describe an extensive empirical study that evaluates
the use of strong contracts for real software and measures their costs
and benets in terms of defect detection.
The bulk of our empirical study targets EielBase: Eiel's standard container library (see Chapter 2). The production version of EielBase includes
traditional (partial) contracts, which are nonetheless quite eective at nding
implementation bugs automatically using contract-based random testing [86],
where executable contracts serve as oracles and enable a push-button testing
process. In this study, we augment the simple contracts that come with EiffelBase using the methodology of Chapter 3, with a few extensions discussed
in Sect. 4.3. The result is EielBase+: a version of EielBase with identical
implementation but strong (mostly complete) specications.
In an extensive set of experiments, we compare the eectiveness of random
testing on EielBase and EielBase+, with the goal of assessing whether
the additional eort invested into the strong contracts pays o in terms of
quantity and complexity of the bugs found. Our experiments show that
these measures dramatically increase when deploying strong specications:
random testing found twice as many bugs in EielBase+, and the simple
contracts of EielBase would have uncovered none of the newly found bugs.
The overhead size of specications, in contrast, remains moderate, with the
specication-to-code ratio going from 0.2 to 0.46.
Our approach to writing strong specications that are eective for testing is not limited to Eiel programs. In a companion set of experiments,
we applied the same technique to writing strong specications for the DSA

4.2. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
merge_right (other: LINKED_LIST [G])
require
not after
other 6= Void
other 6= Current
ensure
count = old count + old other.count
index = old index
end

(a) Standard specication.
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merge_right (other: LINKED_LIST [G])
require
not after
other 6= Void
other 6= Current
modify [sequence] Current
ensure
sequence = old (sequence.front (index)
+ other.sequence
+ sequence.tail (index + 1))
end

(b) Model-based specication.

Figure 4.1: Specication of routine

merge_right

in

LINKED_LIST.

C# library [36], and tested the result using Pex [124]; in this case too we
discovered new bugs with reasonable additional eort.
Somewhat orthogonally to the goals of the rest of the chapter, our third
set of experiments applies automated testing to EielBase2: a new generalpurpose data structure library, designed from the start with expressive modelbased specications (see Chapter 2). This experiment discovered signicantly
fewer defects than the one targeting EielBase+, which serves as evidence of
the important role strong specications play in software design.

4.2 A Motivating Example
The following example illustrates and justies the use of strong specications in testing. Consider the EielBase class LINKED_LISTEiel's standard
implementation of linked lists. Like all containers in EielBase, LINKED_LIST
includes an internal cursor to iterate over elements of the list. The query
index gives the cursor's position, which can be on any element of the list in
positions 1 through count, or take the special boundary values 0 ( before the
list) and count + 1 ( after the list). The attribute count denotes the number
of elements in the list.
Fig. 4.1a shows the EielBase specication of the routine merge_right
from LINKED_LIST. The routine inserts another list other passed as argument
into the current list immediately after the cursor position. For example, if
Current stores the sequence of elements b·a·r·t with cursor positioned on the
 r (index = 3) and other stores o·n·e, merge_right changes Current to b·a·r·o·n·e·t.
The precondition species that the routine cannot be called when the cursor
is after: there is no valid position to the right of it. It also demands that other
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be non-Void and not aliased with the Current list: otherwise, merging is not
well dened. The postcondition describes some expected eects of executing
merge_right: the Current list will contain as many elements as it contained
before the call to merge_right plus the number of elements of the other list;
and the cursor's position index will not change.
The contracts in Fig. 4.1a are a good example of the kind of specication
that Eiel programmers normally write [106]: it is correct and nontrivial, and
it can help detect errors in the implementation, such as performing partial
merges or incorrectly leaving the cursor at a dierent position. Unfortunately
the specication is also incomplete, because it does not precisely describe the
expected state of the list after merging. In fact, the current implementation
of merge_right contains an error that is undetectable against the specication
of Fig. 4.1a. The error occurs in the special case of calling merge_right with
cursor before the list (index = 0): the implementation will insert other at the
second rather than at the rst position. For example, merging f·o·l·d and u·n
when the cursor is before yields f·u·n·o·l·d instead of the correct u·n·f·o·l·d.
Chapter 3 presented a methodology to write, with moderate eort, strong
specications that extend and, whenever possible, complete this kind of partial specication. Fig. 4.1b shows the strong specication obtained by applying the methodology to merge_right, the way it appears in EielBase+. As is
common in most Eiel projects, the programmer who wrote merge_right did a
good job with the precondition, which is suciently detailed and need not be
strengthened. The postcondition, however, turns into a single assertion that
denes the sequence of elements stored in the list after calling merge_right as the
concatenation (operator +) of three segments: Current's original sequence up
until position index (written sequence.front (index)), followed by other's element
sequence, followed by the original sequence from position index + 1 (written
sequence.tail (index + 1)). In order to complete the specication of merge_right,
we add the clause modify [sequence] Current, which means that merge_right may
only modify the sequence of elements in the Current list and nothing else. Using the strong postcondition in Fig. 4.1b, completely automatic testing with
the AutoTest tool [86] detected the error that occurs in merge_right when the
cursor is before.

4.3 Strong Specications for Testing
This section discusses additional annotations and tool support necessary to
exploit the full potential of model-based contracts for runtime checking and
testing. We refer to the resulting extended methodology, as well as to the
supporting tool, as RunMBC (for runtime model-based contracts ).

4.3. STRONG SPECIFICATIONS FOR TESTING
class LINKED_LIST [G]
model sequence, index
index: INTEGER
-- Current cursor position
count: INTEGER
-- Number of elements

...
-- Implementation:
first_cell: LINKABLE [G]
-- First cell of the list
last_cell: LINKABLE [G]
-- Last sell of the list
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-- Specification:
sequence: MML_SEQUENCE [G]
-- Sequence of elements

...
invariant
-- Model constraint
0 ≤ index ≤ sequence.count + 1
-- Attribute definition
count = sequence.count
-- Linking invariant
bag = sequence.to_bag
-- Internal representation constraint
not sequence.is_empty implies
last_cell.item = sequence.last
end

Figure 4.2: Excerpt of the model-based specication of
Base+.

LINKED_LIST

in Eiel-

We rst introduce the RunMBC extensions for class invariants in order to
discover more faults (Sect. 4.3.1) and avoid spurious violations (Sect. 4.3.2);
Sect. 4.3.3 discusses the choice of implementation for model classes and model
queries, as well as tool support for runtime checking of framing specications
and other additional annotations.

4.3.1 Representation Constraints
Chapter 3 details three kinds of class invariants present in model-based contracts: model constraints, prescribing which abstract object states are valid;
denitions of public attributes, expressing attribute values in terms of model
queries; and linking invariants, enabling the reuse of ancestor specications
stated in terms of a dierent model. Fig. 4.2 gives examples of all three kinds
of invariants used in the class LINKED_LIST from EielBase+.
RunMBC introduces another kind of class invariant clauses: internal representation constraints, which relate the values of model queries to the private
attributes of the class. For example, the last invariant clause in Fig. 4.2 says
that the item stored in the last_cell of the linked list coincides with the last
element of list's sequence (whenever the sequence is not empty).
Unlike other model-based specications, invariants of this type do not
describe the public interface of the class and usually cannot be made complete without revealing unnecessary implementation details in the model.
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However, even in this limited form, they turned out to be very eective at
revealing errors that corrupt object's internal representation (see Sect. 4.5.1).

4.3.2 Avoiding False Positives
The semantics of class invariants becomes tricky in the presence of callbacks,
inter-object dependencies, and state updates that might make objects temporarily inconsistent. A sound verication methodology must ensure that invariants always hold at certain program points, while allowing them to be broken at other points. The next chapter of this thesis develops one such invariant methodology, building on top of much related work [9, 77, 11, 92, 80, 30].
Although diverse, all those methodologies have something in common: in
return for the soundness guarantee, they demand a signicant amount of
auxiliary annotations.
In a dynamic setting, where the goal is nding faults rather than showing
their absence, soundness concerns are largely irrelevant. Some aspects of the
tricky invariant semantics are, however, also harmful for testing, since they
may cause false positives : spurious runtime violations that arise when an
invariant is being checked at a program point where it need not hold. To
address this problem we introduce additional dedicated constructs for complex invariant properties. We borrow some ideas from existing verication
methodologies (e.g., [11, 80], among many)1 ; unlike these sophisticated techniques, the present solution for class invariants does not target soundness
or comprehensiveness, but requires very few annotations and is sucient in
practice to avoid spurious invariant violations.
Standard Eiel mechanisms check class invariants at the beginning and
at the end of every qualied2 call on an object of the class. This rule successfully prevents checking the invariant whenever routines of a class call one
another within the boundaries of a single object, in order to accomplish a
common task, as the object will normally be inconsistent (open) until all
operations are completed. When circular dependencies between objects arise,
this semantics may lead to spurious invariant violations: a problem known
in the Eiel community as the dependent delegate dilemma [85].
Consider an example derived from real code in EielBase: a binary tree
data structure, where each node has a link to its parent and left and right
children. The Current node is executing one of its routines and is temporarily
in a state that violates the invariant; to restore it, it makes a qualied call on,
say, its right child. The object right, however, does not know that its parent is
1 Chapter 5 develops these same ideas into a full-edged verication methodology.
2 A call t.r is qualied when the target t is an object other than Current.
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in the middle of executing a call; if right calls back to Current, then, it detects
an invariant violation even if right's call does not rely on the invariant.
RunMBC deploys a runtime semantics where these spurious invariant
violations do not occur. Objects are implicitly equipped with a Boolean
attribute open that is set to true at the entrance of every public routine call
on the object and restored to its previous value when the routine terminates;
class invariants are checked only if open is false. This automatically solves
the dependent delegate problem in the presence of callbacks: when right calls
back to Current, the latter is open, and hence its invariant is not checked.
This implicit opening mechanism is not sucient to avoid spurious invariant violations when an object's invariant depends on the state of other
objects. Consider again binary trees; an invariant states that the Current
node is its parent's left or right child:
parent

Routine

6= Void implies (parent.left = Current or parent.right = Current)
prune_left

removes

Current's

left child as follows:

old_left := left
left := Void
if old_left 6= Void then
old_left.set_parent (Void)
end

When old_left.set_parent (Void) is called to remove the back-link from Current's
child, old_left's class invariant is violated: its parent's left is already set to
Void and old_left is not open; in fact, the very reason for calling set_parent
is to remove this inconsistency. RunMBC provides the keyword depend to
declare that an invariant clause depends on the state of an attribute, and
hence it should be checked only if the object attached to the attribute is
closed. Annotating the invariant in the example with depend parent removes
the spurious invariant violation (old_left.parent is Current, which is open).
In the few cases when ne-grained control over the opening of objects is
necessary, RunMBC provides the unwrap clause for routines, which explicitly
opens the objects attached to some of the routine's arguments when the
routine begins execution and restores them when the routine terminates (as
we discussed, the target is always opened implicitly). Consider a variant of
the binary tree example where nodes have an attribute is_root that should
be true when their parent node is Void:
parent

= Void implies is_root

In this variant, prune takes an argument of class
its left or right child and removes it as follows:
prune (n: NODE)

NODE

that is supposed to be
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do
if left = n then
left.set_parent (Void) ; left.set_root (True) ; left := Void
end
if right = n then . . . end -- analogously to ‘right’
end

When

prune's

call to left.set_parent returns, the invariant of left is violated :
left.parent = Void but left.is_root is still false. Annotating prune with unwrap n
sets n.open to true at the beginning of the routine, and restores it to its
previous value at the end, which suspends checking of n's invariant until
prune terminates, thus removes the spurious invariant violation.
As we discuss in Sect. 4.4, in EielBase+ we had to deploy explicit depend
and unwrap annotations only in a very few cases, limited to doubly-linked list
nodes, and binary and n-ary trees.

4.3.3 Tool support
Most model-based contracts can be checked at runtime and used in testing
out of the box: with the same tools and user experience as standard Eiel
contracts. In our experiments, model queries introduced for specication purposes are implemented as regular functions that compute the abstract model
value from the concrete object state. Compared to an alternative, attributebased implementation, function-based approach is usually more concise, less
error-prone, and enforces a cleaner separation between the implementation
and the specication, since model queries do not require explicit initialization
or updates in the code. The specication classes we provide in MML are also
regular Eiel classes, implemented in a functional style. Even though this
approach to implementation of model queries and model classes potentially
incurs a high runtime overhead, the experiment results in Sect. 4.5 conrm
its feasibility for contract-based testing.
Checking frame specications and complex class invariants requires additional tool support. At the same time, those specications are conservative :
if executed with standard Eiel mechanisms, they are simply ignored instead
of producing spurious violations. Newly introduced specication constructs,
such as modify, depend and unwrap, do not have any eect in the standard
Eiel semantics, since they are specied using note meta-annotations (similar to Javadoc or C#'s meta-data). To specify subtle invariant clauses in
a conservative way, we exclude them from the original class invariant and
encapsulate them into invariant functions : regular Boolean functions tagged
with a dedicated note annotation.
We have developed a simple tool that rewrites the annotations described
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above into plain Eiel, according to the following rules.
 A frame specication modify [f] x, where x is an argument of a routine r,
generates postcondition clauses x.g = old x.g for every model query g 6= f
declared in the class of x; as well as a clause y 6= x implies y.h = old y.h
for all other arguments y of r. This does not capture the full semantics
of the modify clause, which prohibits changing the model of any object
dierent from x, not only those attached to the routine's arguments;
full frame checks at runtime are, however, infeasible.
 A Boolean attribute open is added to every class under test. The body
of every public routine is extended with new instructions, which set
open to True in the beginning, and restore its old value at the end.
 The body of every routine annotated with unwrap x is extended with
new instructions, which set x.open to True in the beginning, and restore
its old value at the end.
 Every invariant clause inv is replaced with not open implies inv. Every
invariant function f generates an invariant clause not open implies f. If
an invariant function f is annotated with depend x, it generates an invariant clause (x 6= Void and not open and not x.open)implies f.
Our experiments show (Sect. 4.5) that postconditions and invariants automatically generated by RunMBC are eective at nding faults and successfully avoid common sources of spurious violations, while requiring very
little eort compared to writing equivalent assertions manually.

4.4 Experiments
We performed an extensive experimental evaluation to assess the benets of
using strong specications for nding errors in software.

4.4.1 Research Questions
The overall goal of this evaluation is assessing and comparing the advantages
and the cost of deploying strong specications in the form of model-based
contracts when applied to automatic contract-based testing of real software.
This materializes into the following research questions:
1. Are strong specications eective for nding faults in software?
2. Do strong specications nd subtle and complex faults?
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3. Do strong specications nd faults in little testing time?
4. What is the performance overhead of checking strong specications at
runtime?
5. What is the development eort required to provide strong specications
for existing software?
To answer these questions, we conducted two sets of experiments, targeting software written in Eiel (Sect. 4.4.2) and C# (Sect. 4.4.3). In both
cases, we selected an open-source library, specied it following the RunMBC
methodology, and extensively tested it with a standard automatic testing
tool. The rest of this section discusses the experiments; Sect. 4.5 presents
the results.
We also report on a preliminary study that applied automated testing to
software designed with strong contracts from the start (Sect. 4.4.4). This
study is targeting a dierent research question: namely, if using strong specications at the design stage improves software quality.

4.4.2 Eiel Experiments
The main experiments target EielBase (rev. 506)Eiel's standard base
libraryfrom which we selected 21 classes of varying size and complexity.
Using the facilities of the EielStudio IDE, we built the at version of each
class, which is a self-contained implementation including all inherited members explicitly in the class text. This simplied the task of writing specications without being distracted by EielBase's deep multiple inheritance
hierarchy. For each of the 21 classes in their at version, Tab. 4.1 lists the
size (in LOC) and the number of public routines (PR), possibly also including helper classes directly used in the class implementation. Since dierent
classes may share some parent or helper classes, the totals at the bottom of
the table are in general less than the sum of the elements in each column.
Like most Eiel software, EielBase comes with partial specication in
the form of contracts: the 21 classes include 561 precondition clauses, 985
postcondition clauses, and 250 class invariant clauses. In EielBase+ we
completely replaced EielBase's original postconditions and class invariants
with model-based annotations, but we kept EielBase's preconditions (with a
few exceptions discussed below)3 . EielBase+'s strong specication includes
589 precondition clauses, 1066 postcondition clauses, and 164 class invariant clauses (21% model constraints, 23% attribute denitions, 10% linking
3 All the code developed as part of the study, as well as descriptions of found faults are
publicly available online [123].
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invariants, 46% internal representation constraints), as well as 278 modify, 4
depend and 7 unwrap clauses. Tab. 4.1 shows the size (in LOC and PR) of
EielBase+, which also includes model denitions and implementations of
the model queries.

Preconditions.

In all but two EielBase+ classes, we kept the same
preconditions as in EielBase. Within the specic setup of our experiments,
where we compare traditional contracts and strong contracts, it is important to have the same preconditions in the two artifacts under comparison. Preconditions dene the valid calling contexts of routines (in particular,
contract-based testing tools use them to select valid test cases). Changing
preconditions would change the semantics of classes in a way similar to changing implementation: strengthening a precondition may reduce the number
of faults detectable for the routine, since it would move obligations from
the routine to its clients; weakening a precondition may increase the number of faults, since it would impose a heavier burden on its implementation.
We treat preconditions as developers' design decisions, which we normally
take at face value. This policy makes the experiments with EielBase and
EielBase+ fully comparable.
The only exception occurred with four routines of class BINARY_TREE and
eight routines of class TWO_WAY_TREE that insert new nodes into a tree. In these
twelve cases, we strengthened the preconditions to disallow creating cycles
among nodes in the tree. Without the strengthening, tree instances can be
driven into inconsistent states with cycles where the whole specication of
trees would be inapplicable. These changes in preconditions are conservative: the EielBase+ experiments using these stronger preconditions miss
a few faults that are detected in EielBase, because the new preconditions
rule out some previously valid failing test cases. Since these changes aect
only a small fraction of all the experiments, the results with EielBase and
EielBase+ remain comparable.

Specication correctness.

To create strong specications, we analyzed
the original implementation, contracts, and comments in EielBase, and relied on our informal knowledge of the semantics of data structures and their
implementation. To increase our condence in the correctness of the new
specication, we ran a series of short preliminary testing sessions with the
goal of detecting inconsistencies and inaccuracies. All our changes were conservative, in that whenever a new contract forbade a behavior that was not
clearly forbidden by the comments, standard contracts, or informal knowledge, we weakened the specication to allow the behavior. In all, we reached a
high condence that EielBase+'s specication is correct and strong enough.
The results of the main testing sessions (Sect. 4.5) corroborate this informal
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Table 4.2: C# classes under test and results.
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SinglyLinkedList
Total

LOC
T

: Lines of code,

DSA
DSA+ Testing
LOC PR LOC PR T F
345

6

391

7

23

1

205

5

213

5

21

1

419

13

536

18

83

0

201

14

231

15

145

0

408

17

458

19

171

3

371

11

390

12

61

1

136

9

158

11

10

0

186

13

216

14

65

0

439

20

492

22

148

3

3043

133

3486

149

727

9

PR

: Public routines

: Testing time (minutes),

F

: Faults found

assessment.

Testing experiments. We ran a large number of random testing sessions with the AutoTest framework [86] on a computing cluster of the Swiss
National Supercomputing Centre, congured to allocate a standard 1.6 GHz
core and 4 GB memory to each parallel AutoTest session. The experiments
totalled 1680 hours of testing time that generated nearly 87 million test cases;
the TC columns in Tab. 4.1 list the million of test cases drawn when testing each class in EielBase and in EielBase+. The testing of every class
was split into 30 sessions of 80 minutes, each with a new seed for the random number generator, such that corresponding sessions in EielBase and
EielBase+ use the same seeds. This thorough testing protocol guaranteed
statistically signicant results [4].

4.4.3 C# Experiment
A smaller set of experiments targets 9 classes from DSA (v. 0.6)an opensource data structure and algorithm library written in C# [36]. Support
for contracts in C# appeared only recently, through the Code Contracts
framework [28]; therefore, most C# projects (including DSA) do not have
any formal specication. This was a chance to extend the validation of
the model-based contracts methodology to other languages and to projects
without pre-existing specication.
We instructed one of our bachelor's students to follow the methodology of
Chapter 3 and create DSA+: a variant of DSA with the same implementation but equipped with strong model-based contracts. DSA+'s specication
includes 6 precondition clauses, 143 postcondition clauses and 23 class in-
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variant clauses. For each of the 9 classes, Tab. 4.2 shows the size (in LOC
and PR) of both DSA and DSA+, inclusive of all specication elements and
model query implementations. As in Tab. 4.1, the count also includes (possibly shared) helper classes. Flattening was not necessary in this case because
the inheritance hierarchy is shallow.

Specication correctness.

We manually inspected the DSA+ specication written by our student, and assessed its quality to be comparable to
that of EielBase+ in terms of correctness and completeness. Since DSA was
not designed with contracts in mind, it makes recurrent usage of defensive
programming, throwing exceptions to signal invalid arguments. The experiment setup is consistent with this programming style: we do not consider
such exceptions to be faults.

Testing experiments.

We performed automatic testing with the Pex
concolic testing framework [124] running on a Windows box equipped with
a 2.16 GHz Intel Core2 processor and 3 GB of memory. In order to achieve
better test coverage we provided Pex with factory classes, which construct
nontrivial instances of classes under test, and tweaked the exploration parameters. The experiments ran for about 12 hours; column T in Tab. 4.2
reports the breakdown per class in minutes. The testing time is dierent
from class to class because Pex testing sessions by default are limited by
coverage criteria rather than duration. We only tested DSA+ since DSA has
no formal specication elements usable as automated testing oracles.
The C# experiment is less extensive than the Eiel experiment and intended as a control mechanism to identify any potential dependency of the
results on the Eiel language, libraries (EielBase) or tools.

4.4.4 EielBase2 Experiment
In an independent preliminary study we targeted EielBase2 (Chapter 2)a
new container library for Eiel, developed from scratch using the model-based
contracts methodology. We have grouped all eective classes of EielBase2
available at the time of the study into 10 groups, each including a data
structure implementation together with its iterators and helper classes. For
each of the 10 data structures, Tab. 4.3 lists the total size of the group in its
attened form (in LOC) and the number of public routines (PR). We did
not alter the existing specications in EielBase2, since the library already
comes with strong model-based contracts.

Testing experiments.

We performed random testing using the AutoTest framework, on a Windows box equipped with a 2.6 GHz Intel Core2
processor and 6 GB of memory. For every data structure, we ran 30 testing
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Table 4.3: EielBase2 classes under test and results.

Class

ARRAY
ARRAYED_LIST
BINARY_TREE
HASH_SET
HASH_TABLE
LINKED_LIST
LINKED_QUEUE
LINKED_STACK
SORTED_SET
SORTED_TABLE
Total

LOC
Spec
Real

LOC PR Spec Real
1254

65

2

1

1594

78

0

1

3197

173

1

2

1101

53

0

2

1376

25

0

0

1812

82

1

2

618

42

1

0

618

42

1

0

1012

55

0

3

1348

27

0

0

8508

642

2

5

: Lines of code,

PR

: Public routines

: Specication errors found
: Implementation errors found

sessions, 60 minutes each. Even though the setup diers slightly from the
EielBase experiments (in particular, with respect to the testing time and
the version of AutoTest used), it still enables a qualitative comparison of the
two libraries in terms of the total number of faults found, especially since
most faults are revealed at the beginning of a testing session.

4.5 Results
This section discusses the result of the experiments, focusing on the larger
EielBase experiments, with Sect. 4.5.1 through Sect. 4.5.5 targeting the
research questions 15 of Sect. 4.4.1. Then, Sect. 4.5.6 and 4.5.7 briey discuss the experiments with C# and EielBase2, respectively, and Sect. 4.5.8
presents possible threats to validity of the results.

4.5.1 Faults Found
AutoTest found 75 faults in EielBase and 104 in EielBase+; these are
unique, that is they identify distinct and independent errors. We classied
them in three categories.
Specication faults correspond to violations of wrong contracts (meaning
that in our judgement they specify the expected behavior of the program
incorrectly). We found 15 specication faults in EielBase (column Spec
in Tab. 4.1) and none in EielBase+, which increased our condence that
the preliminary testing sessions mentioned in Sect. 4.4.2 were sucient to
achieve correct specications. We consider specication faults spurious in
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our study, because we are not comparing the correctness of the specication
in EielBase and EielBase+ but rather their eectiveness at nding real
errors in the implementation.
Inconsistency faults correspond to failures triggered by calls on objects in
inconsistent states, which are not captured by a partial class invariant. For
example, LINKED_SET may be driven into a state where the container stores duplicate elements; calling remove (x) in such a state triggers a failure (only one
occurrence of x is removed), but remove is not to blame for it, since it is due
to previous erroneous behavior that went undetected. While inconsistency
faults are genuine errors, we classify them separately because understanding
and locating the ultimate source of an inconsistency is normally harder. Additionally, a single inconsistency fault often results in many failing test cases
(potentially in all routines of the class that rely on the broken invariant),
requiring additional eort from the developer when analyzing the testing
results.
We found 12 inconsistency faults in EielBase and a single one in EiffelBase+ (columns Inc in Tab. 4.1); the ultimate source of the latter fault
is a class invariant not including all internal representation constraints (see
Sect. 4.3.1), which would have required exposing implementation details in
the model. The other inconsistency faults of EielBase are not detected in
EielBase+, because, due to stronger class invariants, their real source is detected instead. In the LINKED_SET example above, instead of the inconsistency
fault in remove, model-based contracts report a fault in routine replace, which
does not check if the new value is already present in the set, thereby introducing duplicates. The results in this category indicate that strong specications
report faults in a way that is easier to understand and debug.
All other errors are real faults which correspond to genuine errors directly
traceable to the code. We found 48 real faults in EielBase and 103 in EiffelBase+ (columns Real in Tab. 4.1); 41 of them are found in both sets of
experiments, 7 only in EielBase, and 62 only in EielBase+. We submitted bug reports for all the 110 faults found in our experiments. The Eiel
Software developers in charge conrmed 107 (97%) of them as real bugs to
be xed. This is evidence that we are dealing with genuine faults in our
evaluation. The remaining three faults not taken on by the developers also
arguably highlight real problems in the implementation, but they are probably not so likely to occur during normal runs. The rest of the discussion
focuses on real faults unless stated otherwise.
Only seven faults are found in EielBase but not in EielBase+ (columns
New in Tab. 4.1). Four of them are prevented by the strengthened preconditions in the tree classes (Sect. 4.4.2); two are shadowed by new failures
occurring earlier; and one disappears due to an unintentional side-eect of a
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Figure 4.3: Unique real faults found in all classes over 80-minute testing
sessions.
model query that amends an invariant violation. None of these faults found
only in EielBase show inherent deciencies of strong specications or of the
RunMBC method. In contrast, the 62 faults found only in EielBase+ are
undetectable in EielBase.
Except for the two ITERATOR classes (no faults in both cases) and the two
QUEUE classes (the same two faults in both cases), the number of faults found is
consistently higher in EielBase+ in each class. As evident from the boxplot
in Fig. 4.3, the dierence is highly signicant: the Mann-Whitney U test gives
U = 0 (testing EielBase+ outperforms testing EielBase in all sessions),
and p = 2 · 10−11 overall and p ≤ 2.1 · 10−11 for every class (except the
ITERATORs and QUEUEs). The dierence remains highly statistically signicant
even if we aggregate the experiments in sessions of dierent length.
To sum up, testing with strong specications detected 55 moretwice
as manyunique real faults than testing with standard, partial contracts.
62 (56%) of the faults are detected only with strong specications.

4.5.2 Fault Complexity
Although it is to some extent subjective whether a fault is deep or subtle,
faults violating postconditions or class invariants are arguably more complex
because so are the violated properties. While there is no signicant dierence in the percentage of class invariant violations between EielBase and
EielBase+ (33% in both cases), postconditions trigger 42% of violations in
EielBase+ but only 11% in EielBase: the Wilcoxon signed-rank test among
all classes gives W = 0 and p = 6 · 10−3 both for postconditions alone and
for postconditions and class invariants counted together, which demonstrates
that strong specications systematically detect more complex errors. 76% of
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faults in EielBase+ are detected thanks to postconditions or invariantsa
direct consequence of the eectiveness of the model-based methodology for
writing them.
One example of a fault detected by a model-based postcondition was already discussed in Sect. 4.2. Here we give two other examples to demonstrate
that they are indeed subtle yet understandable:
 Routine ARRAY.force(v, i) inserts value v at position i into an array, extending its bounds if necessary. All elements in between the old bound
and i are supposed to be initialized with default values, however force
contains an o-by-one error, and in a particular scenario fails to initialize one element. This is missed by the original postcondition item(i)= v,
which only takes care of the newly inserted element, but detected by
the complete model-based postcondition, which, following the methodology, species array elements at all positions.
 Both ARRAYED_SET and LINKED_SET inherit most of their implementation
from the corresponding list classes, including the implementation of
is_equal: the object equality function. As a result, two sets with the
same elements in a dierent order are considered dierent. The original
postcondition only states that equal sets must have the same size and
that equality is symmetric, which does not capture the specics of set
equality.
It is revealing that 11 faults in EielBase+ are detected due to violations of contracts generated automatically by the RunMBC tool, including 5
observable side eects in functions (classied as errors, since in Eiel all functions are supposed to be pure). These faults are practically out of the scope
of regular contracts, as specifying the corresponding properties explicitly is
extremely onerous.
Another interesting observation is that almost 40% of faults can be classied as inheritance-related, that is, caused by incorrect reuse or redenition
of inherited features. This conrms our intuition that Eiel's advanced multiple inheritance mechanisms, together with the size of the EielBase class
hierarchy, systematically leads to software errors, in the absence of strong
contracts acting as safeguards against inconsistencies.
Throughout the whole experiment, we encountered one violation of an
invariant that could be later restored before the enclosing public routine call
terminates. Strictly speaking, such violation is spurious, and to eliminate it
we would have to extend the notation for unwrap clauses, in order to support
opening arbitrary expressions rather than just routine arguments. However,
in reality, this particular invariant was not restored, so the violation pointed
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Figure 4.4: Median number of faults, aggregated from all classes, in time.
Dotted lines show minimum and maximum for each case.
to a real fault. This example suggests that if an object is too far away
in the object structure from the call target to be mentioned in the unwrap
or depend clause, it is likely that a developer forgets to restore its invariant
anyway, because the object is not in the area of immediate interest for the
routine.

4.5.3 Usage of Testing Time
Fig. 4.4 plots the number of faults detected in EielBase and EielBase+
over a median 80-minute session; it is clear that the behavior with strong
specications dominates over standard contracts after only a few minutes.
Dominance is observed consistently in all classes (with the usual exception
of ITERATORs and QUEUEs): a median session with strong contracts nds more
faults than a median session with standard contracts after a time between
two seconds and ve minutes depending on the class under test; after a time
between 13 seconds and 20 minutes, testing with strong contracts nds more
faults than testing with standard contracts will nd in the whole session.
Testing with standard contracts also seems to exhaust earlier its faultnding potential: given any time from 20 minutes on, there are more Eiel-
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Base sessions than EielBase+ sessions that have found all the faults they
ever will by this time. This may indicate that standard contracts are good
to nd quick to detect faults, but they also soon run out of steam.
We considered other dierences between experiments with EielBase and
with EielBase+ in the usage of testing time: repeatability of testing session
history, and the presence of rare faults triggered only in a small number of
cases. Our experiments with strong specications are slightly less repeatable
and include a few more rare faults, but the dierences with standard contracts
are not statistically signicant.

4.5.4 Runtime Performance Overhead
Runtime checking of strong specications based on models often requires
traversing the whole data structure to construct an object of a model class,
whenever a contract element is exercised. As a rule, this demands more
computational resources than executing the simple checks involved in standard contracts. To measure the runtime overhead of checking model-based
specications in automated testing, we compared the number of test cases
generated by AutoTest in the same amount of time when testing EielBase
and EielBase+. Contrary to our expectations, the overhead is small in many
cases and not signicant overall (see column TC of Tab. 4.1). A possible interpretation of this data is that the overhead of strong specications grows
as larger data structures are instantiated; because random testing most of
the time only exercises small data structures, this overhead does not show.
We did not nd a signicant correlation between the variation of overhead
for dierent classes and any source code metrics we considered. On the other
hand, some AutoTest heuristics that decide to discard previously created
objects are activated more often for classes where strong specications are
faster to check.

4.5.5 Specication Writing Overhead
Creating EielBase+ required roughly one person-month, plus one personweek of preliminary testing for ne-tuning the specication, which puts the
overall ratio benet/eort at about four defects detected per person-day.
Tab. 4.4 measures the amount of work produced in this time: for each specication item, including preconditions, postconditions, class invariants, frame
properties (modify clauses), and model query implementations, we compare
the number of tokens in EielBase+ against those in EielBase (when applicable) and give the Overhead of strong specications as the ratio of the
two values. The last line also shows the overall specication to code ratios.
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Table 4.4: Specication overhead

# tokens

Preconditions

EiffelBase EiffelBase+ Overhead
1514

1696

1.12

Postconditions

5410

11837

2.19

Invariants

1508

1587

1.05

Frames

1893

Model queries

2268

Total

Spec/code

8432

19281

0.20

0.46

2.29

Reecting the importance our methodology gives to strong postconditions
and the more restricted role of class invariants, 67% of all new specication in
EielBase+ are postconditions, whereas only 9% are class invariants. Frame
properties total 11%; they are however straightforward to write and more
concise than corresponding semantically equivalent postconditions. Model
query implementations account for the remaining 13%.
These numbers suggest that the specication overhead of model-based
contracts is moderate and abundantly paid o by the advantages in terms of
errors found and quality of documentation. The specication to code ratio
also compares favorably to other approaches to improving software quality. Detailed quantitative data about industrial experiences with test-driven
development is scarce, but few references indicate [12, 94, 82] that it is common to have between 0.4 and 1.0 lines of tests per line of application code for
projects of size comparable to EielBase. Correctness proofs are normally
much more demanding, as they require between 1.5 and 20 specication elements per implementation element [62, 38, 42, 63].

4.5.6 C# Experiments
Pex found 9 unique faults in DSA+ violating the model-based specication
(column F in Tab. 4.2). Unfortunately, we could not get an evaluation of
these faults by the original code developers. We have condence, however,
that the faults uncover some obvious errors and, even in the most benign
interpretation, some instances of bad object-oriented design.
The fault rates (faults per line of executable code) are comparable in the
Eiel and C# experiments, being respectively 6 · 10−3 and 3 · 10−3 . The fault
complexity is also qualitatively similar for the two languages. The testing
time (column T in Tab. 4.2) is instead incomparable, as Pex and AutoTest
implement very dierent testing algorithms.
Writing specications to create DSA+ required roughly 50 person-hours,
plus another 8 person-hours used by the student to learn the specication
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methodology on small examples. The specication/code ratio is perceptibly
higher in DSA+ compared to EielBase+ (0.9); this is largely due to the
verbose syntax of Code Contracts which are a library, as opposed to Eiel's
native language support for contracts.

4.5.7 EielBase2 Experiments
AutoTest found 7 unique faults in EielBase2: 2 of them in specication and
5 in the implementation. A comparison with the EielBase+ experiments,
which revealed 110 unique faults, supports a qualitative claim that the new
library contains signicantly fewer errors. This is true even after accounting
for the size dierence: the fault rate of EielBase2 is roughly 10−3 faults per
line of executable code, against 6 · 10−3 for EielBase+.
These results tentatively conrm the eectiveness of model-based contracts as a design methodology. In particular, low number of specication
errors shows that getting strong specications right is not harder than for traditional contracts. Also, only one of the 7 errors is inheritance-related, which
suggests that strong specications in general succeed in taming inheritance.

4.5.8 Threats to Validity
Threats to internal validity of our ndings come from the usage of randomized
testing tools, whose behavior may change in dierent sessions. We designed
the experimental protocol [4] to reduce this threat to a minimum: we ran
a large number of repeated experiments and we performed suitable nonparametric statistical tests of signicance for all dierences we observed.
Threats to external validity refer to the generalizability of our ndings.
While RunMBC leads to very good results in our experiments, applying
it to programs in application domain other than data structures might be
more dicult or require an extension of the technique. Our results remain
signicant, however, if compared to the state of the art in deploying strong
specications. The generalizability to other languages and analysis tools is
partially addressed by our experiments targeting two languages (Eiel and
C#) and two automatic testing technologies (random and concolic). Future
work will experiment with even more approaches and notations.

4.6 Related Work
This section discusses the most signicant related work in three areas: using formal specications for testing, using inferred specications to improve
testing, and runtime checking of model-based specications.

4.6. RELATED WORK

4.6.1 Formal specications for testing.
The idea of using formal specications for testing has a history that stretches
back more than three decades; see [51] for a comprehensive survey. Various proposals targeted dierent specication formalisms including algebraic
datatypes [45, 22], logic-based notations [119], UML Statecharts [97] and
other state machines, and contracts and similar forms of embedded assertions [81, 25, 16, 86]. In these applications, formal specications provide
reliableoften automatedtesting oracles [118] and can also guide test planning and test case generation.
This extensive experience is evidence that formal specications can improve the testing process. From a software engineering viewpoint, however,
an outstanding open issue is nding optimal trade-os between the eort
required to provide formal specications and the improvements (in eciency
and eectiveness) they bring to the testing of real software. The evidence
empirical [90] or anecdotal [104]is scarce in this area: most successful experiences do not explicitly take into account the eort required to produce
reliable specications against the benets gained for testing (e.g., [37]); or
they only target partial specications, which have the advantage of being
easy to write (e.g., [16, 86]). In contrast, the present work targets the highhanging fruit of deploying strong specications, explicitly addressing the difculties of writing and using such specications for existing software. Our
results that strong specications reveal complex (design) errors corroborate
Hoare's view that the real value of tests is that they detect inadequacy in
the [development] methods [53].

4.6.2 Inferred specications for testing.
When specications can be inferred automatically from the code, the deployment eort is negligible compared to the benets they bring. Therefore, a
number of recent works (e.g., [101, 135, 137, 131]) developed sophisticated
techniques for inferring specications from program executions with the intent of using them to improve testing. The experiments reported in these
papers show that inferred specications can boost automated testing [32]; on
the other hand, even the most accurate inferred specications only express
the code from a dierent angle, and hence cannot take the developer's intent
fully into account and are necessarily limited to detecting certain types of
inconsistencies. Combining inferred and manually written specications is
an interesting endeavor that belongs to future work (see [106, 130] for some
preliminary studies).
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4.6.3 Model-based specications at runtime.
Java Modeling Language (JML) [69] contains a wide variety of specication
constructs beyond traditional assertions [21], some of them non-executable;
to handle this variety, the JML compiler is equipped with multiple advanced
runtime checking features. One example is the support for model variables [24], which involves generating implementations for model variables
dened through constraints, and attaching such implementations to Java interfaces. Neither of those problems arises in RunMBC, since it denes model
queries as regular Eiel functions, and thus can rely on built-in assertion
checking mechanisms.
There are several tools targeting automated testing of Java code against
JML specications, e.g. Jartege [100] and JmlUnit [139]; we are not aware
of any large-scale empirical studies of these testing techniques, in particular,
exploring the benets of strong specications involving model classes.

4.7 Summary
This chapter presented an extension of the model-based contracts methodology, which supports more accurate checking of such contracts at runtime. We
carried out an extensive empirical evaluation, using software written in Eiel
and C#, to determine the benets of using strong specications in testing
with automatic tools. We found twice as many bugs in the software with
strong specications as in the same software specied with standard partial
contracts. At the same time, the eort required to write strong specications for testing is moderate, since they are limited to interface properties
and do not include extensive auxiliary annotations used by static techniques.
We have also provided evidence that software developed with strong specications from the start exhibits considerably fewer defects than software
developed in a traditional way.
Another contribution of this chapter is the RunMBC tool, which translates advanced model-based specications into regular Eiel contracts, amenable to runtime checking. To our knowledge, this is the rst tool that uses
ideas from the Spec# verication methodology [9] to enable runtime checking
of class invariants in the presence of callbacks and inter-object dependencies.

Chapter 5
Flexible Invariants for
Complex Object Structures
The previous chapter focused on quality assurance by means of automated
testing. Although testing against strong specications can reveal many software faults, it can never guarantee their absence. In this and the next chapter, we target correctness proofs: a verication technique that is more demanding but ensures software correctness with mathematical certainty. The
current chapter, in particular, addresses one the central issues in the area of
correctness proofs of object-oriented programs: reasoning about class invariants.

5.1 Introduction
Class invariants are here to stay [121]even with their tricky semantics in the
presence of callbacks and inter-object dependencies, which make reasoning so
challenging [102]. The main reason behind their widespread adoption is that
they formalize the notion of a consistent class instance, which is inherent
in object-oriented programming, and thus naturally present when reasoning,
even informally, about program behavior.
The distinguishing characteristic of invariant-based reasoning is stability :
it should be impossible for an operation r to violate the invariant of an
object o without modifying o itself. Stability promotes information hiding
and simplies client reasoning about preservation of consistency: without
invariants, a client would need to know which other objects o's consistency
depends on, while with invariants it is sucient that it check whether r
modies oa piece of information normally available as part of r's frame
specication. The goal of an invariant methodology (also called protocol ) is
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thus to achieve stability even in the presence of inter-object dependencies
where the consistency of o depends on the state of other objects, possibly
recursively or in a circular fashion (see Sect. 5.2 for concrete examples).
The numerous methodologies introduced over the last decade, which we
review in Sect. 5.3, successfully relieve several diculties involved in reasoning with invariants; but there is still room for improvement in terms of
exibility, usability, and automated tool support. In this chapter, we present
semantic collaboration (SC): a new methodology for specifying and reasoning
about invariants in the presence of inter-object dependencies that combines
exibility and usability, and is implemented in a program verier.
A standard approach to inter-object invariants is based on the notion of
ownership, which has been deployed successfully in several invariant methodologies [9, 77, 92] and is available in tools such as Spec# [10] and VCC [29].
Under this model, the invariant of an object o only depends on the state
of the objects explicitly owned by o. Ownership is congenial to objectorientation because it supports a strong notion of encapsulation; however,
not all inter-object relationships are hierarchical and hence reducible to ownership. Multiple objects may also collaborate as equals, mindful of each
other's consistency; a prototypical example is the Observer pattern [44] (see
Sect. 5.2).
Semantic collaboration naturally complements ownership to accommodate invariant patterns involving collaborating objects. Most existing methodologies support collaboration through dedicated specication constructs
and syntactic restrictions on invariants [77, 11, 88, 120]; such disciplines tend
to work only for certain classes of problems. In contrast, SC relies on standard specication constructsghost state and invariantsto keep track of
inter-object dependencies, and imposes semantic conditions on class invariant
representations. It builds upon the philosophy of locally-checked invariants
(LCI) [30]: a low-level verication method based on two-state invariants. LCI
has served as a basis for other specialized, user- and automation-friendly
methodologies for ownership and shared-memory concurrency. SC can be
viewed as an improved specialization of LCI for object collaboration in a sequential setting. To further improve usability, SC comprises useful defaults,
which characterize typical specication patterns. As we argue in Sect. 5.5
based on several challenge problems, the defaults signicantly reduce the
annotation burden without sacricing exibility in the general case.
We implemented SC as part of AutoProof [5], an automated verier for
Eiel. The implementation provides more concrete evidence of the advantages of SC compared to other methodologies to specify collaborating objects
(e.g., [11, 80, 120, 88] all of which currently lack tool support).
The presentation of this chapter is based on examples of non-hierarchical

5.2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
object structures, customarily used in the literature. Sect. 5.2 presents the
examples and the challenges they embody; and Sect. 5.3 discusses the approaches taken by main existing invariant methodologies. Sect. 5.4 introduces SC, demonstrates its application to the running examples, and outlines a soundness proof. Sect. 5.5 evaluates both SC and existing protocols on an extended set of examples, including challenge problems from the
SAVCBS workshop series [109]. The evaluation demonstrates that SC is the
only methodology that supports (a) collaboration with unknown classes,
while preserving stability, and (b) invariants depending on unbounded sets
of objects, possibly unreachable in the heap. The collection of problems of
Sect. 5.5available at [110] together with our solutionscould serve as a
benchmark to evaluate invariant methodologies for non-hierarchical object
structures. The website [110] also gives access to AutoProof through a web
interface.

5.2 Motivating Examples
The Observer and Iterator design patterns are widely used programming idioms [44], where multiple objects depend on one another and need to maintain
a global invariant. Their interaction schemes epitomize cases of inter-object
dependencies that ownership cannot easily describe; therefore, we use them
as illustrative examples throughout the chapter, following in the footsteps of
much related work [80, 102, 88].

5.2.1 Observer pattern
Fig. 5.1 shows the essential parts of an implementation of the Observer design pattern in Eiel. An arbitrary number of OBSERVER objects (called subscribers) monitor the public state of a single instance of class SUBJECT. Each
subscriber maintains a copy of the subject's relevant state (integer attribute
value) into one of its local variables (attribute cache). The subscribers' copies
are cached values that must be consistent with the state of the subject, formalized as the invariant clause cache = subject.value of class OBSERVER, which
depends on another object's state. This dependency is not adequately captured by ownership schemes, since no one subscriber can have exclusive control over the subject.
In the Observer pattern, consistency is maintained by means of explicit
collaboration: the subject has a list of subscribers, updated whenever a new
subscriber registers itself by calling register (Current) on the subject. Upon
every change to its state (routine update), the subject takes care of explic-
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class SUBJECT

class OBSERVER

value: INTEGER
subscribers: LIST [OBSERVER]

subject: SUBJECT
cache: INTEGER

make (v: INTEGER) -- Constructor
do
value := v
create subscribers
ensure
subscribers.is_empty
end

make (s: SUBJECT) -- Constructor
do
subject := s
s.register (Current)
cache := s.value
ensure
subject = s
end

update (v: INTEGER)
do
value := v
across subscribers as o do
o.notify
end
ensure
value = v
end
feature {OBSERVER}
register (o: OBSERVER)
require
not subscribers.has (o)
do
subscribers.add (o)
ensure
subscribers.has (o)
end
end

feature {SUBJECT}
notify
do
cache := subject.value
ensure
subject = old subject
cache = subject.value
end
invariant
subject.subscribers.has (Current)
cache = subject.value
end

Figure 5.1: The Observer pattern : an observer's invariant depends on the
state of the SUBJECT, which reports its state changes to all its subscribers. The
clients of the subscribers must be able to rely on their cache always being
consistent, while oblivious of the update/notify mechanisms that preserve
invariants.
itly notifying all registered subscribers (using an across loop that calls notify
on every o in subscribers). This explicit collaboration schemecalled considerate programming in [120]ensures that the subscribers' state remains
consistent (i.e., the class invariant holds) between calls to the public routines

5.2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
of the object structure.
Fig. 5.1 uses Eiel's selective exports 1 to separate the public interface of
the classes from the features internal to the object structure: feature {OBSERVER}
denotes that routine register is only available to instances of class OBSERVER,
and feature {SUBJECT} similarly limits the visibility of notify to the subject.
While selective exports help emphasize collaboration patterns, they are not
crucial for the proposed methodology, which is applicable to any objectoriented language regardless of the available visibility speciers.
A methodology to verify the Observer pattern must ensure invariant stability; namely, that clients of OBSERVER can rely on its invariant without knowledge of the register/notify mechanism. Another challenge is dealing with the
fact that the number of subscribers attached to the subject is not xed a
priori, and hence we cannot produce explicit syntactic enumerations of the
subscribers' cache attributes. We must also be able to verify update and notify
without relying on the class invariant as preconditionin fact, those routines
are called on inconsistent objects precisely to restore consistency.

5.2.2 Iterator Pattern
In the Iterator pattern, an arbitrary number of iterator objects traverse a collection of elements. Fig. 5.2 sketches an implementation where the COLLECTION
uses an ARRAY of elements as underlying representation. The ITERATOR's main
capability is to return the item at the current position index in the target
collection2 . item's precondition species that this is possible only when the
iterator points to a valid element of target, that is index is between 1 and
target.count (included); otherwise, if index is 0 the iterator is before the list,
and if it equals target.count + 1 it is after the list. The invariant of class
ITERATOR denes the public state components before and after in terms of the
internal state component index, as well as the acceptable variability range for
index.
Since the iterator's invariant depends on the state of the target collection, modifying the collection (for example, by calling remove_last) may disable the iterator (make it inconsistent). This is aligned with the intended
usage of iterators, which should be discarded after traversing a collection
without changing it. A verication methodology should ensure that clients
of ITERATOR only access iterators in a consistent state, without knowledge of
the iterator's internal state index or of its relation to the target collection.
In fact, the selective exports used in Fig. 5.2 hide the details of ITERATOR's
1 Similar to friend classes in C++.
2 We omit the description of other necessary operations, such as advancing the iterator,
since they are irrelevant for our discussion about invariants.
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class COLLECTION [G]
count: INTEGER
make (capacity: INTEGER)
-- Constructor
require
capacity ≥ 0
do
create elements(1, capacity)
ensure
elements.count = capacity
count = 0
end
remove_last
require
count >0
do
count := count − 1
ensure
count = old count − 1
end
feature {ITERATOR}
elements: ARRAY [G]
invariant
0 ≤ count ≤ elements.count
end

class ITERATOR [G]
target: COLLECTION [G]
before, after: BOOLEAN
make (t: COLLECTION)
-- Constructor
do
target := t
before := True
ensure
target = t
before and not after
end
item: G
require
not (before or after)
do
Result := target.elements [index]
end
feature {NONE}
index: INTEGER
invariant
0 ≤ index ≤ target.count + 1
before = index <1
after = index >target.count
end

Figure 5.2: The Iterator pattern : an iterator's invariant depends on the state
of the collection it traverses, which is oblivious of the iterators. Verication
must prove that clients do not access disabled iterators, without knowing
collection's and iterator's internal states.
invariant from its clients (the visibility of an invariant clause is determined
by its least visible subexpression, and feature {NONE} denotes purely private
members). An additional obstacle to verication comes from the fact that
considerate programming would be at odds with the ephemeral nature of
iterators compared to observers: collections are normally implemented unaware of the iterators operating on them; a exible invariant methodology
should allow such implementations.

5.3. EXISTING APPROACHES

5.3 Existing Approaches
This section reviews the main existing methodologies for specifying and reasoning about class invariants; based on their most important features and
limitations. Sect. 5.4 will present our own methodology. Since we are interested in verifying reusable components, we only discuss methodologies that
support modular reasoning (where local checks on individual classes or small
groups of classes subsume global program correctness).
A crucial issue is deciding when (at which program points) class invariants should hold: state-changing operations normally consist of sequences of
elementary updates, which individually may break the class invariant temporarily. For example, in Fig. 5.1 the invariants of subscribers might be
broken after the rst instruction of update. To deal with this problem, some
methodologies restrict the program points where class invariants are expected
to hold; others interpret the invariants in a weakened form, which holds vacuously at intermediate steps during updates (and fully at crucial points).
Methodologies based on visible-state semantics only require invariants to hold when no operation is being executed on their objects, that is in
states visible to clients. This idea was introduced for Eiel [84], and later
also adopted by JML [67]. Without additional mechanisms, visible-state
semantics can't achieve modularity in the presence of callbacks (the client
making the callback is unaware of ongoing operations that may aect the
invariant) and of inter-object dependencies (if o1 's invariant depends on o2 ,
the former is also aected by operations on o2 invisible to clients of o1 ). Existing solutions adopt aliasing control measures [92] to deal with hierarchical
object structures described by ownership. Other solutions [85, 87, 88, 120],
for collaborative invariants, either infer through static analysis or require the
developer to explicitly indicate which objects might be inconsistent at routine call boundaries; for example, routine register (o: OBSERVER) of class SUBJECT
in Fig. 5.1 would be annotated with broken o to specify that argument o's
invariant may not hold when executing register.
These two families of solutionsfor hierarchical and for collaborative object structuresbased on visible-state semantics are not easily combined;
this is a practical limitation, since many object-oriented systems consist of
an interplay between both types of structure. For example, continuing with
Fig. 5.1, objects of class SUBJECT collaborate with OBSERVER objects but also own
a subscribers list as part of their representation. Thus, when reasoning about
routine register, we should be able to deal with the call subscribers.add (o)
whose argument o is inconsistent (and hence add cannot assume o's invariant); however, annotating LIST's add by declaring its argument broken goes
against modularity, as class LIST should not need to know how and where it
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is used. The diculty of integrating hierarchical and collaborative models is
the main limitation of visible-state methodologies, and likely a reason why,
to our knowledge, they have not been implemented in any program verier.
Another family of methodologies, collectively known as Spec# methodologies after the program verier where they have originally been implemented, follow the approach of weakening the default semantics of invariants
so that they can be evaluated only when appropriate. In a nutshell, all classes
include a ghost Boolean attribute closed,3 which denotes whether an object
is in a consistent state; an invariant inv is then interpreted as the weaker
closed⇒inv, which vacuously holds for open (i.e., not closed) objects. Routines explicitly indicate whether they expect relevant objects to be closed or
open; this approach is more conducive to modularity than visible-state semantics: it does not impose consistency by default at routine call boundaries
and thus does not require routines to list all possibly inconsistent objects in
the entire program.
The original methodologies from this family, as implemented in the Spec#
system [10], are mainly based on syntactic mechanisms to express ownership
relations. For example, following [9], we would annotate attribute elements of
class COLLECTION in Fig. 5.2 with rep, to denote that it belongs to COLLECTION's internal representation; thus, modifying elements is only possible if its COLLECTION
owner has been openeda situation where closed⇒count ≤ elements.count vacuously holds. This solution only supports representations based on bounded
sets of objects directly accessible through attributes. Follow-up work [77]
partially relaxes this restriction introducing a form of quantication predicating over an owner ghost attribute (which goes up the ownership hierarchy),
and a mechanism to transfer ownership. The additional expressiveness comes
with a price to pay mainly in terms of complex invariant admissibility conditions (hence, it may be hard to understand what is expressible and how)
and complicated soundness proofs of the methodology.
In contrast, the VCC verier [29] implements a Spec#-style methodology
where ownership is encoded on top of LCI's semantic approach [30]. Objects
include an additional ghost attribute, owns, storing the set of all owned objects; ghost code modies this set explicitly when the owner object is open.
In the example of Fig. 5.2, instead of annotating attribute elements with rep,
we would introduce a rst-order formula, such as owns = {elements}, in the
invariant of COLLECTION to express that elements is part of the representation.
The advantage of this approach becomes apparent with linked structures,
where owned elements are accessible only by following chains of references
3 We follow VCC's terminology [29] whenever applicable; other works use dierent
names.
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(e.g., a linked list owns all reachable cells). In fact, semantic approaches to
ownership provide the exibility necessary to specify an unbounded number
of owned objects, which may even be not directly attached to the owner,
as well as to implement ownership transfers without need for ad hoc mechanisms. They also simplify the rules of reasoning; for example, invariant
admissibility becomes a simple proof obligation that all objects whose state
is mentioned in the invariant are bound, by the same invariant, to belong
to owns. These features have contributed to making VCC applicable to realworld systems [71].
In addition to ownership, some Spec# methodologies also deal with collaborating objects. [77] introduces the notion of visibility-based invariants,
which requires that a class be aware of the types and invariants of all objects concerned with its state4 . For example, in Fig. 5.1 SUBJECT must declare
its value attribute with a modier dependent OBSERVER. Whenever the subject
changes its value, it has to check that all potentially aected OBSERVERs are
open. If aware of the OBSERVER's invariant, it can show that the only aected
observers are {o: OBSERVER | o.subject = Current}. Such indirect representations
of the concerned objects complicate discharging the corresponding proof obligations; and relying on knowing the concerned objects' invariants introduces
tight coupling between the collaborating classes.
To lift these complications, [11] suggests instead to introduce a ghost attribute deps storing the set of all concerned objects. It also introduces update
guards, allowing a concerned object to state conditions under which its invariant is preserved without revealing the invariant itself. Both approaches
[77, 11] have shortcomings that derive from their reliance on syntactic mechanisms and conditions: collaboration invariants can only depend on a bounded
number of objects known a priori and accessible through attributes (called
pivot elds in [11]); the types of the concerned objects must be known explicitly; and the numerous ad hoc annotations (e.g., friend and keeping) and
operations (e.g., to modify deps) make the methodologies harder to present
and use. One of the main goals of our methodology (Sect. 5.4) is to lift these
shortcomings by dealing with collaborative invariants by semantic rather
than syntactic meanssimilarly to what VCC did to the classic syntactic
treatment of ownership. The semantic approach makes SC very exible, capable of accommodating disparate object-oriented design patterns without
requiring ad hoc mechanisms.
Somewhat orthogonally to other Spec#-family approaches, the history
invariants methodology [80] provides for more loose coupling between the
4 We say that an object
updating

s.a

might aect

o's

o

is

concerned

invariant.

with an attribute

a

of another object

s

if
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collaborating classes, but gives up stability of invariants.

5.4 Semantic Collaboration
Our new invariant methodology belongs to the Spec# family; as we illustrated in Sect. 5.3, this entails that objects can be open or closed, and class
invariants have to hold only for closed objects. On top of semantic mechanisms for ownership, similar to those developed for VCC (see Sect. 5.3),
our methodology also provides a semantic treatment of dependencies among
collaborating objects; hence its name semantic collaboration. The keywords
and constructs specic to SC are underlined in the following.

Overview of semantic collaboration.

To specify collaboration patterns, we equip every object o with ghost elds subjects and observers. As
their names suggest,5 o.subjects stores the set of objects on which o's invariant might depend; conversely, o.observers (analogous to deps in [11]) stores
the set of objects whose invariant might depend on o, in other words, objects
potentially concerned with o.
The methodology achieves modularity by reducing global validity (all
closed objects satisfy their invariants) to local checks of two kinds: (i) all
concerned objects are stored in observers; and (ii) updates to the attributes
of an object o maintain the validity of o and its observers. Check (i) becomes
an admissibility condition that every declared class invariant must satisfy.
Check (ii) holds vacuously for open observers, thus one way to satisfy it is
to notify all observers of a potentially destructive update by opening them.
For more exibility, the methodology also allows subjects to skip notifying
observers whenever the attribute update satises its guard (a notion also
inspired by [11]). This option is supported by another admissibility condition:
an invariant must remain valid after updates to subjects that comply with
their update guards.

5.4.1 Preliminaries and Denitions
As it is customary, the following presentation targets fundamental programming constructs, while ignoring those that do not aect reasoning about
invariants (e.g., control structures). We also largely ignore issues related to
inheritance, but we briey come back to them in Sect. 5.6.
5 While the names are inspired by the Observer pattern, they are also applicable to
other collaboration patterns, as we demonstrate in Sect. 5.4.4. The
formatting avoids confusion.

underlining in the

5.4. SEMANTIC COLLABORATION
Our methodology assumes a generic object-oriented programming language, where a program is a collection of classes, and a class is a collection of
attributes, routines, and side-eect free logic functions.6 Any of those constructs can be declared ghost if it is meant to be used only in specications.
A pair x  a of an object identier x and an attribute a is called a location.
A set of locations is called a frame.
Built-in attributes. Every class is implicitly equipped with ghost attributes: closed (to encode consistency); owns and owner (to encode the ownership hierarchy); and subjects and observers (to encode collaboration). We
also dene the shorthands: o.open for ¬o.closed; o.free for o.owner = Void; and
o.wrapped for o.closed ∧ o.free. The ownership domain of an object o is {o} if o
is open, and the reexive transitive closure of o.owns if o is closed. Attributes
closed and owner are only changed indirectly through the implicitly dened
ghost routines wrap and unwrap, whose semantics is dened below.
Specications. The specication of a logic function f consists of a denition a side-eect free expression dening the function valueand zero or
more read clauses of the form read [a1 , . . . , an ] x1 , . . . , xm , where each xi is an
expression that denotes either a set of objects or an individual object (interpreted as a singleton
set), and each aj is an S
attribute name. Such a clause

denotes a frame x  a | a ∈ {a1 , . . . , an }, x ∈ i∈1...m xi (if the attribute list
is omitted, all attributes of the listed objects are included in the frame);
the union of frames for all read clauses gives the read frame of f: the set of
locations that f may depend on.
The specication of a routine r consists of a require clause (a precondition), an ensure clause (a postcondition), and zero or more modify clauses
of the form modify [a1 , . . . , an ] x1 , . . . , xm . Such a clause denotes a frame,
dened analogously to the read clause, except it also includes the union of
the ownership domains of all listed objects; the union of frames for all modify
clauses gives the write frame of r: the set of locations that r may modify.
The specication of an attribute a consists of an update guarda Boolean
expression over the Current object, new attribute value y, and generic observer
object o, written guard(Current.a := y, o).
The specication of a class includes its invariant inv.
The choice to implicitly include ownership domains into the write frame
of a routine is a key abstraction mechanism in ownership-based verication
methodologies: clients of a routine r should not be able to distinguish between r modifying x and modifying an object in the internal representation of
6 Inspired by the function construct of Dafny [74], and def construct of VCC. Logic
functions need not be a dedicated language construct, and can instead be expressed with
pure routines; these details are irrelevant for the present discussion.
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x,

since that would break information hiding. This specication convention
can also be used to avoid explicit usage of sets in frame specicationsan approach promoted by the dynamic frames family of techniques [60, 117, 74]
and restrict the syntax of modify clauses to (nite) lists of objects. The framing notation we adopted as the basis of SC allows arbitrary set expressions,
and thus fully supports the dynamic frames style, at the same time, making
use of information hiding mechanisms oered by ownership. Sect. 5.4.7 discusses implications of adopting a similar convention for read clauses of logic
functions.

Expressions. We consider standard programming language expressions,
extended with bounded quantication, exemplied by Eiel's loop expressions all x ∈ s : B(x) and some x ∈ s : B(x) (see Chapter 3). We treat Void as an
object that is always allocated and open.
Expressions are evaluated in a heap, which maps locations to values. The
current heap H is normally clear from the context and left implicit. Otherwise, eh denotes the value of expression e in heap h; and h[x.a 7→ e] denotes
the heap that agrees with h everywhere except possibly about the value of
x.a, which is e. Since we ignore deallocation, our heaps have no dangling
references: only allocated objects are reachable from allocated objects.
The read frame reads(e) of a primitive expression is dened as follows:
for an access x.a to attribute a, reads(x.a) = {x  a}; for an application x.f (y)
of logic function f, reads(x.f (y)) is given by f's read frame after argument
substitution. The read frame of a compound expression e is the union of the
read frames of e's subexpressions.
Instructions. For the present discussion, we only have to consider routine calls x.r (y), as well as heap update instructions : create x (allocate an
object and attach it to x); x.a := y (update attribute a); and x.wrap and x.unwrap
(opening and closing an object).
The write frame writes(s) of a primitive instruction s is dened as follows:
for an update x.a := y of attribute a, writes(x.a := y) = {x  a}; for opening
or closing an object x, writes(x.unwrap) = writes(x.wrap) = {x  closed} ∪ {o 
owner | o ∈ x.owns}; for a call x.r (y) to routine r, writes(x.r (y)) is given by r's
write frame after argument substitution. The write frame of a compound
instruction is the union of write frames of its sub-instructions.

5.4.2 Semantic Collaboration: Goals and Proof Obligations
The goal of any invariant methodology is to provide modular proof obligations to establish global validity: the property that every object in the
program is valid at every program point. Following SC's approach, an ob-
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ject is valid if it satises its invariant when closed; thus global validity is
dened as:
(G1)
∀o : o.closed ⇒ o.inv
Additionally, maintaining ownership-based invariants requires strengthening global validity with the property that whenever a parent object p is
closed, all its owned objects are closed (and their owner attributes point back
to p):
∀o, p : p.closed ∧ o ∈ p.owns ⇒ o.closed ∧ o.owner = p
(G2)

Proof obligations.

The proof obligations specic to SC consist of two
types of checks: (i) every class invariant is admissible according to Denition 5.1; and (ii) every heap update instruction satises its precondition.
These proof obligations are modular in that they only mention the state of
the current object, its observers and owned objects. Sect. 5.4.3 describes
how establishing the local proof obligations entails global validity, that is,
subsumes checking (G1) and (G2).
Admissibility captures the requirements that class invariants respect ownership and collaboration relations, as well as update guards.

Denition 5.1.
1.

An invariant

is

admissible i:

inv only depends on attributes of Current, its owned objects, and its
subjects (except built-in attributes closed and owner):
inv



⇒ reads(inv) ⊆
x  a | x ∈ {Current} ∪ owns ∪ subjects ∧ a 6= closed, owner

2. All subjects of
inv

3.

inv

inv

Current

⇒

(A1)

are aware of it as an observer:

∀s : s ∈ subjects ⇒ Current ∈ s.observers

is preserved by any update

s.a := y

(A2)

that conforms to its guard:

∀s, a, y : s ∈ subjects ∧ inv ∧ guard(s.a := y, Current) ⇒ invH[s.a7→y] (A3)
The specications of the heap update instructions are given below; the
instructions only modify objects and attributes mentioned in the postconditions.

Allocation

creates a free open object, with no observers:

create x

require
True

ensure
x.open

= Void
x.observers = {}
x.owner
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Unwrapping

opens a wrapped object and frees all objects in its

x.unwrap

require

ensure

x.wrapped

x.open
all o

Attribute update
observers:
x.a := y

owns

set:

∈ x.owns : o.wrapped

operates on an open object and preserves validity of its
require
a

6= closed

ensure
x.a

=y

x.open
all o

∈ x.observers : o.open or

guard(x.a := y, o)

Wrapping

closes an open object, whose invariant holds, and gives it ownership over all objects in its owns set:
x.wrap

require

ensure

x.open

x.wrapped

x.inv

all o

all o

∈ x.owns : o.owner = x

∈ x.owns : o.wrapped

Other proof obligations. Proof obligations unrelated to invariants are
the usual ones of axiomatic reasoning: every call to a routine r occurs in
a state that satises r's precondition; executing a routine r in a state that
satises its precondition leads to a state that satises r's postcondition; the
read clause of every logic function f is consistent (i.e., the read frame of f's
denition is a subset of f's read clause); the modify clause of every routine r
is consistent (i.e., the write frame of r's body is a subset of r's modify clause,
closed under ownership domains); and the denitions of logic functions are
terminating.

5.4.3 Soundness of the Methodology
To establish soundness of the proposed invariant methodology we have to
show that every program satisfying the proof obligations of SC is always
globally valid, that is satises (G1) and (G2). We outline a proof of this fact
in three parts, of which only the third is specic to SC, while the rst two
can be reused for other invariant protocols.
The rst part concerns ownership: every methodology that, like SC, imposes a suitable discipline of wrapping and unwrapping to manage ownership
domains reduces (G2) to local checks.

Lemma 5.1.
following:

Consider a methodology M whose proof obligations verify the
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a. freshly allocated objects are
b. whenever

x.owner
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open;

is updated or

x.closed

is set to

False, x.owner

is

open;

c. whenever x.closed is set to True, every object o in x.owns is closed and satises
o.owner = x;
d. whenever an attribute
open.

x.a

(with

a

∈
/ {closed, owner}) is updated, object x is

Then every program that satises M 's proof obligations also satises (G2)
everywhere.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of program traces.

The base case is the trace only consisting of the initial heap where no
object is allocated but for an open object Void; thus (G2) holds initially. For
the inductive step, let h be the nal heap of a trace where (G2) invariably
holds. Consider a heap update instruction s that yields heap h0 if executed
on h, and assume that h0 does not satisfy (G2):

∃o, p ∈ alloc(h0 ) : p.closedh0 ∧ o ∈ p.ownsh0 ∧ (¬o.closedh0 ∨ o.ownerh0 6= p)
(where alloc denotes the set of objects allocated in a heap). Since h0 diers
from h in exactly one location, or in allocation status of exactly one object,
s must be one of the following:


create

o: in this case o ∈
/ alloc(h) ∧ o ∈ p.ownsh which is a contradiction,
since there are no dangling references.



create

p: here p ∈
/ alloc(h) ∧ p.closedh0 , which contradicts rule a.

 p.owns := . . .: in this case p.closedh ∧ o ∈
/ p.ownsh ∧ o ∈ p.ownsh0 , which
contradicts the requirement that of rule d that p be open.
 o.owner := . . .: here p.closedh ∧ o.ownerh = p ∧ o.ownerh0 6= p, which
contradicts the requirement that of rule b that o.ownerh be open.
 x.closed := . . . (for some x) could validate the rst or the third conjunct
in the above formula, or even both if p = o. The latter is impossible
since that implies ¬p.closedh ∧o.closedh . If the rst disjunct is validated,
then ¬p.closedh ∧ p.closedh0 ∧ o ∈ p.ownsh ∧ (¬o.closedh ∨ o.ownerh 6= p),
which contradicts rule c. Finally, if the third disjunct is validated, then
p.closedh ∧ o.closedh ∧ o.ownerh = p ∧ ¬o.closedh0 , which contradicts the
requirement that of rule b that o.ownerh be open.
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The second part applies to any kind of inter-object invariants and assumes
a methodology that, like SC, checks that attribute updates preserve validity
of all concerned objects; we show that such checks subsume (G1). How a
methodology identies concerned objects is left unspecied as yet.

Lemma 5.2.
following:

Consider a methodology M whose proof obligations verify the

a. freshly allocated objects are
b. whenever

x.closed

open;

is updated to

True, x.inv

holds;

c. whenever an attribute x.a (with a 6= closed) is updated to some y, every
concerned object satises (o.closed ∧ o.inv) ⇒ o.invH[x.a7→y] ;
d. class invariants depend neither on attribute
status of objects.

closed

nor on the allocation

Then every program that satises M 's proof obligations also satises (G1)
everywhere.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of program traces.

The base case is the trace only consisting of the initial heap where no
object is allocated but for an open object Void; thus (G1) holds initially. For
the inductive step, let h be the nal heap of a trace where (G1) invariably
holds. Consider an instruction s that yields heap h0 if executed on h. Without
loss of generality, let h0 6= h; therefore, s is either an allocation of a new object
or an attribute update. If s allocates a new object x, (G1) still holds in h0 :
x is open (rule a) and no other object's invariants depends on it, since x has
just been created and class invariant do not know about allocation status
(rule d). If s sets to False some o.closed in (G1)'s antecedent, then (G1)
vacuously hold. If s sets to True some o.closed in (G1)'s antecedent, then o.inv
holds (rule b); thus (G1) holds too. Also, updates to some o.closed cannot
concern the invariants of objects other than o (rule d). If s updates some
x.a, with a 6= closed, let o be any object concerned with the update; either o
is open, or it is closed and o.inv holds in h by the induction hypothesis, so
rule c applies. Either way, (G1) holds in h0 for o.
The third part of the soundness proof argues that SC satises the hypotheses of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, and hence ensures global validity.

Theorem 5.1. Every program that satises the proof obligations of SC also
satises (G2) and (G1) everywhere.
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Proof. SC satises the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1: allocation satises rule a;
unwrapping satises rule b and wrapping satises rules b and c (we assume

that unwrap x rst updates x.closed, and then sets the owner attribute of every
object in x.owns; wrap performs the updates in the reverse order). Remember
that closed and owner are only changed by wrap and unwrap. Attribute update
satises rule d.
It also satises the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2: allocation satises rule a;
wrapping satises rule b; invariant admissibility and the rules of language
syntax satisfy rule d. Rule c requires more details. First note that invariant admissibility requires that no invariant mention owner; thus no object is
concerned with wrapping or unwrapping, which therefore vacuously satisfy
rule c. Now, consider an update x.a := y with a 6= owner and a 6= closed, and
let o be any concerned object. Assuming o.closed and o.inv hold for a generic
heap h, we have to show that o.inv also holds of the heap h0 = h[x.a 7→ y]. By
denition of read frame, x ∈ reads(o.inv); o.inv is also admissible and hence it
satises (A1); therefore x ∈ {o} ∪ o.owns ∪ o.subjects. However, the second precondition of the attribute update rule says that x is open; thus x 6= o because
o is closed. We already proved that h satises (G2); for p = o this entails that
all objects in o.owns are closed; therefore, x 6∈ o.owns as well. We conclude that
x ∈ o.subjects which, combined with condition (A2) for o.inv's admissibility,
implies that o ∈ x.observers holds in h. Finally, the third precondition of the
attribute update rule establishes guard(x.a := y, o), and thus by admissibility
condition (A3), o.inv still holds in in the heap h0 .
A variant of the soundness proof above has been mechanized in Dafny [74]
is available online [110].
As a closing remark, we note that another way to show soundness of SC is
via reduction to LCI. To encode collaboration in LCI on top of the ownership
encoding detailed in [30], we add the following clauses to the invariant of
each class: one stating that all subjects know Current for an observer (the
consequent of (A2)), and for each attribute of Current, another one stating
that all observers approve of the changes to this attribute.

5.4.4 Examples
We illustrate SC on the two examples of Sect. 5.2: Fig. 5.3 and 5.4 show
the Observer and Iterator patterns fully annotated according to the rules of
Sect. 5.4.2. We use the shorthands wrap_all (s) and unwrap_all (s) to denote
calls to wrap and unwrap on all objects in a set s. As we discuss in Sect. 5.5,
several annotations of Fig. 5.3 and 5.4 are subsumed by the defaults mentioned in Sect. 5.4.5. We postpone to Sect. 5.4.6 dealing with update guards
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class SUBJECT

invariant
observers = subscribers.range
owns = { subscribers }
subjects = {}

value: INTEGER
subscribers: LIST [OBSERVER]

end

make (v: INTEGER) -- Constructor
require open

class OBSERVER

modify Current
do
value := v
create subscribers
owns := { subscribers
wrap

subject: SUBJECT
cache: INTEGER
make (s: SUBJECT) -- Constructor
require
open

}

ensure
subscribers.is_empty
wrapped

s.wrapped

modify Current, s

end

do
subject := s
s.register (Current)
cache := s.value
subjects := { s }

update (v: INTEGER)
require
wrapped
all o

∈ observers : o.wrapped

wrap

modify Current, observers
do
unwrap

;

unwrap_all (observers)

value := v
across subscribers as o do o.notify end
wrap_all (observers) ; wrap
ensure
value = v
wrapped
all o

∈ observers : o.wrapped
= old observers

feature {SUBJECT}
notify
require
open

do
cache
ensure
inv
end

o.open
modify Current
do
unwrap

ensure
subscribers.has (o)
wrapped

s.wrapped
end

o

= {subject}

subject.observers.has (Current)
observers = {}
onws = {}
modify Current

feature {OBSERVER}
register (o: OBSERVER)
require
not subscribers.has (o)
wrapped

+{

=s

subjects

observers
end

subscribers.add (o)
observers := observers
wrap

ensure
subject
wrapped

}

:=

subject.value

invariant
cache = subject.value
subjects = { subject }

subject.observers.has (Current)
observers = {}
owns = {}
end

end

Figure 5.3: The

Observer pattern using SC annotations (underlined).
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and the corresponding admissibility condition (A3).

Observer pattern.

The OBSERVER's invariant is admissible (Denition 5.1)
because it ensures that subject is in subjects (A1) and that Current is in the
subject's observers (A2). Constructors normally wrap freshly allocated objects after setting up their state. Public routine update must be called when
the whole object structure is wrapped and makes sure that it is wrapped
again when the routine terminates. This specication style is convenient for
public routines, as it allows clients to interact with the class while maintaining objects in a consistent state, without having to explicitly discharge
any condition. Routines such as register and notify, with restricted visibility,
work instead with open objects and restore their invariants so that they can
be wrapped upon return. Since notify explicitly ensures inv, update does not
need the precise denition of the observer's invariant in order to wrap it (it
only needs to know enough to establish the precondition of notify). Thus the
same style of specication would work if OBSERVER were an abstract class and
its subclasses maintained dierent views of subject's value.
Let us illustrate the intuitive reason why an instance of SUBJECT cannot
invalidate any object observing its state. On the one hand, by the attribute
update rule, any change to a subject's state (such as assignment to value in
update) must be reconciled with its observers. On the other hand, any closed
concerned OBSERVER object must be contained in its subject's observers set: a
subject cannot surreptitiously remove anything from this set, since such a
change would require an attribute update, and thus, again, would have to be
reconciled with all current members of observers.
Note that we had to restate the rst invariant clause of OBSERVER from
Fig. 5.1 in terms of observers instead of subscribers. In general, collaboration
invariants have to be expressed directly in terms of attributes of subjects and
cannot refer to their ownership domains. This is not a syntactic restriction
but follows from the fact that it is rarely possible to establish a subject/observer relation with the whole domain (in this example, we would have to
require LIST to allow OBSERVER objects in its observers set). Sect. 5.4.7 discusses
an extension to SC that would allow such dependencies in invariants; note,
however, that this limitation can always be easily circumvented by introducing a ghost attribute in the subject that mirrors the requires state.

Iterator pattern. The main dierences in the annotations of the Iterator pattern occur in the COLLECTION class whose non-ghost state is, unlike
SUBJECT above, unaware of its observers. Routine remove_last has to unwrap its
observers according to the update rule. However, it has no way of restoring
their invariants (in fact, a collection is in general unaware even of the types
of the iterators operating on it). Therefore, it can only leave them in an
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class COLLECTION [G]

class ITERATOR [G]

count: INTEGER
make (capacity: INTEGER) -Constructor
require
open
capacity ≥ 0
modify Current

ensure
elements.count = capacity
count = 0
observers = {}
end

∈ observers : o.wrapped

modify Current, observers

;

do
target := t
before := True
t.unwrap
t.observers
{ Current
t.wrap
subjects

:= t.observers +
}

:= {

t

}

wrap
ensure
target = t
before and not after
wrapped

remove_last
require
count >0
wrapped

do
unwrap

make (t: COLLECTION) -- Constructor
require
open and t.wrapped
modify Current, t

do
create elements(1, capacity)
owns := { elements } ; wrap

all o

target: COLLECTION [G]
before, after: BOOLEAN

unwrap_all (observers)

observers := {}
count := count −
wrap
ensure
count = old count
wrapped

1

item: G
require
not (before or after)
wrapped and t.wrapped
do
Result
end

−1

observers = {}
all o ∈ old observers

end

: o.open

:=

target.elements [index]

feature {NONE}
index: INTEGER
invariant
0 ≤ index and index ≤ target.count
before = index <1
after = index >target.count
subjects = { target }

end
feature {ITERATOR}
elements: ARRAY [G]
invariant
0 ≤ count and count ≤ elements.count
owns = { elements }
subjects = {}

+1

target.observers.has (Current)
observers = {} and owns = {}
end

end

Figure 5.4: The

Iterator pattern using SC annotations (underlined).
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inconsistent state and remove them from the observers set. Public routines
of ITERATOR, such as item, normally operate on wrapped objects, and hence in
general cannot be called after some operations on the collection has disabled
its iterators. The only way out of this is if the client of collection and iterators can prove that a certain iterator object i_x was not in the modied
collection's observers; this is possible if, for example, the client directly created i_x. The fact that now clients are directly responsible for keeping track
of the observers set is germane to the iterator domain: iterators are meant to
be used locally by clients.

5.4.5 Default Annotations
The annotation patterns shown in Sect. 5.4.4 occur frequently in objectoriented programs. To reduce the annotation burden in those cases, we
suggest the following defaults.

Pre- and postconditions:
Current

Frames:

public procedures require and ensure that the
object, its observers, and routine arguments be wrapped.

procedures modify

Current;

functions modify nothing.

Invariants:

Built-in ghost set attributes (such as owns) are invariably empty
if they are not mentioned in the programmer-written invariant.

Wrapping:

public procedures start by unwrapping
after wrapping it back.

Current

and terminate

Built-in set manipulation:

if a built-in ghost set attribute s is only mentioned in an invariant clause of the form s = expr, then s is considered
implicit ; correspondingly, every wrap of objects enclosing s will implicitly perform an assignment s:= expr.7

These defaults encourage considerate programming: unless explicitly specied otherwise, an object is always required to restore the consistency of its
observers at the end of a public routine. This is a useful property, since
the considerate paradigm promotes encapsulation and is convenient for the
clients. Nevertheless, the defaults are only optional suggestions that can be
overridden by providing explicit annotations; this ensures that they do not
tarnish the exibility and semantic nature of our methodology.
7 This is inspired by the default static treatment of owns sets in VCC.
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5.4.6 Update guards
Update guards are used to distribute the burden of reasoning about attribute
updates between subjects and observers, depending on the intended collaboration scheme. At one extreme, if a guard(x.a := y, o) is identically False, the
burden is entirely on the subject, which must check that all observers are
open whenever a is updated; in contrast, the admissibility condition (A3)
holds vacuously for the observer o. At the other extreme, if a guard is identically True, the burden is entirely on the observer, which deals with (A3) as
a proof obligation that its invariant does not depend on a; in contrast, the
subject x can update a without particular constraints.
Another recurring choice for a guard is inv(o) ⇒ inv(o)H[x.a7→y] . For its
exibility, we chose this as the default guard of SC. Just like False, this
guard also does not burden the observer, but is more exible at the other
end: upon updating, the subject can establish that each observer is either
open or its invariant is preserved. The subject can rely on the latter condition
if the observer's invariants are known, and ignore it otherwise.
When it comes to built-in ghost attributes, owns and subjects are guarded
with True, since other objects are not supposed to depend on them, while
observers has a more interesting guard, namely guard(x.observers := y, o) =
o ∈ y. This guard reects the way this attribute is commonly used in collaboration invariants, while leaving the subject with reasonable freedom to
manipulate it; for example, adding new observers to the set observers without notifying the existing ones (this is used, in particular, in the register
routine of Fig. 5.3).

5.4.7 Extensions
Dependency on ownership domains. In the core SC methodology presented so far, an invariant of x can only depend on x and objects directly
contained in x.owns and x.subjects. Extending this dependency to the ownership domain of x (that is, taking transitive closure of owns) does not present
any diculty; but what about invariants that rely on the domain of a subject
s ∈ x.subjects? Allowing such invariants is desirable, since ownership-based
methodologies strive to make an object and its ownership domain indistinguishable for clients. Unfortunately, current rules of SC are unsound for such
invariants: it is easy to set up an example where an object o from the domain
of s is being modied and is unaware of x, which is closed, thus threatening
to invalidate it.
One way to address this problem is to modify the built-in operations and
proof obligations of SC as follows. The main idea is to decouple the updates
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to closed from the updates owner, both of which are currently performed by
the wrap and unwrap operations. The new semantics of wrap and unwrap
is to only set the closed attribute, while owner manipulation is performed by
two new dedicated operation:

Freeing:

frees all owned objects of

x.free_owns

ensure

x.open

all o

all o

gives

x.reclaim_owns

x

after its observers have been opened:

require

all y

Reclaiming:

x

∈ x.owns : o.wrapped

∈ x.observers : y.open
∈ x.owns : o.owner = x

the ownership over wrapped objects in
require

ensure

x.open

all o

all o

x.owns:

∈ x.owns : o.owner = x

∈ x.owns : o.wrapped

Wrapping

additionally requires that owned objects of all subjects are reclaimed:
x.wrap

require

ensure

x.open

x.wrapped

x.inv

∈ x.subjects + {x} :
all o ∈ y.owns : o.owner = y

all y

In order to operate on an object o owned by s, one now ought to rst
unwrap s, then unwrap all observers of s, and nally call s.free_onws, which
makes o wrapped, and hence ready to be opened and modied. Since closing
an observer of s would require o to be reclaimed (and thus not open or
wrapped), this approach maintains a global invariant that all observers of s
are open while o is open.
This avor of SC is more congenial to ownership and has an additional
benet that the semantics of read clauses of logic functions can be made consistent with the semantics of modify clauses of routines (in core SC, including
ownership domains into read frames of functions would eectively ban them
from invariants). Unfortunately, the proof obligations of this extension are
more complex, and hard to establish in practice: in particular, wrapping any
object requires reasoning about the ownership domains of its subjects. As a
result of the experimental evaluation of Sect. 5.5 we decided to stick to the
core SC and leave this extension to future work.
Inheritance. Inheritance poses additional challenges for invariant protocols, since the dynamic type of an object, and thus the precise denition of
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its invariant, is rarely known. In SC, this issue arises when reasoning about
calls to wrap. Rather than imposing severe restrictions on how invariants can
be strengthened in descendants, we prefer to re-verify those inherited routines
that wrap the Current object to make sure they still properly re-establish the
invariant. We maintain that this approach achieves a reasonable trade-o.
As a way to abstract from the invariant denition, routines may use the
built-in predicate inv explicitly in their contracts (see Fig. 5.3), which enables
wrapping objects without knowing their dynamic type. This observation generalizes to other logic functions, which can be redened in descendants, supporting specications that are exible yet strong enough. This approach to
inheritance is similar in spirit to abstract predicates in separation logic [103],
and has been used before in auto-active veriers (e.g. [117]).
Concurrency. When it comes to reasoning about invariants, sequential
and concurrent programs each have their distinctive challenges. In a sequential setting, one typically performs state updates in a series of steps that
temporarily break object consistency; this is acceptable since intermediate
states are not visible to other objects. A sequential invariant protocol must
adequately support such update schemes, while making sure that invariants
hold at crucial points. Concurrent invariant protocols deal with dierent
schemes, and hence have dierent goals. For this reason, we do not recommend extending SC to deal with concurrent programs; rather, it could
be combined with an invariant protocol for concurrent programs, as done in
VCC [29].

5.5 Experimental Evaluation
We arranged a collection of representative challenge problems involving interobject collaboration, and we specied and veried them using our SC methodology. This section presents the challenge problems (Sect. 5.5.1), and discusses their solutions using SC (Sect. 5.5.2), as well as other methodologies
(Sect. 5.5.3). See [110] for full versions of problem descriptions, together with
our solutions, and a web interface to the AutoProof verier.

5.5.1 Challenge Problems
Beside using it directly to evaluate SC, the collection of challenge problems
described in this section can be a benchmark for other invariant methodologies. The benchmark consists of six examples of varying degree of diculty,
which capture the essence of various collaboration patterns often found in
object-oriented software. The emphasis is on non-hierarchical structures that
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maintain a global invariant.
We briey present the six problems in roughly increasing order of diculty
in terms of the shape of references in the heap, state update patterns, and
challenges posed to preserving encapsulation.
Observer [80, 102, 88] (see also SAVCBS '07 [109], and
Sect. 5.2). The invariants of the observer objects depend on
observer
the state of the subject. Verication must ensure that the
subject
subject reports all its state changes to all observers, so that
their clients can always rely on a globally consistent state.
observer
Additional challenge : combination with ownership (the subject keeps references to its observers in a collection, which is
a part of its representation).
Variants : a simplied version where the number of observers is xed
(thus collections of observers are not needed); a more complex version with
multiple observer classes related by inheritance, each class redening the class
invariant and the implementation of notify.
Iterator [80] (see also SAVCBS '06, and Sect. 5.2). Unlike observers in the Observer pattern, the implementation of
iterator
a collection is not aware of the iterators operating on it. Speccollection
ication must still be able to refer to the iterators attached
to the collection while avoiding global reasoning. Additional
iterator
challenge : we cannot rely on the implementation following
considerate programming (where objects must be in consistent states at public call boundaries).
Variants : a more complex version where iterators modify the collection.
Master clock [11, 80]. The time stored by a master clock
can increase (public routine tick) or be set to zero (public
slave
routine reset). The time stored locally by each slave clock
master
must never exceed the master's but need not be perfectly synchronized. Therefore, when the master is reset, its slaves are
slave
disabled until they synchronize (similar to iterators); when
the master increments the time, its slaves remain in a consistent state without requiring synchronization. Additional challenges : tick's
frame does not include slaves; perform reasoning local to the master with
only partial knowledge of the slaves' invariants.
Variants : a version without reset (slaves cannot become inconsistent).
Doubly-linked list [77, 87]. The specication expresses the consistency of the left and right neighbors diright
left
node
rectly attached to each node. Verication establishes that
updates local to a node (such as inserting or removing a
node next to it) preserve consistency. Unlike in the pre-
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vious examples, the heap structure is recursive; the main challenge is thus
avoiding considering the list as a whole (such as to propagate the eects of
local changes).
Composite [121, 120, 70, 108], (see also
SAVCBS '08). A tree structure maintains consistency
between the values stored by parent and children nodes
(for example, the value of every node is the maximum
of its children's). Clients can add children anywhere
in the tree; therefore, ownership is unsuitable to model
this example. Two new challenges are that the node invariant depends on
an unbounded number of children; and that the eects of updates local to
a node (such as adding a child) may propagate up the whole tree involving
an unbounded number of nodes. Specication deals with these unboundedsize footprints; and verication must also ensure that the propagation to
restore global consistency terminates. Clients of a tree can rely on a globally
consistent state while ignoring the tree structure.
Variations : a simplied version with n-ary trees for xed n (the number
of children is bounded); more complex versions where one can also remove
nodes or add whole subtrees.
PIP [121, 120, 108]. The Priority Inheritance Protocol [113] describes a compound whose nodes are more
loosely related than in the Composite pattern: each
node has a reference to at most one parent node, and
cycles are possible. Unlike in the Composite pattern,
the invariant of a node depends on the state of objects
not directly accessible in the heap (parents do not have references to their
children). New challenges derive from the possible presence of cycles, and
the need to add children that might already be connected to whole graphs;
specifying footprints and reasoning about termination of update operations
are trickier.

5.5.2 Results and Discussion
We specied the six challenge problems using SC, and veried the annotated
Eiel programs with AutoProof. Tab. 5.1 shows various metrics about our
solutions: the size of each annotated program; the number of tokens of
executable code, requirements specication (the given functional specication to be veried), and auxiliary annotations (specic to our methodology,
both with and without default annotations); the spec/exec overhead, i.e.,
(req + aux)/exec; and the verication time in AutoProof. The overhead
is roughly between 1.5 (for Observer) and 6 (for PIP), which is comparable
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Table 5.1: The challenge problems specied and veried using SC.

problem
Observer

size
tokens
(loc) exec req aux

(no defaults)

spec
exec

2.2

tokens
aux
185

(defaults)

spec
exec

time

(sec.)

129

156

52

296

1.5

7

Iterator

177

168

176

315

2.9

247

2.5

7

Master clock

130

85

69

267

4.0

190

3.1

5

DLL

147

136

83

435

3.8

320

3.0

8

Composite

188

124

270

543

6.6

427

5.6

12

PIP

152

116

310

445

6.5

402

6.1

12

Total

923

785

960

2301

4.2

1771

3.5

50

with that of other verication methodologies applied to similar problems (see
e.g. [57]). The default annotations of Sect. 5.4.5 reduce the overhead by a
factor of 1.3 on average.
The PIP example is perfectly possible using ghost code, contrary to what
is claimed elsewhere [121]. In our solution, every node includes a ghost
set children with all the child nodes (inaccessible in the non-ghost heap);
it is dened by the invariant clause parent 6= Void ⇒ Current ∈ parent.children,
which ensures that children contains every closed node n such that n.parent =
Current. Based on this, the fundamental consistency property is that the value
of each node is the maximum of the values of nodes in children (or a default
value for nodes without children), assuming maximum is the required relation
between parents and children.
The main challenge in Composite and PIP is reasoning about framing and
termination of the state updates that propagate along the graph structure.
For framing specications, we use a ghost set ancestors with all the nodes
reachable following parent references. Proving termination in PIP requires
keeping track of all visited nodes and showing that the set of ancestors that
haven't yet been visited is strictly shrinking.

5.5.3 Comparison with Existing Approaches
We outline a comparison with existing approaches (focusing on those discussed in Sect. 5.3) on our six challenge problems. Tab. 5.2 reports how each
methodology fares on each challenge problem: − for methodology not applicable, + for applicable, and ⊕ for applicable and used to demonstrate
the methodology when introduced.
Only SC is applicable to all the challenges, and other methodologies often have other limitations (notes in Tab. 5.2). Most approaches cannot deal
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Table 5.2: Comparison of invariant protocols on the challenge problems.

visible-state

Observer
Iterator
Master clock
DLL
Composite
PIP

Spec# methodologies

Coopera-

Conside-

Visibility-

tion [88]

rate [120]

based [77]

⊕
−a
−a
+
−b
−b

+
−a
−a
+
⊕c
⊕c

+
+
+
⊕
−b
−b

Friends [11]

⊕
+
⊕
+
−b
−b

History [80]

⊕d
⊕d
⊕d
+d
−b
−b

SC

⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕

a Only considerate programming
b Only bounded set of reachable subjects
c No framing specication
d No invariant stability

with unbounded sets of subjects, and hence are inapplicable to Composite
and PIP. The methodology of [120] is an exception as it allows set comprehensions in invariants; however, it lacks an implementation and does not
discuss framing, which constitutes a major challenge in Composite and PIP.
Both methodologies [88, 120] based on visible-state semantics are inapplicable to implementations which do not follow considerate programming; they
also lack support for hierarchical object dependencies, and thus cannot verify
implementations that rely on library data structures (e.g., Fig. 5.1 and 5.2).
Another important point of comparison is the level of coupling between
collaborating classes, which we can illustrate using the Master clock example.
In [77], class MASTER requires complete knowledge of the invariant of class CLOCK,
which breaks information hiding (in particular, MASTER has to be re-veried
when the invariant of CLOCK changes). The update guards of [11] can be
used to declare that slaves need not be notied as long their master's time
is increased; this provides abstraction over the slave clock's invariant, but
class MASTER still depends on class CLOCKwhere the update guard is dened.
In general, the syntactic rules of [11] require that subject classes declare all
potential observer classes as friends. In SC, update guards are dened in
subject classes; thus we can prove that tick maintains the invariants of all
observers without knowing their type. Among the other approaches, only
history invariants [80] support the same level of decoupling, but they cannot
preserve stability with the reset routine.

Reasoning without invariants. Other, more fundamental verication
methodologies not based on invariants, such as dynamic frames [60] and
separation logic [107], can fully handle all the six benchmark problems. The
generality they achieve is, however, not without costs, as one loses stability of
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consistency properties (e.g., SUBJECT is not required to notify all its observers).
The rst automatic verication of the PIP example was described in [108]:
the solution relies on reusable specication elements called stereotypes to
achieve low annotation overhead, however the reported verication times are
signicantly higher than in our experiments.
SAVCBS workshops solutions. SC also fares favorably compared
against the solutions submitted to the SAVCBS workshops [109] challenges
(Iterator, Observer, and Composite). Considering only solutions for generalpurpose languages and targeting complete requirement specications, there
are two solutions to the Iterator problem and two to the Composite problem.
One solution to the Iterator uses JML and ESC/Java2; the collaborating
parts of the invariants are, however, described by pre- and postconditions.
One solution to the Composite also uses JML; it is hard to compare it to our
solution as it is based on model programs and proves invariant preservation
only for routines that rene the model program used as specication. The
other solution to the Composite [57] uses separation logic and VeriFast; the
specication overhead for clients is higher than in our solution, but there
is no ghost state in the nodes (which otherwise would have had to be updated during global modications), thus it has advantages and disadvantages
compared to our solution. The second solution to the Iterator problem [65]
uses higher-order separation logic, and thus is not amenable to automated
reasoning.

5.6 Summary
This chapter presented semantic collaboration : a new methodology for specifying and verifying invariants of arbitrary object structures. Compared to
existing invariant protocols, it oers considerable exibility and conceptual
simplicity, as it does not syntactically restrict the form of invariants. We
implemented semantic collaboration as part of the AutoProof Eiel program
verier. Our experiments with six challenge problems demonstrate the wide
applicability of the methodology.
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Chapter 6
Verifying Reusable
Components
In the previous chapter we presented a general verication methodology for
object-oriented programs, which can support a variety of specication styles.
This chapter extends the methodology with support for model-based contracts: a particular specication method introduced in Chapter 3.

6.1 Introduction
Data abstraction is crucial for making reusable components truly reusable:
abstract specications provide clients with a simpler, more useful interface,
and shield them from the evolution of the component's implementation.
Techniques presented in the previous chapter provide the basis of our
verication methodology, but for the most part ignore data abstraction; this
chapter extends the methodology with support for abstraction mechanisms,
based on models. The ultimate goal is being able to verify interface specications in the form of model-based contracts, proposed in Chapter 3.
Supporting model-based specications in a program verier involves three
major challenges. First, such specications rely on model classes and their
operations to describe component's behavior at an abstract level; those operations need to be assigned meaning in the underlying logic of the verier.
Second, model-based contracts use model queries to map concrete program
states to abstract values; a verication methodology has to encode this mapping, called the abstraction function, in a sound and modular way, and nd
the right trade-o between ease of automated reasoning and annotation overhead. Third, frame specications utilize models to express that only some
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part of an object's state is modied, without revealing its internal representation; such frame specications need an interpretation is terms of concrete
heap locations.
Once again, EielBase2 (see Chapter 2) serves as a testbed for the techniques proposed in this chapter. Verifying a realistic library comes with its
own set of challenges, such as, for example, a nontrivial inheritance hierarchy,
where models can be reused, replaced, and combined.
We integrated the support for model-based contracts into AutoProof, an
auto-active [76] verier for functional properties of programs written in Eiffel. AutoProof checks that a program adheres to a specication in the form
of inline assertions, routine contracts (pre- and post-conditions, and frame
specications), and class invariants; is also proves termination of loops and
recursion using variant functions. Advanced specication constructs of AutoProof include pure routines and logic functions, which can be used in specications, ghost variables and code, and frame specications for loops. AutoProof works by generating verication conditions from the program and its
specication, via the Boogie intermediate language [8, 73]; these conditions
are discharged by a reasoning engine of choice, usually Z3 [35]. For more
information on AutoProof we refer the reader to the project website [5] and
previous work [128, 129, 126].
After having enhanced AutoProof with support for models, we used it
to verify the core of the EielBase2 library, which constitutes the main contribution of this part of the work. Other contributions include a practical
approach to adding mathematical types to a program verier by means of
model classes, and a exible encoding of model-based frame specications
with support for model adaptation due to inheritance.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Sect. 6.2 gives an example of model-based specications that we aim to verify; the example is
used to illustrate the methodology throughout the chapter. Sect. 6.3 details
our solutions to the three major challenges outlined above. The experimental evaluation of the techniques on the EielBase2 library is presented in
Sect. 6.4, while Sect. 6.5 reviews related work and Sect. 6.6 concludes.

6.2 A Motivating Example
Fig. 6.1 illustrates the kind of model-based specications we aim to verify,
using a simplied example from EielBase2. In the example, a deferred class
CONTAINER declares a bag of elements as its model; the container's interface
consists of two queries: count (for the number of elements) and is_empty, and
one command: wipe_out, which empties the container. Class STACK inherits
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deferred class CONTAINER [G]
model bag
bag: ghost MML_BAG [G]
count: INTEGER
deferred
ensure
Result = bag.count
end
is_empty: BOOLEAN
do
Result := count = 0
ensure
Result = bag.is_empty
end
wipe_out
modify model [bag] Current
deferred
ensure
bag.is_empty
end
end
class MML_SEQUENCE [G]
count: INTEGER

...
last: G
require count
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class STACK
inherit CONTAINER
model sequence
list: LIST [G]
sequence: ghost MML_SEQUENCE [G]
item: G
require
not is_empty
do
Result := list.item (count)
ensure
Result = sequence.last
end
count: INTEGER
do
Result := list.count
end
push (v: G)
modify model [sequence] Current
do
list.extend_back (v)
ensure
sequence = old sequence & v
end

...

>0

...
extended (x: G): MML_SEQUENCE [G]
alias "&"

...
to_bag: MML_BAG [G]

wipe_out
do . . .
end
invariant
bag = sequence.to_bag
list 6= Void
owns = {list}
sequence = list.sequence
end

...
end

Figure 6.1: Excerpt from class STACK, which inherits from CONTAINER and uses a
LIST as its internal representation. The specication of STACK uses the model
class MML_SEQUENCE, also shown in the listing, to refer to the mathematical
sequence of stack elements.
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from CONTAINER and replaces its model with a sequence of elements (hence the
linking invariant bag = sequence.to_bag); it relies on an instance of class LIST
as the concrete internal representation; its interface additionally includes
a query item (which returns the top element) and a command push (which
pushes a given value on top).
Although small, this example showcases various features of model-based
contracts that a verication methodology has to support. First, the verier
needs to know how to interpret instances of MML_BAG and MML_SEQUENCE, and
operations over those instances. Second, the routines of class STACK are specied in terms of the abstract state (the sequence), and implemented in terms
of the concrete state (the list); verication of such routines has to rely on
the abstraction function, expressed in the last class invariant clause. Finally,
frame specications in the example are expressed in terms of the abstract
state (denoted by modify model). We would like to let push modify the list,
without having to mention it in the frame. Also, the frame specication of
wipe_out in class CONTAINER is expressed in terms of the model query bag, which
is replaced in the child class. We would like to allow the implementation of
wipe_out in STACK to modify sequence, even though it was not declared as part
of the frame in the original version.

6.3 Verication Methodology for Model-Based
Contracts
This section presents our solutions to the challenges posed by model-based
contracts, and illustrates them using the STACK example from Fig. 6.1.

6.3.1 Encoding of Model Classes
Runtime checking of model-based contract requires expressing the semantics
of model classes in a language understood by the compiler, that is, giving
them implementations. On the other hand, using model classes in deductive
proofs requires explaining their semantics to the proof engine (in our case,
Boogie). An eective way to achieve this [70, 33] is to map model classes
directly to theories in the underlying logic of the verier. In Boogie, a theory
is a collection of types and uninterpreted functions operating on those types,
which are axiomatized in rst order logic.
State-of-the-art auto-active veriers, such as Dafny [74], often include a
small, predened set of mathematical types and operations. This approach
is easy to implement, since the syntax and semantics of all mathematical
operations can be hard-coded. The goal of AutoProof is to support the
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class MML_SEQUENCE [G]
inherit ITERABLE [G]
maps_to Seq
theory "sequence.bpl"
typed_sets Seq#Range

extended (x: G): MML_SEQUENCE [G]
alias "&"

...
to_bag: MML_BAG [G]

...
count: INTEGER
maps_to: Seq#Length
last: G
require count

shorter_equal (s: MML_SEQUENCE [G]): BOOLEAN
alias "≤ "

...
>0

...
range: MML_SET [G]

new_cursor: CURSOR [G]
maps_to Seq#Range
end

...

Figure 6.2: Model class MML_SEQUENCE equipped with AutoProof logic class
annotations. Features with no maps_to clause use the default naming scheme:
for example, last maps to Seq#Last.
whole Mathematical Model Library (MML, see Chapter 2), which is more
diverse than a typical set of built-in mathematical types: after all, the design
of MML was driven by the EielBase2 specication eort. In addition, we
would like to be able to add new types and operations relatively easily.
To address those concerns we extended AutoProof with logic classes,
whose instances and operations are translated into Boogie in a special way.
To declare a logic class, it is enough to add a maps_to clause to the class denition,1 specifying the Boogie type, to which instances of this class will belong.
Each constructor and function of the class can be mapped to a particular
Boogie function in a similar way, using a maps_to clause; in the absence of
such a clause, the Boogie function name is derived from the Eiel feature
name. AutoProof's maps_to clauses are inspired by the work of Darvas and
Müller [33], who proposed a similar construct for JML. Fig. 6.2 gives an
examples of using maps_to clauses to dene the semantics of MML_SEQUENCE.
Boogie types and functions used in a logic class are encoded manually in
one or more separate les. The theory clause (see an example in Fig. 6.2) allows one to specify Boogie les to be included into the translation generated
by AutoProof whenever the corresponding logic class is used in an Eiel pro1 Recall that in the actual code we use Eiel's note meta-annotation to introduce new
specication constructs.
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// Sequence type
type Seq T;
// Sequence length
function Seq#Length<T>(Seq T) : int;
// Element at a given index
function Seq#Item<T>(Seq T, int) : T;
// Last element
function Seq#Last<T>(q : Seq T) : T
{ Seq#Item(q, Seq#Length(q)) }
// Set of values
function Seq#Range<T>(Seq T) : Set T;
axiom (∀<T> q : Seq T, o : T • Seq#Has(q, o)

⇐⇒Seq#Range(q)[o]);

// Sequence extended with x at the end
function Seq#Extended<T>(s : Seq T, val : T) : Seq T;
axiom (∀<T> s : Seq T, v : T •
Seq#Length(Seq#Extended(s,v)) =1 + Seq#Length(s));
axiom (∀<T> s : Seq T, i : int, v : T •
(i =Seq#Length(s) + 1 =⇒Seq#Item(Seq#Extended(s,v), i) =v) ∧
(i ≤Seq#Length(s) =⇒Seq#Item(Seq#Extended(s,v), i) =Seq#Item(s, i)));
// Sequence converted to a bag
function Seq#ToBag<T>(Seq T) : Bag T;
axiom (∀<T> • Seq#ToBag(Seq#Empty() : Seq T) =Bag#Empty() : Bag T);
axiom (∀<T> s : Seq T, v : T •
Seq#ToBag(Seq#Extended(s, v)) =Bag#Extended(Seq#ToBag(s), v));
// Is |q0| ≤|q1|?
function Seq#LessEqual<T>(q0 : Seq T, q1 : Seq T) : bool
{ Seq#Length(q0) ≤Seq#Length(q1) }

Figure 6.3: An excerpt from
encoding of MML_SEQUENCE.

sequence.bpl,

which contains a manual Boogie

gram. Fig. 6.3 shows an extract from a Boogie sequence theory sequence.bpl,
which contains custom translations of MML_SEQUENCE operations.
AutoProof also implements a number of advanced features, which aim at
making custom logic classes as expressive and convenient as built-in mathematical types:


Quantiers. Eiel's iteration mechanism makes it possible to use an
arbitrary object s in a loop expression, such as all x ∈ s : B(x), as long as
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the class of s inherits from ITERABLE and implements a feature new_cursor.
AutoProof can translate such loop expressions into quantication if the
class of s is logical and its new_cursor feature is mapped to a set-valued
function (whose result is then taken as the quantication domain).
For example, the declaration in Fig. 6.2 enables quantication over
sequences, translated into quantication over the elements of a sequence
(its range).


Ordering. By convention, a feature with a ≤ alias (such as shorter_equal



Element types. It is a common technique [73] to map all reference





in Fig. 6.2) denes a well-founded order on the values of a logic class,
which makes it possible to use them as variants in termination proofs.

types of a source language to a single Boogie type, while encoding
more precise type information in automatically generated predicates.
Since many logic classes represent mathematical collections of elements, it is often necessary to encode the fact that all elements of such
collection belong to a certain type. For example, an Eiel declaration
s: MML_SEQUENCE [PERSON] should give rise to an axiom stating that all elements of s are of type PERSON (or its descendants). The typed_sets clause
achieves exactly that: for every generic parameter G of a logic class,
it denes a set-valued function that returns the set of all objects of
type G stored in an instance of the class. Fig. 6.2 denes the required
property for sequences; as another example, class MML_MAP [K, V], with
two generic parameters, declares two typed sets: corresponding to the
domain and the range of a map.

Constraints. Sometimes a logic class imposes constraints on its val-

ues, which are guaranteed to hold whenever a value of the class is chosen nondeterministically. AutoProof supports such constraints through
where clauses. For example, class MML_BAG is equipped with a where clause
stating that the number of occurrences of each element is positive.

Boogie maps. Map types are built-in Boogie types, useful in encoding
various mathematical constructs. It is often desirable to map a logic
class to a map type, rather than to an uninterpreted, user-dened type.
If one of the features of a logic class is mapped to brackets (maps_to "[ ]"),
AutoProof associates this feature with map access in Boogie, and infers
the map type from its signature. For example, in MML_SET [G] function
has (x: G): BOOLEAN is mapped to brackets; thus the logic class is translated
as a Boogie map from G to Booleans.
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To our knowledge, AutoProof is the only auto-active verier with support for extensible mathematical types that enjoy the same level of language
integration as built-in types in other veriers.

6.3.2 Encoding of Model Queries
The interface specication methodology of Chapter 3 does not detail how the
abstract state of a class is related to its concrete state. For testing purposes
(Chapter 4), we had to decide between attribute-based and function-based
encoding of specication-only model queries, based on the specication overhead and runtime performance of the two approaches. For deductive verication, however, the choice of encoding has dierent implications.
One approach to representing abstract state in verication is based on
model variables (also called model elds ) [24, 68, 72, 91]. Programs cannot
assign directly to model variables; instead their semantics is dened by an
abstraction function, i.e. a mapping from the concrete state. In fact, the traditional treatment of model variables is much closer to that of argument-less
functions, rather than attributes, with the only dierence that model variables need not have a functional denition and can be specied relationally.
This traditional approach is known to have soundness and modularity
issues [78]. First, relational specications of model variables can be unsatisable; even if an abstraction function is well-dened whenever the concrete
state is consistent, it may be undened in intermediate states, where the object invariant is temporarily violated. Second, translating frames expressed
in terms of model variables into sets of heap locations is far from straightforward (for example, in JML they are interpreted using data groups [24]). The
reasoning is complicated by the fact that any update to the concrete state
can have an instant eect on the values of model variables elsewhere in the
system, which is detrimental to modularity.
One nal concern involves verifying postconditions expressed in terms
of model variables. Verication of nontrivial routines (for example, those
involving loops) often requires introducing auxiliary ghost variables to represent local or intermediate abstract state; thus, the main benet of model
variables compared to ordinary ghost variablesno bookkeepingdoes not
make a dierence for such routines.
To preserve simplicity and avoid issues discussed above, AutoProof encodes model queries as regular (possibly, ghost) attributes. The relation
between the abstract and concrete states of a class is given in the class
invariantsee the last invariant clause of Fig. 6.1 for an example. Since our
methodology only requires invariants to hold for closed objects (see Chapter 5), this treatment automatically supports partial abstraction functions,
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while giving routines freedom to modify the abstract and the concrete states
of an object independently when the object is open. Unsatisable constraints
on abstract state are easily detected, since they would prevent wrapping the
object. The meaning of model queries in frame specications also becomes
straightforward: we discuss it in detail in Sect. 6.3.3.
In order to reduce the bookkeeping overhead, particularly noticeable for
unused inherited model queries, we propose to reuse the implicit attribute
mechanism, which is already implemented in AutoProof for built-in ghost
sets owns, subjects and observers, and was described in Sect. 5.4.5. The idea is
very simple and inspired by VCC's static owns: if a model query m is mentioned in an invariant clause of the form m = expr, then every wrap of objects
enclosing m will implicitly perform an assignment m:= expr2 . The order of
assignments to model queries within the same class is usually irrelevant, since
they are supposed to express independent dimensions of the abstract state;
unused inherited model queries are updated at the end, reecting the typical
structure of linking invariants. For example, routines push and wipe_out of
class STACK in Fig. 6.1 need not explicitly update the model queries sequence
and bag; instead, the following instructions are implicitly executed at the end
of their bodies:
sequence := list.sequence
bag := sequence.to_bag
wrap

Note that, like all AutoProof defaults, this behavior can be easily overridden
when inapplicable.
This new mechanism is a conservative extension of its original version,
since the built-in ghost attributes of semantic collaboration (closed, owns,
owner, subjects, and observers) are automatically added to the list of model
queries of every class.
We believe that implicit attributes successfully address the excess annotation overhead of ghost state in simple cases, while retaining conceptual
simplicity and exibility required in more sophisticated scenarios.

6.3.3 Abstract Framing
The modify and read clauses of semantic collaboration (Sect. 5.4.1) support
frame denitions in terms of whole objects or individual (concrete) locations.
At the whole-object level, they provide sucient abstraction mechanisms,
such as set expressions and ownership domains; at the same time, they lack
the means to describe a part of the object state without revealing its concrete
2 Guarded by the condition that

m

is writable.
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representation.
In model-based specications, it is natural to restrict a frame to particular
model queries. To this end, we introduce a new kind of write and read frames,
called abstract frames and specied through the keywords modify model and
read model, respectively (see, for example, modify clauses of wipe_out and push
in Fig. 6.1).
A clause modify model [m1 , . . . , mn ] s in the specication of a routine r gives
r permission to modify a location oa only in one of two cases: (1) o ∈ s and
either a is one of m1 , . . . , mn , or a is not among the model queries declared in
the static type of o, or (2) o ∈
/ s but o belongs to the ownership domain of one
of o0 ∈ s. Case 1 is specic for abstract frames, while case 2 expresses closure
under ownership domains and is common for both standard and abstract
modify clauses. The semantics of read model is dened in a similar way, except
case 2 does not apply (for a discussion see Sect. 5.4.7). As before, in place
of a set expression s we allow individual objects, as well as lists containing
objects and sets.
The modify model construct achieves the desired data abstraction: routines
are allowed to update the concrete state without revealing it in specications,
while clients do not get any guarantees regarding the concrete state, which
enforces information hiding. Note that abstract frames constitute an incremental change to the existing framing methodology: they rely on the same
encoding of frames (as sets of locations), and the same proof obligations and
frame axioms; the only dierence is in the way modify (read) clauses are
translated into write (read) sets.
Since abstract state only makes sense for closed objects, and it is impossible to modify an object without unwrapping it, every useful modify model
clause has to include the model query closed. To reduce annotation overhead,
AutoProof implicitly adds this attribute to all abstract write frames. For example, routine push in Fig. 6.1 is allowed to unwrap Currentwhich happens
implicitly at the beginning of its bodybecause its frame specication is
automatically expanded into modify model [sequence, closed] Current. (It is also
allowed to modify any attribute of the list object, since it is contained in
the ownership domain of Current at the entry to the routine.)

Abstract Framing and Inheritance
As we have seen in Chapter 3, and again in the motivating example of
Sect. 6.2, models can change with inheritance. When a class B inherits
from A, it denes its set of model queries mq(B) from scratch, which can
lead to reusing A's model queries, adding new model queries (to express new
dimensions of the abstract state), replacing A's model queries (to express ex-
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isting dimensions in a dierent way), or even abandoning some of A's model
queries, when a dimension becomes redundant. For an abstract frame of a
routine r declared in class A, this raises a question: in which context should
it be interpreted when reasoning about class B ? An interpretation in the
context of A would express the eect of r in terms of A's model rather than
B 's model, which is not very useful for clients of B . On the other hand, if
we choose to translate the abstract frame specication into a set of locations
dierently in A and B , according to the substitutability principle, we have
to make sure that B 's interpretation is a subset of A's: otherwise the frame
axiom A's clients rely on is unsound. To sum up, the challenge is to come up
with an interpretation of inherited abstract frames that is sound yet useful,
and does not incur a high annotation overhead in common cases.
Coming back to the motivating example of Fig. 6.1, class STACK reuses
the built-in model queries of CONTAINER (closed, owns, etc.), and replaces its
remaining model query bag with sequence (so far, the fact that bag is replaced
rather than abandoned is not reected in the specication). Interpreting the
modify clause of wipe_out in the context of CONTAINER gives it permission to
modify all attributes of Current that are not among CONTAINER's model queries,
and thus it does not give the clients of STACK any guarantees about its new
model queries.
To support the desired semantics of abstract frames, we introduce the
notion of at model queries of a class C , fmq(C), which include
model queries
S
declared in C and all its ancestors: fmq(C) = mq(C) ∪ P ∈parents(C) fmq(P ).
By denition, the set of at model queries can only grow with inheritance:
fmq(A) ⊆ fmq(B) whenever B inherits from A.
Next, we rene case 1 in the above denition of modify model [m1 , . . . , mn ] s
as follows: o  a can be modied if o ∈ s and either a is one of m1 , . . . , mn , or
a is not among the at model queries declared in the static type of o. Now,
instead of interpreting the frame specication in the context of a parent class
A, where it is written, we can interpret it in the child class B , where it is
used; in particular, if o is Current, its static type inside B is B , and thus
the interpretation of the abstract frame automatically shrinks, excluding all
newly introduced model queries of B . This semantics of abstract frames is
consistent with subtyping, and works well when a child class introduces independent model queries; unfortunately, it is overly restrictive when parent's
model queries are replaced. For example, this semantics would prevent the
version of wipe_out in STACK from modifying sequence.
To address this problem, AutoProof allows additional modify model clauses
in routine redenitions, with the eect of adding new locations to the inherited frame. The soundness requirement gives rise to a proof obligation that
the new set of locations be a subset of the original frame, as seen by the
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parent. Eectively, this allows the child class to prevent the inherited frame
from shrinking too much, while still abiding by the promise given to the
clients of the parent. In line with the the rest of the methodology, the check
is semantic, which oers maximum exibility.
As an illustration of this mechanism, we can extend the inherited frame of
wipe_out in class STACK by adding a clause modify model [sequence] Current. This
will allow the implementation of wipe_out to modify sequence, while generating a proof obligation that Current  sequence is contained in the write set of
CONTAINER's wipe_out (which is true, since sequence ∈
/ fmq(CONTAINER)).
To further reduce the annotation overhead in a common case of replacing
parent's model query, AutoProof provides the following shortcut: annotating
a child's model query m with replace m0 will automatically add m to all
inherited abstract frames that mention m0 (even if the enclosing routine is
not redened). The soundness proof obligation in this case is reduced to a
simple static check that m ∈
/ fmq(P ), for any parent class P , which implies
that m could not be excluded by any inherited abstract frame. In terms of our
motivating example, it is enough to equip sequence with a clause replace bag
to achieve the desired framing for routine wipe_out.
As a side-eect of abstract framing, it is not sucient anymore to re-verify
an inherited routine r only if it wraps the Current object, since r might call
another routine s, which has been redened and given a larger frame. This
issue can be avoided by abandoning arbitrary frame redenitions in favor of
the replace mechanism; this, however, goes against the semantic nature of the
rest of the verication methodology. At the moment, AutoProof re-veries
all inherited routines, which seems to work reasonably well in practice.

6.4 Experimental Evaluation
We added the support for modelsmost notably, abstract framingto AutoProof, and used it to verify the core of the EielBase2 container library
(see Chapter 2). For each veried class of EielBase2, in addition to the interface specications written earlier, we had to provide auxiliary annotations
connecting the class model to its concrete state, and describing object structures according to the semantic collaboration methodology. The annotated
source code is available from the verified directory in the repository [40].
The library verication eort is still ongoing. To date, 17 out of the 61
container library classes (28%) have been veried. These numbers include
widely used data structures, such as LINKED_LIST, together with their iterators,
as well as various deferred classes at top levels of abstraction.
For each of the veried classes, Tab. 6.1 lists its total size; the num-
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Table 6.1: EielBase2 verication results.

Class

CONTAINER
INPUT_STREAM
OUTPUT_STREAM
ITERATOR
MAP
MAP_ITERATOR
SEQUENCE
SEQUENCE_ITERATOR
MUTABLE_SEQUENCE
IO_ITERATOR
MUTABLE_SEQUENCE_ITERATOR
LIST
LIST_ITERATOR
CELL
LINKABLE
LINKED_LIST
LINKED_LIST_ITERATOR
Total

Size
Tokens
LOC Exec Spec
136

140

294

74

49

157

102

111

286

spec
exec

2.1

Routines Time
Exec Spec
(sec)

3

1

4.6

3.2

1

0

3.8

397

3.6

2

0

4.4

212

723

3.4

5

0

5.6

74

72

168

2.3

3

1

5.0

57

54

157

2.9

5

0

5.9

241

224

905

4.0

11

2

8.5

54

95

47

0.5

7

0

6.9

239

352

1'169

3.3

19

0

19.8

67

54

169

3.1

9

0

8.9

44

54

47

0.9

9

2

11.8

418

347

1'719

5.0

22

5

57.6

133

80

745

9.3

10

0

13.7

27

32

16

0.5

1

0

4.6

35

46

28

0.6

2

0

5.5

734

970

2'890

3.0

38

11

210.1

574

558

1'507

2.7

34

1

114.5

3'295

3'450

11'138

3.2

181

23

491.2

ber of tokens in executable code and specications, and the annotation
overhead as their ratio; the number of executable and specication routines veried; and the verication time in AutoProof. Specication routines
are logic functions, lemma procedures, and procedures added specically for
modifying ghost state. Since AutoProof re-veries inherited features, the
routine count and the verications times correspond to attened versions
of classes.
The average annotation overhead is 3.2, which is consistent with our previous experience with AutoProof (see Chapter 5). The highest overhead
corresponds to deferred classes with complex specications and little or no
executable code (such as LIST and LIST_ITERATOR). This, however, pays o in
their descendants (such as LINKED_LIST and LINKED_LIST_ITERATOR), which provide the routine implementations, while reusing the inherited specication
to a large extent; the payo is particularly signicant if a deferred class
has multiple implementations. Our specications make extensive use of the
ownership features of the invariant methodology, and rely on its collaboration features to implement iterators. Verifying all 17 classes with AutoProof
takes under 9 minutes.
The main limitation of the eort at the moment is due to insucient
support for agents in AutoProof, which hinders the verication of higherorder routines, as well as classes that rely on agents to encode equivalence
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and order relations on their elements (instead, we verify simplied versions
of such classes without agents). Integrating complete support for agents
into AutoProof and verifying the corresponding parts of EielBase2 are both
parts of future work.

6.5 Related Work
This section reviews previous work in three areas, corresponding to the three
challenges addressed in this chapter: encoding of model classes, encoding of
model queries, and abstraction techniques for framing.
Model classes. The technique of mapping model classes directly to
theories of the underlying reasoning engine was pioneered in JML [23, 69,
70]. Darvas and Müller [33] propose a exible notation for specifying such
mappings inside model classes. Their notation inspired AutoProof's maps_to
clauses, but, to our knowledge, it was not implemented in an auto-active verier and did not target tight integration of model classes into the specication
language, which is a contribution of the present work.
Dening semantics of model classes is listed among the specication challenges in [70]. One direction of previous work explores the relation between
the representation of model classes in the source language and their encoding in the reasoning engine. For example, the technique by Darvas and
Müller [33, 34] allows one to prove that the encoding of a model class is
consistent with its contracts. The present work is not concerned with contracts of model classes, and considers it acceptable to relay their semantics to
programmers informally. A more pressing issue is verifying that the implementation of a model class, used for runtime checking, is consistent with its
Boogie encoding. Apart from ensuring that static and dynamic verication
techniques always produce the same results, this might uncover unsound axioms in our Boogie theories (in contrast, Darvas and Müller assume that the
background theories are consistent). We leave verication of model classes
to future work.
Model queries. A lot of related work studies the semantics of model
variables (or model elds )a specication construct present in JML [21, 24]
and other notations [72, 91]. A model variable has the appearance of a
variable to clients, but its value is dened by a constraint (for example,
using JML's represents clause), and need not be explicitly updated.
Early verication techniques for model variables [72, 17] suered from
a number of soundness and modularity issues, mentioned in Sect. 6.3.2.
Leino and Müller [78] propose an approach that addresses those issues in
the context of the Boogie methodology (see Sect. 5.3) by encoding model
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variables as attributes and automatically updating them whenever the enclosing object is being wrapped, to avoid bookkeeping. In order to detect
unsatisable constraints, they require the reasoning engine to come up with
a concrete solution, which unfortunately is not practical for nontrivial constraints. The present work encodes model queries as regular attributes, and
uses a simple heuristic to reduce the bookkeeping overhead in simple cases,
without jeopardizing automated reasoning in general. As an additional benet, our straightforward encoding does not require any special syntax (such
as represents clauses) or admissibility rules; in particular, the denition of a
valid model variable constraint proposed in [78] is subsumed by our invariant
admissibility.

Abstract Framing.

Abstraction techniques for specifying heap topologies and frames are the focus of a whole area of verication research; they
appear as a specications challenge in [70], while the most prominent existing solutions are surveyed in detail in [50]. One family of solutions, which
includes dynamic frames [60, 74] and region logic [6], represents frames explicitly, using specication expressions of type set of objects or set of locations; in this case, regular abstraction mechanisms, such as, logic functions,
pure methods, or ghost variables maybe be used to make frame representations abstract. Another family of solutions, represented by separation
logic [107, 99] and implicit dynamic frames [116, 79], uses specialized logics, where each specication expression is implicitly associated with a set of
locations; abstraction is achieved through logic functions (in particular, predicates). Finally, ownership-based techniques oer a specialized abstraction
mechanism for frames: closure under ownership domains (see Sect. 5.4.1).
The goal of any framing methodology is to provide a concise notation for
describing unbounded sets of locations (normally made up by a xed set of
attributes of an unbounded set of objects). Some notations (e.g. Dafny [74])
only support the level of granularity of a whole object, which already goes
a long way, since the intra-object structure is nite and can be specied by
other means. At the same time, most approaches to framing can incorporate
partial objects seamlessly: for example, in dynamic frames, sets of locations
can be treated as rst-class objects [117, 115], while separation logic and
implicit dynamic frames use individual locations in the interpretation of their
predicates.
The present work follows a dierent path, of separating frame descriptions
into the object dimension (expressed using a combination of dynamic frames
and ownership), and the attribute dimension (represented via xed lists).
To achieve abstraction for the latter dimension, we propose listing model
queries instead of concrete attributes, which integrates well with the rest
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of the model-based specication methodology. A similar technique is used
in JML [24], which allows model variables in assignable clauses. Each such
model variables is associated with a data group, inferred from its represents
clause. Thus JML's abstract frames are more restrictive than ours: they
only allow changing concrete locations that are part of the representation of
listed model variables, while AutoProof does not restrict updates to concrete
locations. In our experimental evaluation we did not encounter examples
that would benet from the more restrictive semantics; thus we opted for the
simpler interpretation.

6.6 Summary and Future Work
This chapter presented an extension of our basic verication methodology
with support for models. The extension combines a exible mechanism for
seamless integration of new mathematical constructs into the specication
language, a simple yet relatively concise encoding of model queries, and a
data abstraction technique for frame specications, which is natural to use
in model-based contracts. We implemented all three features as part of the
AutoProof verier, and used it to prove correctness of a signicant subset
of the EielBase2 library, which serves as evidence of the feasibility and
usefulness of the proposed techniques.
One direction of future work is nishing the verication of EielBase2,
which, as discussed above, requires further extending AutoProof with support
for agents. Another direction is verifying model classes, that is, checking consistency of their implementations and their Boogie encoding. A possible approach is to associate with each model class M a single model query (of type M),
and use it to express postconditions of M's routines, which can then be veried
in the usual way. For example, the class MML_SET [G] can be implicitly equipped
with a model query set: MML_SET [G], and every routine r of the class can be
automatically supplied with a postcondition Result.set = JrK(Current.set),
where JrK is the Boogie function prescribed by r's maps_to clause. MML_SET
is implemented using EielBase2 arrays, which in turn are equipped with
model-based contracts, expressed in terms of a model query map; after adding
set = array.map.range to the class invariant, we can proceed with verication of
MML_SET as if it were a regular container class.

Chapter 7
Debugging Failed Verification
Attempts
Practical methodologies, like the one proposed in Chapters 5 and 6, are
necessary but insucient to make deductive verication usable. This chapter
tackles another crucial aspect of the verication process: understanding and
debugging failed proof attempts.

7.1 Introduction
One of the biggest remaining obstacles to usable program verication is understanding failed proof attempts [76]. Deductive verication techniques
such as those discussed in Chapters 5 and 6are necessarily incomplete,
since they target undecidable problems. Incompleteness implies that program veriers are best eort: when they fail, it is no conclusive evidence
of error. It may as well be that the specication is sound but insucient to
prove the implementation correct; for example, a loop invariant may be too
weak to establish the postcondition. Even leaving the issue of incomplete
specications aside, the feedback provided by failed verication attempts is
often of little use to understand the ultimate source of failure. A typical
error message states that some executions might violate a certain assertion
but, without concrete input values that trigger the violation, it is dicult
to understand which parts of the programs should be adjusted. And even
when verication is successful, it would still be useful to have sanity checks
in the form of concrete executions, to increase condence that the written
specication is not only consistent but suciently detailed to capture the
intended program behavior.
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Dynamic verication techniques are natural candidates to address these
shortcomings of static program proving, since they can provide concrete executions that conclusively show errors and help narrow down probable causes.
For example, a concrete execution of a loop that violates its invariant but satises its postcondition shows that the invariant must be xed, while increasing our condence that the implementation is correct. Traditional dynamic
techniques based on testing are, however, poor matches to the capabilities of
static provers. Testing, at best, targets lightweight executable specications,
such as contracts. Program provers, in contrast, work with very expressive specication and implementation languages supporting features such as
nondeterminism, unbounded quantication, innitary structures (sets, sequences, etc.), and complex rst- or even higher-order axioms; none of these
is executable in the traditional sense. As we argue in Sect. 7.2, however, even
relatively simple programs may require such complex specications. Program provers also support modular verication, where suciently detailed
specications of modules or routines are used in lieu of missing or incomplete implementations; this is another scenario where runtime techniques fall
short because they require complete implementations.
In this chapter, we propose a technique to generate executions of programs
annotated with complex specications using features commonly supported
by program provers: nondeterminism, unbounded quantication, partial implementations, etc. The technique combines symbolic execution with SMT
constraint solving to generate small and readable test cases that expose errors
(failing executions) or validate specications (passing executions).
The proposed approach supports executing both imperative and declarative program elements, which accommodates the implementation semantics
of loops and procedure calls, dened by their bodies, as well as their specication semantics, used in modular verication, where the eect of a procedure
call is dened solely by the procedure's pre- and postcondition and the effect of a loop by its invariant. The implementation semantics is useful to
discriminate between inconsistent and incomplete specications; while the
specication semantics makes it possible to generate executions in the presence of partial implementations, as well as to expose spurious executions
permitted by incomplete specications.
Existing static and dynamic symbolic execution techniques are not directly applicable to programs we target, since path constraints in such programs include unbounded quantication and other complex specication constructs, listed above. An attempt to solve such constraints directly, without
additional guidance in the form of quantier instantiation heuristics, often
leads to the solver getting bogged down. Our technique simplies the constraints passed to the SMT solver, instantiating quantiers and unrolling
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recursive denitions, targeting the values required for a particular symbolic
execution. The simplication greatly improves the predictability of test
case generation. Combined with model minimization techniques, it produces
shortoften minimal-lengthexecutions that are quite easy to read. While
constraint simplication might also produce false positives (infeasible executions), the evaluation of Sect. 7.5 shows that this rarely happens in practice:
the small risk amply pays o by producing easy-to-understand executions,
symptomatic of the rough patches in the implementation or specication
that require further attention. We also identify a subset of the annotation
language for which no infeasible executions are generated.
We implemented our technique for the Boogie intermediate verication
language, used as back-end of AutoProof, introduced in previous chapters,
as well as numerous other program veriers [29, 74, 75]. Working atop an
intermediate language opens up the possibility of reusing the tool with multiple high-level languages and veriers that already translate to Boogie. It
also ensures that our technique is suciently general: Boogie is a small yet
very expressive language (including both specication and imperative constructs), designed to support translations of disparate notations with their
own supporting methodologies. Our implementation is available as a tool
called Boogaloo, available for download [15] and through a web interface [31].
For simplicity, hereafter we will use Boogaloo to denote the execution generation technique as well as its implementation, and will employ the selfexplanatory Boogie syntax in the examples.

7.2 A Motivating Example
We give a concise overview of the capabilities of Boogaloo using a simple verication example: nding the maximum element in an integer array.1 Fig. 7.1
shows a Boogie procedure Max, which inputs an integer N, denoting the array
size, and a map2 a that represents the array elements a[0], . . ., a[N−1]; it returns
an integer max for a's maximum. The procedure includes specication in the
form of two postconditions (ensures), formalizing the denition of maximum:
max should be no smaller than any element of a (line 2); and it should be an
element of a (line 3).
What happens if we try to verify procedure Max, as shown in Fig. 7.1,
using Boogie? Verication fails with a vague error message ( Postconditions
on lines 2 and 3 might not hold.) which is inconclusive and of little help to
1 The tool output messages in this section are abridged without sacricing the gist of
the original.

2 In general, maps have an innite domain in Boogie.
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3

procedure Max(N : int, a : [int] int) returns (max : int)
ensures (∀ j : int • 0 ≤j ∧j < N =⇒a[j] ≤max);
ensures (∃ j : int • 0 ≤j ∧j < N ∧a[j] =max);

4

{

1
2

var i : int;
i :=0;
max :=0;
while (i < N) {
if (a[i] > max) { max
i :=i + 1;

5
6
7
8
9
10

}

}

11
12

:=a[i];

}

Figure 7.1: Boogie procedure Max that nds the maximum element in an
array. Both the specication and the implementation contain errors, and no
loop invariant is provided.
understand the source of failure. Rather, running Boogaloo on the same input
generates concrete inputs that make the program fail; we get the message
 Postcondition on line 3 violated with N -> 0, a -> [], max -> 0, which clearly
singles out a problem with Max: the maximum of an empty array is undened.
We can formalize the intuition that Max is undened for empty arrays as
the precondition requires N > 0. Boogie's output, however, does not change if
we add this precondition: it still cannot establish either postcondition since
it would need a loop invariant to reason about loopsno matter how simple
they are. Instead, running Boogaloo on Max annotated with the precondition
shows another input that triggers a failure:  Postcondition on line 3 violated
with N -> 1, a -> [0 -> -1], max -> 0. This time the problem is with the implementation rather than the specication: when a contains a single negative
value, initializing max to 0 (line 7) does not work. With this concise concrete counterexample, it is easy to understand that the same problem occurs
with any array containing only negative elements. Designing a correction
is also routine: we change the initialization on line 7 to max :=a[0], which is
well-dened thanks to the precondition N > 0.
We can see that the modied programincluding precondition and new
initialization of maxis nally correct. However, Boogie's behavior on it
does not change at all: without a loop invariant, it still fails to prove either
postcondition. Boogaloo, in contrast, can generate a number of test cases
(1024 by default, which takes just a few seconds with the running example
on standard desktop hardware) and successfully check all of them against
the specication. While this still falls short of a formal correctness proof, it
provides evidence that the program is indeed correct, and that all we have
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to do is strengthen the specication by adding a suitable loop invariant.
While we selected a simple example which can be briey presented, we
were able to demonstrate, in a nutshell, several fundamental issues of working with static program veriers such as Boogie, and how Boogaloo can
complement their weaknesses. Specically, Boogaloo's capabilities to provide concrete inputs that show errors or amass evidence for correctness; and
to work with the same programs used for verication including elements such
as rst-order quantication (lines 2 and 3), but without requiring specications at all costs (a loop invariant). Another distinguishing, and practically
crucial, feature of Boogaloo is that it produces small (often minimal) tests:
in the example, the smallest arrays and the smallest integer values exposing
faults and discrepancies.

7.2.1 Comparison with other approaches
To further demonstrate the unique features of Boogaloo, let us consider the
behavior of other approaches to complementing static program verication
on the same example of procedure Max.
Assuming Max were a Boogie encoding produced from some high-level
programming language, we could use standard testing tools on the source
program to generate concrete inputs and discover failures. One problem is
that rst-order quantications (and other features used by Boogie) are inexpressible using the simple Boolean expressions of standard programming
languages. While the quantications used in Max are bounded, and hence
expressible using executable constructs such as nite iterations over arrays
or list comprehensions, getting rid of quantiers and other non-executable
constructs is neither possible nor desirable in general. As soon as we look
at examples more complex than Max, we need to express abstract properties
potentially involving innitely many elements, such as for framing and for
reasoning about unbounded sequences of pointers to heap-allocated data.
Even in an example as simple as sorting, if a sorting procedure takes a
function pointer as argument to denote the comparison function, we need
to express that it encodes a total ordersomething involving quantication
over a potentially unbounded domain. More generally, we designed Boogaloo to work with the same proof-oriented annotated programs used by static
veriers, which involve features dicult to execute and normally not found
in high-level programming languages.
Another option to debug Max is using the Boogie Verication Debugger
(BVD [46]), which extracts concrete counterexamples from failed verication
attempts. The relevance of such counterexamples is, however, limited in the
presence of loops and procedure calls with incomplete specications. On
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as in Fig. 7.1, BVD returns the assignment  N = 1, a = [], max = -900;
after adding N > 0 as precondition, it returns  N = 797, a = [], max = -900; after xing the implementation, it returns  N = 797, a = [0 -> -901], max = -901.
These examples fail to point out the two errors in Max, because according
to modular reasoning [73] and in the absence of an invariant, any loop is
equivalent to assigning arbitrary values to program variables. While BVD's
modular semantics helps debug incompleteness in specications, it also enforces an all-or-nothing development style, where developers rst have to
get right the most complicated part (the invariants), before they can proceed
with debugging the rest of the program. This lack of incrementality is what
makes modular verication so hard in the rst place.
It is possible to make Boogie use loop and procedure bodies instead of
their specication by unrolling loops and inlining procedures U times, for
a given U ≥ 0. With unrolling, BVD nds counterexamples for executions
where N ≤ U , and in particular the same counterexamples constructed by
Boogaloo. The approach, however, has its limitations. First, unrolling and
inlining require users to guess a suitable U ; since all longer executions are
ignored, verication vacuously succeeds when the shortest counterexample
requires > U iterations or nested calls, without providing any concrete feedback. Second, unrolling of complex loops and inlining of recursive procedures
scale poorly, as they consist of literally rewriting the code U times; Boogaloo,
in contrast, uses symbolic execution techniques, which are less likely to incur
blow up. Building a debugger on top of the Boogie verier also means that it
cannot generate passing executions (Boogie does not produce a model in case
verication succeeds) and cannot help when the theorem prover gets bogged
down. In contrast, Boogaloo uses simpler verication conditions, designed
for predictable generation and readability of counter examples as opposed to
sound proofs.

Max

7.3 A Runtime Semantics of Boogie Programs
This section describes the syntax of Boogaloo programs (Sect. 7.3.1) and
their operational semantics (Sect. 7.3.2). We use the following notation:
Z is the set of mathematical integers; and B is the set {>, ⊥} of Boolean
values. A map m is a mathematical function from a domain D1 × · · · × Dn ,
for n > 0, to a codomain D0 ; square brackets denote map applications.
Whenever convenient, we see m as a set of (n + 1)-tuples: m ⊂ D1 × · · · ×
Dn × D0 such that (d1 , . . . , dn , d0 ) ∈ m i m[d1 , . . . , dn ] = d0 . dom(m)
and rng(m) denote the domain and range of m; m is total if dom(m) =
D1 × · · · × Dn , and nite if |dom(m)| ∈ Z; m[d1 , . . . , dn 7→ d] denotes a
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map m0 identical to m except that m0 [d1 , . . . , dn ] = d. We overload this
notation to denote variable substitution: if e, y1 , . . . , yn are expressions, and
x1 , . . . , xn , are distinct variable names, e[x1 , . . . , xn 7→ y1 , . . . yn ] denotes e
with all occurrences of xk replaced by yk , for k = 1, . . . , n.

7.3.1 Input Language
Boogaloo desugars generic Boogie programs [73] into the simpler language
described in Fig. 7.2. Programs P are lists of declarations D, whose order is immaterial. Declarations include uninterpreted types, global variables,
and procedures with input parameters, output parameters (returns), global
variables the procedure may modify (modifies clause), and body (between
braces). Procedure bodies consist of local variable declarations followed by a
list of labeled statements S . The latter include sequential composition, regular and nondeterministic assignment (:= and havoc, possibly in parallel to
multiple variables), procedure call, assume, nondeterministic goto a set of label identiers, and abrupt return to the caller procedure, as well as directives
R described shortly. Expressions must be properly typed as booleans, int
egers, maps [T1 , . . . , Tn ]T0 from arbitrary domain (T1 , . . . , Tn ) and codomain
T0 types, and user-dened uninterpreted types3 . Expressions E include literal constants C , variables V , map applications m[t1 , . . . , tn ], map updates
m[t1 , . . . , tn := t], old expressions which refer to the value of an expression
when the procedure was entered, plus the usual applications of unary operators UOp , binary operators BOp , a ternary if/then/else operator, and
quantications and lambda expressions QOp .
The directives halt, abort, and pick are Boogaloo-specic and characterize symbolic executions: halt terminates the current execution with success
(marking passing executions); abort also terminates the current execution
but with error (marking failing executions); pick forces the interpreter to resolve nondeterminism by trying to build a concrete state out of the current
symbolic constraints. Boogaloo automatically inserts a halt at the end of
every control path in the input program; and uses abort to desugar assert
statements as follows. A Boogie statement assert B, where B is a Boolean expression, indicates that B must hold in every correct execution reaching the
statement; assume B, on the other hand, indicates that only executions where
B holds upon reaching the assume are feasible. Therefore, Boogaloo expresses
the semantics of assert B using assume, abort, and nondeterministic choice as
follows:
3 While Boogaloo supports Boogie's type constructors with arguments, as well as type
parameters in procedures and maps, we do not include them in the discussion for simplicity.
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P
D

S
R
T
E
V
C
UOp
BOp
QOp

::= D∗
::= type tid | var V : T
| procedure pid ( hV : T i∗ ) returns ( hV : T i∗ ) modifies (V ∗ )
h{ hV : T i∗ hlid : Si∗ }i?
::= S ; S | havoc V + | V + := E + | call V ∗ := pid (E + )
| assume E | goto lid + | return | R
::= halt | abort | pick
::= bool | int | [ T + ] T | tid
::= C | V | E [ E + ] | E [ E + := E ] | old E
| UOp E | E BOp E | if E then E else E | QOp hV : T i+ • E
::= vid
::= false | true | 0 | 1 | 2 | · · ·
::= − | ¬
::= + | − | · · · | < | ≤ |=| · · · | ∧ | ∨ | · · ·
::= ∃ | ∀ | λ

Figure 7.2: Desugared language supported by Boogaloo, consisting of programs P , declarations D, statements S , types T , and expressions E . Angular
brackets h i are part of the grammar metalanguage, used to mark optional
(?) or repeated (∗, +) expressions.
goto T, F;
F : assume ¬B; abort;
T : assume B;

Boogaloo also injects a pick statement right before every halt and abort, so
that every terminating execution gets a concrete state. Boogaloo automatically instruments programs with the directives R, based on dierent strategies (see Sect. 7.5) so that one can use Boogie programs without additional
annotations.
The rest of the desugaring of Boogie into the language of Fig. 7.2 is fairly
standard. We rewrite function declarations function f(T1 , . . . , Tn ) returns(T0 )
into constants const f : [T1 , . . . , Tn ] T0 of map type, and express the corresponding function denitions as axioms. In turn, we express axioms and
other specication constructswhere clauses (used to constrain the values of
uninitialized variables), pre- and post-conditions, and loop invariantsusing
assume and assert reecting the standard semantics. We replace constants
with variables. Finally, we transform procedure bodies into sets of basic
blocks (labeled sequential blocks of code that end with a return or goto) using standard techniques [73]. For example, the Boogie loop at lines 811 in
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Fig. 7.1 roughly becomes:

goto done, body;

:
thn :
els :
inc :
done :

body

assume i < N; goto thn, els;
assume a[i] > max; max
assume
i

:=i

¬(a[i]

+ 1;

assume

¬(i

>

:=a[i]; goto inc;

max); goto inc;

goto done, body;
<

N);

7.3.2 Runtime Operational Semantics
We now describe an operational semantics for the language in Fig. 7.2. The
presentation focuses on the most interesting aspects while omitting standard
details.
Let us start with an informal overview of the basic concepts. The operational semantics describes the eect, on the symbolic state, of executing
statements. The symbolic state associates symbolic values to program variables in scope. Executing some statements may involve enforcing constraints
between symbolic values; the most obvious example is that of assume P: the
symbolic values associated with variables mentioned in P must satisfy P in
every computation that continues after the statement. Therefore, the symbolic state includes constraints which are updated as execution progresses.
Finally, pick directives select concrete values that satisfy the current constraints; executions continue after pick with the selected concrete state components replacing the corresponding symbolic state components (but subsequent statements will be executed symbolically until the next pick). In this
sense, symbolic executions are speculative, in that the constraints may not
have a solution (infeasible executions), and nondeterministic, in that the constraints may have more than one solution (multiple feasible executions); pick
forces the interpreter to resolve nondeterministic choice before continuing.
Another source of nondeterminism comes from executing gotos with multiple labels; such choices are resolved immediately, resulting in explicit path
enumeration. Since Boogaloo injects pick statements at every terminating
location, it can provide concrete input and output values for every feasible
execution, while still availing of symbolic representation to limit the combinatorial explosion introduced by the inherently nondeterministic nature of
specications.
The main source of complexity in executing Boogie programs lies in solving constraints, in particular when they involve universal quantiers and un-
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interpreted maps with innite domains. Even though state-of-the-art SMT
solvers can decide satisability of quantied formulas in many practical cases,
they can hardly generate readable natural innite models. In light of these
diculties, we drop Boogie's standard interpretationwhere all maps are
totaland replace it with a nitary interpretation where maps have nite
domains. Finite, small instances are sucient to expose errors and inconsistencies in most programs; Alloy's techniques are based on a similar small
scope hypothesis [55]. We also treat universally quantied constraints in a
special way: the pick directive nitizes them, that is turns them into simpler
quantier-free constraints. Finitization is in general unsound, but Sect. 7.5
demonstrates that the precision loss is normally acceptable, especially if the
goal is nding inconsistencies and errors.
Concrete values. Each Boogie type corresponds to a set of concrete
values: bool corresponds to B, int corresponds to Z; each user-dened type U
corresponds to a countable uninterpreted set U ; each map type [T1 , . . . , Tn ] T0
corresponds to the set of all nite maps from T1 × · · · × Tn to T0 , where Tk is
the set of concrete values of type Tk , for k = 0, . . . , n. K denotes the union
of all concrete value sets.
Symbolic values. The set of symbolic values Σ is dened as:

Σ ::= K | L | UOp Σ | Σ BOp Σ | if Σ then Σ else Σ ,
where K is the set of concrete values dened above; unary UOp and binary
BOp operators are dened in Fig. 7.2, and L denotes a set of logical variables
of the same types as the concrete values. A logical variable ` of type T corresponds to a symbolic placeholder (a promise) for a concrete value of type T .
To represent quantiers in constraints, we also introduce a set of universal
symbolic values Σ∀ ::= ∀ hV : T i+ • ΣV , where ΣV is a symbolic value, except
it can also include bound variables V . Given a set X of expressions, LV(X)
is the set of all logical variables appearing in X .
Symbolic states. A symbolic state (environment) is a tuple

E = hσ, λ, µ, κ, υ, τ i,
where the store σ : V → Σ maps variables to symbolic values; the logical
store λ : L → K maps scalar logical variables to concrete values; the map
store µ : L → (Σ∗ → Σ) maps map logical variables to symbolic maps;
κ ⊂ Σ is a nite set of simple state constraints ; υ ⊂ Σ∀ is a nite set of
universal state constraints ; and τ is one of G, 3, 7, denoting an intermediate
state (G), or the nal state of a passing (3) or failing (7) execution. The
map store associates logical variables of map type to symbolic maps : nite
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x• ~
x 6= ~a1 ⇒ `[~
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` is fresh

0

Jλ ~
x• eK E=E `

JeK E=E1 e1
σ1 (~
x) = ~
`1
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x• `[~
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7 ~
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`
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~
~
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y , `)}, µ2 , υ2 ∪ {∀~
y • q2 [` 7→ ~
y ]}i

Skolem[Q1 x1 · · · Qn xn • q] E=E1
0

JQ1 x1 · · · Qn xn • qK E=E >
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∀ ~y• q1

e 1 x1 · · · Q
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JQ

0

¬ qK E=E >
0
JQ1 x1 · · · Qn xn • qK E=E ⊥

Figure 7.3: Symbolic evaluation (signicant cases).
maps whose domain and range are in Σ; symbolic maps extend their nite
domains as execution progresses; pick concretizes their domain and range,
turning symbolic maps into concrete ones.
Expression evaluation. Let E denote the set of all expressions dened
by E in Fig. 7.2 but whose atoms range over C ∪ V ∪ L (i.e., including logical
variables L). The evaluation of an expression e ∈ E in an environment E is
0
a symbolic value in Σ. We use the notation: JeK E=E e0 to denote that e ∈ E
evaluates in E to e0 ∈ Σ. As we detail shortly, evaluating an expression may
change the environment; correspondingly, E 0 denotes the updated environment, whose components are written hσ 0 , λ0 , µ0 , κ0 , υ 0 , τ 0 i. When convenient,
we extend this notation to sequences ~e = e1 , . . . , en of expressions, evalu0
0
ated one after another as follows: J~eK E=E ~e0 i Jek K Ek=Ek e0k for k = 1, . . . , n,
Ek0 = Ek+1 for k = 1, . . . , n − 1, and ~e0 = e01 , . . . , e0n . Fig. 7.3 shows the evaluation rules for the most interesting expression kinds. Since evaluation does
not change the λ, κ, and τ environment components, Fig. 7.3 omits them.
Also notice that evaluating a symbolic value never changes the environment,
and every concrete value evaluates to itself.
Rules log-in and log-out describe the simple cases of evaluating a
logical variable `: if λ[`] is dened, it yields `'s evaluation; otherwise, `
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evaluates to itself.
Rules var-in and var-out describe the evaluation of a (program) variable v . If it has already been initialized, the evaluation of σ[v] gives its
symbolic value. Otherwise (var-out), such as when v enters the scope or
after executing havoc v , σ[v] gets initialized to a fresh logical variable `.
The rules for map selection are similar to those for variables but target
the map store µ: if a map selection has already been evaluated, its symbolic
value is returned (sel-in); otherwise, a fresh logical variable is generated and
stored in µ (sel-out).
Rules upd and lambda deal with evaluating expressions of map type for
updates and lambda abstractions. Both rules introduce a fresh map logical
variable and add to υ a universally quantied constraint that denes the map.
Thus, map expressions (variables, updates, and lambdas) always evaluate to
a logical variable; this justies using the evaluation `m of m as an index in µ
in the premises of sel-in, sel-out, and upd.
The rules for quantied expressions are non-deterministic. Consider an
expression Q = Q1 x1 · · · Qn xn • q in prenex normal form, where n > 0, Qk
is one of ∀ and ∃ for each k , and q is quantier-free. Rule quant-T evaluates Q to true and adds it to the universal constraints υ after the following
transformation. First, Q is Skolemized as ∀~y • q1 , where ~y is the subsequence
of x1 , . . . , xn including only those xk 's for which Qk is ∀; E1 is the environment after Skolemization, which contains fresh logical variables for the
Skolem functions introduced by the process. Evaluating q1 in E1 yields some
q2 where the bound variables ~y map to fresh logical variables ~`; after performing the substitution q 0 = q2 [~` 7→ ~y ], ∀~y • q 0 is added to υ . In the special
case where Q is purely existential, Skolemization yields a quantier-free formula, and the corresponding q2 is directly added to κ. Rule quant-F, which
evaluates Q to false, follows by duality (e
∀ denotes ∃, and e
∃ denotes ∀).
Procedure call semantics. The precise semantics of procedure calls
involves several details to support recursionmainly, maintaining a stack of
environments and correspondingly keeping track of scope. We overlook these
tedious aspects and focus on the gist of the semantics of a call to a generic
procedure P (before desugaring):
procedure P (~
a)returns (~o)requires

p

ensures

q

modifies(m
~)

h{B}i?

with formal input ~a and output ~o parameters, modied global variables m
~,
body B , and pre- and postcondition p and q . The desugaring of Sect. 7.3.1
turns pre- and postcondition into checks at the call site:
assert

p[~a 7→ ~u]; call ~v :=P(~u); assume q[~a, ~o 7→ ~u, ~v ];
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seq

τ =G
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E −I E1
E1 −J
E −I; J E 0
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E −return E 0
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τ =G
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E −goto x1 , . . . , xn
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E −assume P

E0

E0

0

JPK E=E p

hσ 0 , λ0 , µ0 , κ0 ∪ {p}, υ 0 , τ 0 i

havoc E −havoc v hσ \τ {(=vG, σ[v])}, λ, µ, κ, υ, τ i
assign E −v :=eτ =hσ[Gv 7→JeeK], =λ , µe , κ , υ , τ i
halt E −halt τ hσ,= Gλ, µ, κ, υ, 3i abort E −abort τ =hσ,Gλ, µ, κ, υ, 7i
E

0

pick

τ =G
E0

E0 0

0

0

0

0

0

κ0 = κ ∪ κµ ∪ Φ(υ)
dom(Λ) = {` ∈ LV(κ0 ) | ` is scalar}
V
0
0
= hσ, λ ∪ Λ, µ, ∅, υ, τ i
J κ0 K E =E >
E −pick

E0

Figure 7.4: Symbolic execution: operational semantics. All rules describe
transformations of a generic symbolic state E = hσ, λ, µ, κ, υ, τ i.
(For brevity, we do not discuss the handling of old expressions in postconditions.) It also generates a modied procedure body B 0 to reect the implementation or specication semantics, according to whether P has a body or
not: if B is dened, B 0 adds an assert q before each return statement in B ; if B
is not dened, B 0 consists of the single statement havoc ~o, m
~ (which, combined
with assuming the postcondition at the call site, renders the specication semantics). The eect of the call statement is then given by B 0 [~a 7→ ~u]@entry
where B 0 [~a 7→ ~u] is a shorthand for B 0 with actual arguments replaced for
formals and @entry denotes the basic block of statements at procedure P's
entry. Even though Boogaloo defaults to implementation semantics whenever a body is available, one can always switch to the specication semantics
for a particular procedure by commenting out its body.
Operational semantics. Fig. 7.4 describes the operational semantics
of statements other than procedure calls, using the notation E −S E 0 to
denote that executing statement S changes the environment E into E 0 . Rules
are applicable only if τ = G, that is if the computation has not terminated
yet; after rules halt or abort have changed τ to passing 3 or failing 7 no
rule is applicable and hence the computation terminates.
Rules seq for sequential composition, goto for branch, and return for
abrupt termination are standard, using the notation @caller to denote the
basic block beginning after the current call in the caller procedure. Rule
goto is clearly nondeterministic.
Rule assume adds the assumed Boolean formula to the set κ of state
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constraints. Rule havoc forgets the symbolic value of the variable v, as if
uninitialized. Rule assign updates the symbolic value in σ associated to the
assigned variable v.
The most interesting rule is pick, which details how pick concretizes
symbolic states. It extends κ into κ0 , adding map instance constraints
κµ = {m[~x] = y | (m, ~x, y) ∈ µ}, which express the information in µ about
symbolic maps; as well as nitized universal constraints Φ(υ).s It then picks
a solution Λ : L → K of κ0 : an assignment of concrete values to scalar logical
variables for which the conjunction of constraints in κ0 evaluates to true. It
nally adds the picked solution to λ and drops the solved constraints. The
rule is nondeterministic, as κ0 might have multiple solutions. When κ0 has
no solutions, the rule cannot apply and executions gets stuck at pick: we call
such executions infeasible. The rule is also agnostic with respect to the exact
method of solving simple constraints, as well as to the nitization mapping
Φ. To solve constraints, one can leverage an external constraint solver or
even a brute force enumeration; even if the solving process is unsound, one
can always evaluate κ0 in E 0 and discard solutions that do not simplify to >.
The only requirement on Φ : Σ∀ ∗ → Σ is that it is an over-approximation:
any valid solution of υ is also a solution of Φ(υ). In practice, Φ performs
quantier instantiation: it replaces a quantied formula ∀~x• q with a nite
set of quantier-free formulas {q[~x 7→ ~e] | e ∈ R}, for some nite set R of
relevant symbolic values. The challenge is to choose an R that is large
enough to describe all relevant values in the current environment, yet small
enough to produce constraints that can be solved eciently. Sect. 7.4 gives
more details about Boogaloo's nitization procedure.

Boogaloo vs. Boogie semantics.

How does the operational semantics
discussed in this section compare with the original Boogie semantics? For
this discussion, a semantics of a program P is a set of sequences of concrete
states, corresponding to its feasible terminating executions; a (concrete) state
C = hσ, τ i consists of a store σ (involving nitely many variables) and a
termination ag τ ∈ {G, 3, 7}. A state C is nitary if it involves only nite
maps: for all m ∈ dom(σ), |dom(σ[m])| is nite; otherwise, it is innitary. A
state CF nitizes another state C (written CF vF C ) i CF is nitary, τF = τ ,
dom(σF ) = dom(σ) and, for all map variables m ∈ dom(σ), σF [m] ⊆ σ[m].
A sequence e of states is nitary (innitary) if all its elements are nitary
(innitary); e nitizes another sequence e0 if every state of e nitizes the
corresponding state of e0 .
For a program P , I[P ] denotes the Boogie semantics dened in [73], which
is innitary since all maps are total (I is for innitary); and F[P ] denotes
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the nitary semantics of this chapter, where all maps have nite domains.4
Assuming perfect constraint-solving capabilities, the only aspect where F
may drop information w.r.t. I is in the rule pick, and more precisely in the
nitization mapping Φ. The requirement that Φ be an over-approximation
implies that every Boogie execution is nitized by some Boogaloo execution.
The converse does not hold in general: in particular, for some programs S ,
I[S] = ∅ but F[S] 6= ∅ contains executions (which we regard as spurious).
For example, the following program:
var a : [int] int;
assume (∀ i, j : int • i < j =⇒a[i] < a[j]);
assume a[0] =0 ∧a[1000] =1;

has no feasible executions in I , while the current implementation of Boogaloo
produces a passing execution where the quantied constraint is only instantiated for i = 0 and j = 1000. Sect. 7.5 demonstrates that such unsound executions are infrequent in practice, and, even when they occur, workarounds
are possible, for example forcing the evaluation on more points by accessing
them in a loop. Also, Boogaloo's implementation of Φ does not produces
spurious executions for programs where all quantied constraints are derived
from terminating recursive function denition (see Sect. 7.4).
There is an additional source of discrepancies between I and F , due to
the fact that Boogie always uses the specication semantics for loops and
procedure calls, while Boogaloo defaults to the implementation semantics,
which might contain fewer executions. This discrepancy between the two
semantics is a useful feature, which makes it possible to debug programs in
the presence of incomplete specications. The specication semantics is still
available on demand in Boogaloo: it is sucient to replace an imperative
construct with its specication.

7.4 Boogaloo: Implementation Details
This section presents some details of the Boogaloo toolour prototype implementation of the approach described in the previous sections. The tool
takes as input a Boogie source le and a procedure name as entry point, and
produces a set of feasible executions, characterized by their concrete initial
and nal states. Boogaloo is implemented in Haskell, and uses the SMT
solver Z3 [35] in the back-end.
Finitizing universal constraints. The choice of the nitization mapping Φ plays an important role. Our experiments suggest that the powerful
4 The soundness of desugaring implies that all feasible executions both in the Boogie
and in the Boogaloo semantics agree on being passing or failing.
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quantier instantiation strategies available in SMT solvers such as Z3 have
some downsides when applied to solve constraints generated by executing
Boogie programs, as their performance is unpredictable unless additional
user input (in the form of triggers) is provided. Instead, Boogaloo preprocesses constraints using a simple strategy, based on the observation that
universally quantied formulas are typically used to axiomatize uninterpreted
maps; since we are only interested in nitely many points (those stored in
µ), we just instantiate the bound variables at those points. Quantied constraints that do not contain map applications are simply ignored; the examples in Sect. 7.5 suggests that this nitization strategy is not too restrictive
on typical verication examples.
This is how Boogaloo implements Φ for a formula ∀~x• P (~x). For each
term m[~y ] in P such that ~y includes some bound variable (i.e., ~y ∩ ~x 6= ∅),
Boogaloo extracts a parametrized map constraint of the form (m, Q(~y , m[~y ])),
where Q is a subformula of P including the term, and ~y are the parameters
free in Q; if ~x 6⊆ ~y , then Q is itself quantied. For example, ∀i• a[i] >
i ∧ b[i, 0] = 1 generates two parametrized constraints: (a, a[i] > i) and (b, j =
0 =⇒ b[i, j] = 1); whereas ∀i, j • i < j =⇒ c[i] < c[j] generates a single
parametrized constraint with a quantier: (c, ∀j • i < j =⇒ c[i] < c[j]).
Boogaloo evaluates parametrized constraints for a given map store µ iteratively: pick an element p = (m, ~e, s) of µ, instantiate all parametrized
constraints for m with ~e and evaluate them, and mark p; repeat until all
elements of µ are marked. If a Q in a parametrized constraint (m, Q) contains quantiers, instantiating m triggers the generation of new parametrized
constraints from Q.
Since evaluating a parametrized constraint may add new points to µ,
termination of the evaluation procedure is not guaranteed in the presence
of recursive formulas, which generate constraints (m, Q(~y , m[~y ])) where Q
also contains applications of m to elements other than ~y . For example, an
axiomatization of the factorial function f as

f [0] = 1
∀i• i > 0 =⇒ f [i] = i · f [i − 1]
generates the constraint

q ≡ (f, i > 0 =⇒ f [i] = i · f [i − 1]).
If initially µ[f ] = {(`0 , `1 )}, evaluating q for i = `0 introduces a new map
application at `0 − 1, which then leads to an application at `0 − 2, and so on.
Boogaloo evaluates such recursive constraints using fair unrolling similarly to [122], based on the notion of guard: a parametrized constraint is
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guarded if has the form (m, G(~y) =⇒ B(~y)). When Boogaloo's iterative eval-

uation picks an element p = (m, ~e, s), it nondeterministically chooses a subset
D of all guarded constraints for m and disables them in the evaluation determined by p: for a parametrized constraint q = (m, G =⇒ B), it evaluates
the constraint ¬G if q ∈ D, and G ∧ B otherwise. For the right selection of
D, recursive denitions are disabled, so that they do not add new points to
µ and evaluation terminates. In the factorial example, there are two choices
for f [`0 ]: disabling or enabling the single guarded constraint. Disabling it
terminates the nitization process, producing an execution with `0 = 0; enabling the guarded constraints produces one iteration (for f [`0 − 1]), which
in turn recursively leads to the same two choices, and so on. Unlike [122],
which works only with function denitions and thus assumes that guards are
mutually exclusive and cover all cases, Boogaloo's fair enumeration applies
to guards of any form and constraints other than equality; it also provides an
option to limit the number of unrollings, because recursive constraints may
be not well-founded (a sucient condition for termination).

Nondeterminism.

There are four sources of nondeterminism in Boogaloo semantics: evaluation of quantied expressions (rules quant-T and
quant-F), gotos, and pickinvolving the disabling of guarded constraints in
Φ and constraint solving to select a solution Λ. Boogaloo enumerates nondeterministic choices using backtracking monads (e.g. [61]). The command-line
interface currently oers depth-rst and fair exploration strategies, but the
implementation can easily accommodate others parametrically.
When executing goto statements, the order in which labels are tried may
aect progress: if the rst chosen label leads back to the same statement,
execution gets stuck in an innite loop. To avoid this situation, Boogaloo
keeps track of how often each label was taken along the current execution
path, and always tries labels in ascending order of their frequencies (least
frequent rst). This strategy also has the nice eect of enumerating shorter
executions before longer ones in the long run. A similar strategy applies to
disabling parametrized constraints.
Since symbolic computation is speculative, it introduces the risk that
long computations are constructed only to realize, when solving the symbolic
constraints, that they are infeasible. This risk is mitigated by the enumeration technique, which produces short execution rst. Moreover, whenever
a constraint evaluates to the concrete value ⊥, the current execution path
is immediately aborted. This mitigates the overhead incurred by nondeterministic evaluation of quantied expressions: such expressions are likely to
occur inside assume statements, thus branches where they evaluate to false are
immediately abandoned.
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Additionally, Boogaloo transparently tests the satisability of the current
constraints κ at various points during an execution, and proceeds only if
the constraints are satisable; unlike pick which may enumerate multiple
solutions, a satisability check does not cause additional nondeterminism.
One can still explore the trade-o between few expensive symbolic executions
and many cheap concrete executions by adding pick directives at arbitrary
points.
Minimization. In addition to producing short executions rst, Boogaloo
also uses a minimization technique based on binary search (similar to the one
in [64]) in order to favor small integers for concrete values. In our experience,
this signicantly improves readability: for example, a constraint  x is positive
and divisible by 5 with minimization produces the most natural solution
x = 5 as rst witness.

7.5 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated Boogaloo on a choice of 15 examples from various sources5 .
Tab. 7.1 lists the programs and some data about them. The bulk of the
evaluation targets the verication of algorithms of various kinds, listed in the
top part of the table. For each of these problems, we constructed a correct
version equipped with consistent but generally incomplete specications, and
a buggy one, obtained by injecting implementation or specication errors.
We ran Boogaloo on both versions, with the goal of generating executions:
passing executions for the correct programs, and failing executions exposing
the bug for the buggy programs. The rest of the programs, in the bottom
part of Tab. 7.1, are examples of declarative programming, which exercise
Boogaloo's constraint solving capabilities to generate outputs satisfying given
properties, in the absence of imperative implementations. We now briey
mention the most interesting features of our examples, and summarize the
experimental results.
Verication. The majority of the programs in the top part of Tab. 7.1
are slightly adapted examples from the Boogie project repository6 , verication competitions [62], or previous work [43, 46]; they contain features that
exercise various aspects of the test-case generation process. Strong preconditions (such as an array being sorted in BinarySearch or being a permutation
in Invert) make generating valid executions challenging using standard testing enumeration techniques. Inlining (available in Boogie) scales poorly with
5 Available online at http://se.inf.ethz.ch/people/polikarpova/boogaloo/
6 http://boogie.codeplex.com/
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Table 7.1: Programs tested with Boogaloo
program
ArrayMax
ArraySum
BinarySearch
BubbleSort

features

see Sect. 7.2
recursive denition
complex precondition
complex postcond. and
invariants
DutchFlag
user-dened types [43]
Fibonacci
recursive procedure
Invert
complex pre- and postconditions
ListTraversal
heap model
ListInsert
see [46]
QuickSort
helper and recursive
procedures
QuickSort PI
partial implementation
TuringFactorial unstructured control
ow
Split
linear arithmetic [66]
SendMoreMoney xed-size array constraints [64]
Primes
recursive denition [64]
NQueens
variable-size array constraints

loc fun

annotations

time

A S

U R E I N

0
0
0
0

1
1
2
2

0
0
0
0

1
1
2
1

2
1
3
4

1
2
2
5

46
46
46
11

tΣ

bug
tC N

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.0
9.3 113.9

96
40
37

3 0 0
1 3 1
0 0 0

2 2 8 6 20 3.8
0 2 0 0 19 93.9
3 3 2 1 10 48.1

7.6
3.7
1.4

1 0.0 0.0
0 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 0.1

49
52
89

3 2 0
1 0 0
3 0 0

0 1 1 1 20 61.8
2.5
4.1
2 1 1 0 4 2.4
2 1 6 0 15 8.4 177.9

2 0.0 0.0
1 0.0 0.0
2 ∞ 0.1

79
37

3 0 0
1 2 5

2 2 9 0 4
0 1 1 0 21

2 0.1 ∞
3 0.0 0.0

22
36

0 0 0 0 1 3 0
1 0 0 15 0 0 0

31
37

2 0 0
2 1 0

42.1
0.2




0.0
0.3

0.0
0.3

0 0 2 0 8
3 0 0 0 15

0.2
1.2

0.9
31.8

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1

tC

0
1
1
1

0.2
0.2

0
1
0
2

tΣ

33
34
49
74

0.0
0.0
0.2
0.3

loc: lines of code, fun: number of specication functions,
annotations: number of annotations (axioms A, asserts S , assumes U , preconditions R, postcondi-

tions E , loop invariants I )
time: time to generate passing executions
bug: time to generate failing executions for the buggy version
(Times in seconds, rounded to the nearest integer: for a given input size N , time tΣ with fully
symbolic execution and tC with concretization. ∞ denotes a timeout of 180 seconds).

the recursive procedure calls of Fibonacci and QuickSort. The specications
of BinarySearch, BubbleSort, QuickSort, and Invert use nested universal
quantiers with bound variables mentioned in dierent predicates. QuickSort
PI (partial implementation) is a variant of QuickSort whose partitioning procedure has a complete pre- and postcondition but no implementation. This
may represent an intermediate development step where we want to validate
the overall logic of QuickSort before proceeding with implementing the partitioning procedure. Boogaloo simulates array partitioning based only on its
specicationsomething unachievable with traditional testing techniques.
The injected bugs are mostly o-by-one errors and missing preconditions,
both of which frequently occur in practice; the bugs in BinarySearch are
among those found in textbooks [105].
Declarative programming. The other four examples come from previous work on constraint programming and code synthesis [66, 64], and involve linear arithmetic, recursively dened functions, and quantication over
variable-sized arrays. Constraints are declared using assume statements or
procedures without implementation; Boogaloo generates program outputs
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satisfying the constraints.

Experimental results.

All problems in Tab. 7.1 but two include a
parameter N that denes the input size (the input array or list for most
problems). Column time displays the value of N used in the experiments;
and the time required to generate a passing execution with dierent concretization strategies: tΣ corresponds to fully symbolic executions where the
state is concretized only once after terminating; tC , instead, corresponds to
executions where the state is concretized before every jump statement. Column buggy displays the same time measures for the buggy programs; for
these, the value of N corresponds to the input size exposing the bug found
by Boogaloo (which is the smallest possible for all programs). In all experiments we imposed a timeout of 180 seconds, to reect the expectation to
use Boogaloo with good responsiveness; the value of N for passing executions was then chosen as the largest (among those tried) where neither the
symbolic (tΣ ) nor the concrete (tC ) strategy timed out.
Concretizing before jumping makes executions order-of-magnitude faster
for some problems, and order-of-magnitude slower for others. This strategy
may cause heavy backtracking when the constraints on a given logical variable are imposed incrementally, with one or more concretization points in
between, producing potentially lengthy combinatorial enumerations. When
constraints are local, on the other hand, it can speed things up by operating
on concrete values (for example, path exploration in a loop becomes deterministic if the number of loop iterations is xed in advanced). Even though
the current implementation has a big potential for improving performance,
the experimental results are encouraging: in particular, exposing bugsthe
primary purpose of Boogaloois fast, even in the presence of partial implementations.

7.6 Related Work
Debugging failed verication attempts.

While still an incipient research
area, a few techniques have recently been proposed to help understand and
debug failed attempts of program veriers. Sect. 7.2 already mentioned the
Boogie Verication Debugger (BVD, [46]); the Spec# debugger [93] implements similar functionalities which construct concrete counterexamples from
failed Boogie runs. Two-step verication [129] compares verication with
dierent semantics (based on unrolling and inlining) to attribute verication
failures to either inconsistent or incomplete specications.
The fact that all these approaches are built around the output provided
by a program verier determines their main limitations compared to Booga-
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loo. As we demonstrated in Sect. 7.2.1, when verication fails because of
insucient specication, the counterexamples generated by BVD or similar
tools are typically uninformative or even misleading, because they ignore the
implementation even when it is correct (e.g., a loop), unless it is comes with
an accurate specication (e.g., a loop invariant). Boogaloo supports a more
incremental approach, where users can concentrate on xing major bugs rst.
Sect. 7.2.1 also discussed how inlining and unrolling (available in Boogie and
automatically used in two-step verication) ameliorate these problems, but
they are also not directly comparable to Boogaloo, since they scale poorly
and require to know explicit unrolling bounds. Of course, the nitary semantics implemented by Boogaloo comes with its own shortcomings: if the
shortest counterexamples are very long, it may be infeasible to generate them
by enumeration, whereas a static verier's modular reasoning is insensitive
to the length of concrete execution paths since it is entirely symbolic; tools
such as BVD can directly work on any failed verier attempts.
Another approach to produce readable counterexamples is restricting
the input language (e.g., [122]), trading o expressiveness for decidability.
Bounded model-checking techniques (e.g., [27]) also target standard programming languages and the verication of properties that do not include features
such as innite mappings and unbounded quantication. Boogaloo follows a
dierent course: it supports the entire Boogie language as used in practice,
which does not restrict expressiveness a priori, but may produce spurious
counterexamples.

Testing.

Testing is the process of executing programs to make them fail.
Since it is based on execution, it is typically limited to violations of simple
properties that can be eciently evaluated at runtime and are implicit in the
programming language semantics (e.g., null dereferencing). Languages such
as Eiel (used in the present work), JML [69], and Jahob [136] incorporate
a richer language for annotations that is still executable, so as to extend the
applicability of standard testing techniques. Another line of research in testing is the combination with static techniques, with the goal of complementing
each other's strengths to search the input state space more eciently. For
example, [127] combines testing with program proving at a high level. A different array of techniques integrates testing with symbolic execution; see the
recent survey [19]. Boogaloo is also based on symbolic execution, but with a
dierent overall goal; as future work, we will leverage other techniques from
symbolic execution to improve the enumeration of executions.

Constraint programming.

This programming style supports program
denitions based on declarative constraints, describing properties of the solution, rather than on traditional imperative constructs. Logic programming
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extends functional programming languages [3]; more recent approaches combine declarative constraints with imperative languages [89, 64]. All these
approaches restrict the expressiveness of the constraint language to have predictable performance and some guarantees about soundness, completeness,
or both. As briey demonstrated in Sect. 7.5, Boogaloo can also be used as a
Boogie-based constraint programming language. Unless we also restrict the
language of assertions, we cannot oer strong guarantees about properties of
the executions generated by Boogaloo (see the end of Sect. 7.3.2 for a discussion). However, the usage as a constraint programming language brings
much exibility to Boogaloo as a testing environment for Boogie programs,
since users can achieve dierent trade-os between modularity and scalability
opting for the implementation or the specication semantics.

7.7 Summary and Future Work
We presented a technique and a prototype implementation to execute programs with complex specications and nondeterministic constructs, written
in the Boogie intermediate verication language. We also evaluated the main
applications of the techniqueunderstanding and debugging failed verication attempts by producing concrete simple counterexamples, and executing
partial implementationson several benchmark examples.
The main direction for future work is improving the performance of the
tool up to the point where it is applicable to Boogie programs generated
automatically by source language veriers, such as AutoProof. Those programs tend to be bigger and more complex than the code written by hand,
since they always include the encoding of the heap and various verication
methodologies (e.g. for framing and class invariants), even if the source program does not make use of them. In its present capacity Boogaloo is mainly
useful in teaching verication; in fact, in 2013 is was successfully applied in
the Software Verication course at ETH Zurich.

Chapter 8
Conclusions
This thesis presented a comprehensive approach to improving the quality of
reusable software components, in the context of sequential object-oriented
systems.
For early stages of the software development process, the thesis advocates using an abstraction mechanism based on models as a design tool to
dene coherent interfaces and organize components into consistent hierarchies. Specifying the behavior of a component using model-based contracts
provides precise documentation for its clients and enables automated verication at later stages of development, through both static and dynamic
techniques. To assess the quality of such specications the thesis proposes
formally dened criteria of completeness, observability, closure, and controllability, which together guarantee that the contracts are strong yet abstract.
The present work shows that deploying strongmostly completebehavioral interface specications in the form of model-based contracts is feasible
for realistic component libraries. The overhead of such specications is moderate: less than half a line of specication per line of executable code; but the
benets they can bring are signicant: used as oracles in automated testing,
strong specications reveal twice as many faults as traditional Eiel contracts. Additionally, using strong specications as part of the development
process seems to produce software with fewer faults by construction.
For static verication, the present work gives particular importance to
class invariants, which describe consistency of individual objects and object structures, and relate objects to their models. The thesis proposes a
new verication methodology with support for invariants of complex object
structures, dubbed semantic collaboration. Experimental evaluation on a set
of benchmarks shows that the new methodology compares favorably to existing approaches in terms of exibility and modularity: it supports invariants
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that depend on an unbounded number of objects, possibly unreachable in
the heap, and invariants that depend on unknown classes, without sacricing guarantees given to clients. Semantic collaboration is implemented in
AutoProof: an auto-active program verier for Eiel.
Next, the thesis extends semantic collaboration with support for models.
The support includes logic classes, which allow one to easily extend AutoProof with new mathematical types, and still enjoy several features normally
available only for built-in types. The second extension is a simple heuristic for reducing bookkeeping overhead of ghost state, which complements
AutoProof's straightforward encoding of model queries. Finally, the new
methodology includes a model-based abstraction mechanism for frame specications, with an intuitive semantics in the presence of inheritance. The
thesis demonstrates practical applicability of the overall verication methodology using EielBase2: a realistic container library, used in practice.
The present work also proposes an approach to generating concrete test
cases for programs equipped with complex specications, normally used in
static verication. The approach is based on the combination of symbolic
execution and SMT solving, and is implemented in a tool called Boogaloo.
The evaluation on several program verication examples demonstrates that
the proposed test case generation technique can help understand failed verication attempts in conditions where traditional testing is not applicable,
thus making formal verication techniques easier to use in practice.
Despite recent advances in software specication and verication, to which
this thesis makes a useful addition, the battle for correctness as a matter
of course is far from being won. Among various directions for future research, a particularly important one is creating more versatile and robust
verication tools. In the design phase, such tools could evaluate consistency
and expressive power of interface specications, pointing to incorrect or missing specication elements. Later during development, the tools would employ
a whole range of static and dynamic verication techniques to present the
developer with the most accurate and useful information about the correctness of the system, including minimal failing test cases, hints about missing
auxiliary annotations, and specication elements that lead to performance
problems in deductive verication.
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